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LIFE MOSAIC.

Master, to do great work for thee my hand
Is far too weak! Thou givest what may suit;
Some little chips to cut with care minute,
Others stand
Ortiut, or grave, or polish.
Before their quarried marble, fair and grand,
And mnke a life-work of the great design
Which thou hast traced; or, many-skilled,combine
To build vast temples, gloriously planned;
Yet take the tiny stones which I have wrought,
Just ene by one, as they were given by thee,
Not knowing what came next in thy vise

.

thought.

Set each stone by thy Master hand of grace;
Form the mosaic as thou wilt for me,
And in thy temple pavement give it place.

— Frances Ridley Havergal.
I fh

TOLERATION.
[The following is the concluding portion of
a paper read at the lute session of the New
England Association of Freewill Baptists, by
Rev. A. L. Gerrish,of R. 1.]

v

THE

MORNING

Great military men in organizing large
armies, first establish small companies
under good officers who thoroughly drill
them. Several companies are united into
a regiment with regimental officers. A
sufficient number of regiments constitute
a brigade under a Brigadier. The brigades are organized into one army under a

80 many of them, on Southern soil!”
While this troupe are in our midst,it would
be a rich treat for any church to secure

Major General,

for an evening.

Each brigade, regiment

and company has iis particular place assigned it in the day of conflict and is expected to do its duty there. Christ is the
Great Commander of the Christian army,

in a

certain part of the Master's vineyard, un-

less for good reasons the covenant be mutually dissolved.
Now, after taking these obligations, for

dne amount of attention given

it.

We

have known of more than one minister
who gave himself up to it so much as to
neglect his other duties as a pastor and religious teacher and the churches have been.

$1y that it is no

compelled on account of such neglect to

mater where he works for the Master, for

ask them to resign. We must not tolerate
a one sided religion.
* Rightly dividing
the word of truth” says the apostle, We
should rightly divide our labor. A Christian's life and the church's life should be

a man to deliberately

him to declare himself a religious cosmopolitan,—a religious free lover, for
him to act as though he had no home, or,

if he had, to go to it when there was
chance

to

go

elsewhere,

thus

no

frittering

away his energies in visiting, refusing to

take a post
hinder him
run

of service, because it will
from

about, or,

satisfying his desire to

if he

accepts

a post,

neglect to care for it as he should

to

on ac-

count of its confinement, is to acknowledge
himself a covenant breaker. He is guilty
of perjury ; besides, he is wasting energies which might be utilized in the service of Christ.

In the endeavor to exhib-

it a large heart and to show a kind and
brotherly spirit

towards

all,

Spread themselves out to

some

thin.

men

They

forget that while God has a great amount
of work to be done, he has. also a great
number of workers to perform it, and
that it will be . better for the cause for
each worker to do faithfully some portion
of the work, than to undertake to have a

hand in all parts of it, and really do nothing.
We have been tolerating this promiscu-

ous work, this waste of spiritual

until it has well nigh ruined us.

power,

Our

church, in her desire to abound in toleration, has failed to teach her children to
love and respect their home as intensely

.ag they should. She has been so afraid
"that somebody would call her sectarian

that she has consented to giving up her

‘land,

supplied

with

7,

its institutions,

brains, its ancient faith,

and

its

of

liberty from this factory of men.”

:

assist in finishing the new Hall, but also
enjoy the privilege of listing. to their
unique music. Only to listen to the voice
of their wonderful alto, is'pleasure enough

SUNDAY IN OHIOAGO.
§#°0n Sunday, April 20, the citizens of

Chicago saw on parade, in uniform, a
body of 400 men armed with breach-loading rifles and fixed bayonets. The body
consisted of communists ; and they intended this asa menace against a bill now pending in the Illinois Jegislature to prohibit
the organization, drill or parade of armed
bodies not enrolled in accordance with the
laws. It is high time that Illinois people
were waking up as to the danger from
this source. We doubt if it can accord
with the safety of any State to allow such
demonstrations.
It is but a step from
liberty to license; and bodies that ‘have

The young lady posess-

es, as critics say, a phenomenal voice.
Mr. Thomas Stacy, Bates Theo. student,

preached at the * close” Baptist church
on a recent Sunday, very acceptably, in

symmetrical —without excresences or de-

extremes of human

society.

test.

Thousands of

A REMORSEFUL JUDGE.

human beings throng in and out of these
mill doors at the daily summons of their
swinging, clanging bells, and all that is

That the way of the transgressor is
hard is illustrated by the later career of

most widely known of Lewiston

ex-Judge

is

cen-

tered in this foaming waterfall and these
busy looms. Down by broad, rapid,
roughened Androscoggin,
the toiling,
werld-burdened multitude are struggling
for the bread of human life, while a little
farther back, toward the pure, breeze-

swept hills, a group of young men are
sitting in their quiet rooms and fitting
themselves for a life work of lifting the
world out of its wearisome bondage, to a
hope in a better life, hereafter.
‘+ It takes a thousand years for God to
lay his hands off!” Who can understand
the grandeur, of ** lis own

good

time"?

Whe can comprehenfl the slow and solemn
tread of God in History? But it happens,
that from the cloistered cell of the

monk,

from the quiet study of the divinity students, from the chair of the Theo.

Profes-

sor and from the more public pulpits in
the Christian churches, proceed the influences which are slowly determining the
destiny of the world. They are the tools
which are being used to shape the coming
hour

when

every

knee

shall

bow

and

every tongue confess.
Iva HazELTON.

Barnard,

who

was

identified

with the Tammany corruption and
James Fisk frauds in New York city.

the
An

exchange says of him:
_

“The last few years of the life of the
deposed Judge Barnard, of New York,
were bitter ones.
He felt his disgrace
keenly. His nights were sleepless, but
ke was careful to conceal his extreme
sensitiveness. A friend met him soon after his removal from the bench. He looked pale and dejected. The friend urged

him to go to Switzerland and pass the
summer. ‘I can't do it,’ the judge replied.
‘I can’t bear to be pointed at as the disfranchised judge from America.
You
know I am the only judge of the Supreme
Court that was ever disfranchised.’ His
wife died, soon after his fall, of grief.

In

his palmy days he was a conspicuous figure on Broadway, after court hours, on
pleasant afternoons. He had glittering
black eyes, a pale face and was slender.
He wore very large diamond studs and a
flashing solitaire ring said to have cost
$7000.

He wore

shirts

with

frilled

bo-

soms, diamond sleeve buttons, gorgeous
scarfs, velvet coat, and in the winter a

E

roe

+0

BOSTON CULTURE.
It has become the fashion to speak of
Boston culture with as much freedom as
one speaks of Boston brown-bread. But
it is not every one that has the recklessness to speak of the former in the way
that *¢ Old Colony” does in his last letter
to the Christian Intelligencer. He says:

who disagree with him.

When men ate

thoroughly imbued with the spixit of Jesus, and are as thoroughly informed concerning Bible truth, it is safe to submit
this question of what shall be tolerated to
the rule our Saviour gave us:
‘‘ As ye
would therefore that men should do unto

you, do ye even so unto them.”
WAIFS FROM LEWISTON, ME.
aside

last weekby the

The colored, singers from Harper's Ferry were here a few weeks Since, at the in-

vitation of a Methodist pastor.

Although

the troupe came from a Free Baptist col-

lege, yet the Methodist people gave them
a contribution as freelyas though they
were giving to the support of

their own

own self-respect, and to allowing tlie love | church, The Y. M. C. A. of Auburn, also
of those to grow cold for her who were | generously gave thema contribution, which
born of her and nurtured on her bosom. was immediately dispatched to the college,
We believe this to be a great wrong. for furnishing a room in the new Hall.
Some good people pray that all denomina- Their manager, Mr. Keyes, made a fine
tional lines among Christians may be ob- point when be said, ‘* What can be move
literated. If that prayer were te be .an- appropriate, than the dedication of this
swered while mankind is in its present po- new Hall at Harper's Ferry, on the 30th
sition, we believeit would be productive of May, the day when you are decorating
of great evil.
A the graves of your soldiers, who lie,

or make it even worse than it is now, than

parents and household and family governors,—Vt. Chronicle,

mistakably common, rayless, and

unethe-

Many of our modern reformers say that

real people than anywhere else.

‘Boston

murderers dread imprisonment more than

culture’ means a very narrow

circle,

and

a stranger might never find it at all.
Three-fourths of Boston knows nothing
about it. And even the culture itselfis in
great measure going to seed in mutual
admiration,

sentiment,

bric-a-brac,

and

skepticism.
We rarely get a new idea or
a profound thought from this part of New

England any more.

oo

(These * waifs” were crowded
pressure of pther matter.—ED.)

which dazzles all eyes that look this way.
When the eyes come and look for themselves, they see a larger proportion of un-

We

furbish up the

old, we gracefully talk the common-place,
we meet.in parlors and lecture-rooms,
and weave our spider-webs of speculation
and our irridescent fancies aboutand about
‘ themes.” But where we are likely to
replace the vanishing forms of our Emersons, Lowells,
Motleys, Longfellows,
Sumners, Phillipses,

and

Whittiers

doth

not yet appear. It looks as if Massachusetts were to follow the fate of other great
historic race forces, and

find her

contin-

uous career of glory in her colonies. The
old pilgrim stock too must more and more
give way to the new pilgrimage,
and New

England become New
ripe seeds have

only

Ireland.
been

But the

blown

every-

where into sunnier climes and more
nourishing soils. If Massachusetts is becoming

(as

Mr.

Cook

says)

a factory,

America is begoming a larger New

Eng-

the next morning from

ENGLAND

ASSOCIATION.

The interests of our Mission Societies
were ably presented at the late meeting
of this body, at Lowell, in a paper from
Rev, C. 8. Perkins, Though closely identified with the Foreign Mission Society
and its wok

in this country, he did ample

Justice to the claims of the Home Mission
Society. The resolutions introduced and
the discussions upon them showed clearly
that missionary fire is burning in many
hearts, and many minds are anxiously
seeking for the best methods of doing
what must be done. It was clearly the
conviction of many present that immediate
attention must be given to the wants of
the home Society: that in our zeal for
the Bible School in India, and'our

enthu-

siasm for the foreign work, under the
stimulus of the presence among us of the
able representatives of that work, fresh

from the fielyl, and in the

midst

death.

Itisa grand mistake.

Any man

would rather take a hundred years in
prison than go to the judgment seat of
God with blood on his hands.— Observer.
It is a comparatively short and easy
work to denounce, discourage and drive
away men from the church; it is a Christ-

of the

general interest excited by their return
with strong recruits, we had unconsciously ignored the work at home. We had
not kept up the proper balance of effort
and contribution. No one for a moment
thought that we had done too much for
India, but many regretted that we had not
kept in full view all the while the weak
churches in New England, in the Middle
States, and the States that used to be called Western, but are really Central, and

in the fast filling regions beyond the Mississippi: and besides the weak churches,
needing help, the important openings in
new towns and growing cities inte which
population is fast pouring and where
hundreds of our members will soon be ab-

v4

roof

of the
time

in his life,over a vast,idolatrous city. The
scene was impressive, and moved him to
fervent prayer that the Sun of Righteousness might - speedily scatter the moral

darkness resting upon the land.

Much of the business is done in the ear-

ly hours of the

day,

before

heat makes it impossible

with comfort.

the

intense

to attend

to

it

As might be expected al-

most everything is done differently from.
whatis customary in this country.
The
babus, however, do not

appear

at their

places of business until after nine o'clock
in the forencon, and then tuke things very
easily.

;

TLe strongest

impressions

upon the

mind of the stranger are made by the
complete contrast afforded between the
Indian and American ways of doing ev-

erythinz.

Let us hope that in one thing

at least they may come to agree, and that

isin the worship of the one
ing God.

true and
:

liv-

————
tt——
——— .

WASHINGTON

CORRESPONDENCE.

WASHINGTON, D. C., May 1, 1879.
THE

ARMY

AND

LEGISLATIVE

BILLS.

The army bill passed the Senate by a party
vote, without amendments, and was a pure and

simple intimation to the Executive, ‘approve
this bill or we will cut off the supplies,” but the
cutting off will not be done. With all the oratorical flourishes of Virginia’s Tucker; the
braggadocio of Chalmers, and the mutterings
of evil from Blackburn, the Democratic leaders
do not dare to go to the country on such an issue.
A veto was calculated upon-®neither
House has a two-thirds majority necessary to
over-ride the Executive, and, not going so far
as Senator Blaine’s emphatic prediction of a

complete

back down, the probability is that x

sorbed by other denominations, unless we

temporary provision will be made, continuing
plant churches and provide * homes for the provisions of last year’s appropriations, for
them. These we ought to have cared for the period of six months (until Dec. 81), when
of the subject will be resumed
mvre wisely and carefully than we have _| the consideration
and the Congressional records again lumbered.
done, while doing a much needed work with speeches uttered, some only half deliverfor India. We must not now rush to the ed, while others will never be spoken at all.
On Saturday, in the House, the Legislative:
opposite extreme, by.leaving India to get
along as she is, while we bring up the bill was passed by 140 to 119—the Greenbackers.
work at home. We must not abate one (all but Barlow of Vt.) voting solidly with the ;
Democrats.
Garfield closed for the Republican
jot of our zeal, nor one farthingof our conside.
He has an impressive and somewhat
tributions for the foreign work; on the solemn’ manner, innate from a former experi-other hand we must steadily, increase ence as a layman in the ministry. The idea,.

them. It is evident that a large additional number of native teachers could be
profitably employed,ypder the direction of
our missionaries, if they could have the
money to pay them. And it seems probable that, at least,two American mission-

the manner, the whole effect of his closing
words, were emblematic of the man; net dra-matic, but forcible in the extreme.
He had declared that if the scheme (mean.
ing the coercive political clauses on appropriation bills) were not abandoned, it would be thestarvation of the Government and its destruc-

aries and their wives could be wisely ad- tion. He had taken a great risk, personally
ded to the force if we were able to sup- and politically, when he said that. The greatport them. Plainly enough, India will est or the humblest member on the other side: «could have destroyed him by the uttering of
require more money rather than less: ‘one sentence: *“ We do not propose to refuse to.
We must not rob her to pay our own land. vote supplies to the Government.”
Forty- We must increase the receipts of the five Democratic members had spoken, and this .
of Garfield’s had not been directiy
home Society in some other way than by declaration
antagonized. His conclusion was, that our greattaking money from the foreign Society. est danger consistedin the fact, that the people’s.
sovereign might be corrupted.
In any other
But many are saying, “I can not do any country,
if the
ruler be killed, another can .
more. Iam now doing all I can for these readily be put in his place; but if you corrupt.

causes,”

and with many it is,

doubtless,

trae. What shall be done? Well, some
can increase their contributions without
doing more than they ought to. A good
many can do this,
if they will only think so.
But the best thing to do is to find more
givers, to enlist new recruits in the supply department. Only a small fraction of
our members give anything regularly for

either home or foreign missions. Many of

or kill our sovereign, there is no successor to .
take his place.
The way of corruption lies around the ballot box where his will is given.

forth.

Without

the purity

of that medium, .

we have no Government and no protection for
the future?
A VACANT CHAIR.
On Tuesday, in the House, when the hour of
12 arrived, an unusual calm pervaded that
usually noisy chamber, and the cause wis revealed to the spectators by observing a vacant
chair and desk heavily draped in mourning,
surmounted by a boquet of white flowers. The
Hon. Rush Clark, member from Iowa, died

them would if asked to do so. Many are
not well informed concerning our Socie-

ingly alluded to it in his short opening prayer”

about them and to be furdished

A message from the President (the veto) was”
announced by his secretary.
It was laid unopened upon the Speaker’s desk.
Motions andl

with

the

and keep in motion all the forces of the

denomination.

It

requires

tact,

discre-

tion, patience and other good qualities of
mind and heart, to do this well, butit can
be done, and we must learn how to doit;

and the best way of learing how is'to do it.
Let us set ourselves at work, preach and
pray for missions, circulate the cards,
get them signed, sce that the pledges are
collected, and if one-half of us do our
duty thoroughly, ‘those old mission

wheels will begin to move.”
FIRST

IMPRESSIONS OF INDIA.

‘We have received from Bro. Burkholder another letter detailing some of his
early experiences in India and the impressions received from them.
We conlike office to bear with them, suffer pa- dense some of these for our readers.
One of the first experiences of the
tiently from them, and win them, by God's
ace, to their own salvation.— Zion's stranger, in approaching Calcutta, is that
erald.
of astonishment; at the extent of the shipHow is it possible to feel respect for one ping interests there represented.
For
who) in dealing with the gravest questions miles up and down the river a forest of
that can engage human thought, resorts vo masts extends,
representing the comall the worst and meanest arts of the mere merce of nearly every civilized nation on
demagogue, and thinks it quite enough if
he may win the claps of a shallow, star- the globe. The vessels are of every conceivable size and shape. Many of them
ing, ignorant crowd, one-half communists,
the other half fools P— The Standard.
are in motion, some just entering, and
The most ridiculously inconsequential others going out, all combining to form
figure in the United States Senate is ex- an animated and exciting scene.
The
Judge Davis, elected as an *¢ Independ- city itself is dusty, dirty, dingy, in some
ent” Senator from the State of Illinois. places from age, in others from neglect.
‘Big, big” as he is physically, he never It is a city of shadows and darkness, a
poses in a public speech, but on the top
of the political fence and just on the point sad comment on the superstition ahd morof climbing clumsily down on the wrong al darkness of its people. One soon feels
side of the question. Genuine statesman- that the harvest is, indeed, plenteous, but
ship, utterly independent in its enlighten- the laborers are few,
ed, comprehensive, and conscientious patOur brother spent his first night in Calriotism, is sorely enough needed; but the
cutta at the house of Rev. Mr. Goodwin,
Senator referred to has not been fortunate
in ‘his ventures thus far.— Advance,
a missionary of the Methodist church, and

®

the

house, saw the sun rise, for the first

CONDUCTED BY REV. 4. C. WATERMAN,

drunkard.
Moderate drinking has made
‘“ Helper” and the * Star.” In this work,
millions of drunkards — Independent.
| as we have often said, the pastors must
The disciple that welcomes the stranger take the lead. They are appointed to lead
for Christ's sake, finds Christin the strang- the flock. They are set to instruct, to
er, when he least looks for him.— Christian train, to educate.
They are to organize
Union.

:

publishing the same in like manner in our
own papers. The Christian gentleman
will not make a business of clubbing his
neighbors, though he should claim the
right to express his opinions freely on disputed points, and accord the same to those

. . MISSION WORK.

ties and their work and need to be told

‘ Total abstinence never made one man a

“One nowhere meets so many angular
There vever was a time that had less
We have already mote than hinted tha forms, hollow cheeks, and chalky or sal- need of an eloquent and
learned advocacy
our duty towards other evangelical de- | low complexions as here in the streets of of the gospel of unbelief.—Congregationnominations will include a kind and cour- Boston.
;
Intellectually, the decay is alist,
teous treatment, a preaching of truth in growing quite as evident. It will soon be
There are no men that can do so much
our own pulpits as we understand it, and difficult to keep up the traditional glamour to restore it [the world] to its first state,
pressions,

NO.19

AT THE NEW

O--O-0-b

their services in concerts,and thus not only

1879.

its

love

and that army can be. more effective if the the absence of its pastor. Nearly all the
subdivisions be observed und each does students of the Theo. school are combinits duty. This will be especially true if it ing the practice of preaching with their
appear that some of the regiments «re bet- Theological studies. Necessity has comter calculated to press some kinds of war- pelled them: to solve the question in this. taken all but the last step will beara carefare than others,and any careful observer way, although it is still a vexed question, ful watching and judicious restraint.—
can not fail to see thatin the present posi- whether a man shall preach until he has Congregationalist.
Alter reading the foregoing, it is pleastion of our race this is true. The tolera- finished reading the Bible in ‘the origition of an undenominational feeling and nal,” committed to memory Ecclesiastical ant to add that an effort is being made to
giving expression to sentiments against History, and made himself familiar with improve the Chicago Sunday. Monday
denominational cohesion have been the Homiletics, Exegesis and Pastoral Theol- of last week about 100 clergymen, representing the evangelical denominations,
bane of our Zion,
ogy. However, it is the opinion of all stumet
by invitation in the parlor of the
I am no sectarian. I will not build up- dents that a little practice of teaching is a
Grand
Pacific hotel to consult with regard
on or rejoice in the overthrow of a Chris- great assistance to them in their course
tian church of another order. Iwill place of studies, so preaching may be a similar to the matter. That meeting resulted in
no obstacles in the way of the progress of source of culture to the Theo. student, and arranging for another this week, to which
such churches.
They shall have my it might also be shown that winning souls clergymen of all denominations and influIt was
Christian sympathy, and my prayers, and and building new churches, as a result of ential laymen are to be invited.
my aid when I am able to give it without ‘ practice preaching,” has been added as stated that the liquor saloons were kept
detracting from the'special mission God a further means of culture to some of wide open Sundays, and all the theaters
has given me. But my life work as a these ‘ student preachers.” Bates Divin- in the city but one, McVicker’s, of which
Christian has been dedicated to God on ity school moves on very quietly in its it was reported that it would soon abandon its isolation. It was the general opinthe altar of the Free Baptist denomination.
pleasant brick hall, situated quite at the
To her as a denomination I owe allegiance. upper limit of the city. The young men ion of those present that little good would
I am pledged to work for her interests so and their teachers circle about in their | be accomplished by attempting to influence
long as I remain with her. She is my re- own Theological orbit quite apart from public sentiment in favor of a religious
ligious homa. The strongest promises: I the bustling stir of the world around them, observation of the day; but that someever made bind me to her ministry and while down at the extreme lower limits of thing might perhaps be done by urging
her laity. We have covenanted together the city, along the banks ofthe wide river, the importance of a day of rest and abstenbefore God. Did we mean it? Is it mingling the rumbling of their machinery tion from work on the ground of the rewrong to love our home and keep our with the roar of Androscoggin Falls, are quirements of man’s nature, and by agitapromises? Is it wrong to be true to our the busy mills that have made the young | tion in fuvor of closing the saloons. The
brethren, to respect ourselves?
Are our and growing city of Lewiston a familiar reports do not indicate a strong feeling of
marriage vows binding.or may we be free- name even in the marts of the old world. hopefulaess of success ; but it was thought
best by many to make an organized prolovers notwithstanding ?
Herb within a mile, perhaps, are the two

2. Toleration in regard. to practices.
We believe in the exercise of a broad
Christian charity ; in the propriety of putting the best possible construction on the
words and actions of others, of being as
Denominational love may exist without
helpful towards those outside our own
communion as it is possible, and consist~ bigotry, and itis a strong element in socieent with the obligations imposed upon us ty in producing effective labor for the
by virtue of our connection with ourown Master. Suppose Grant's soldiers when
church. Jt does not become us to study in pursuit of Lee had said, No matter where
how to obstruct the Christian progress of we fight if we only fight for the Union,and
another or circumscribe his opportunities go had broken ranks, every man waging
‘of doing good.
We should say -God warfare on his own account, here a little
speed to every church, individual, or so- and there a little, what would bave been
ciety that is legitimate'y laboring to build the result? Lee would never have given
up the cause of Christ and elevate the up his sword. Disregard of proper organization and of the promises made is
character of men.
But in our desire to exhibit a tolerant as fatal to success in the church. and
spirit, we as a people have favored prac- should never be tolerated. We should
tices which have been baneful, not only teach our members as a part of their
to us as a denomination,but to the cause of Christian duty to love their home and to
Christ generally. Our church covenant keep their covenant. The toleration of
contains some square promizes made be- side issues to the neglectof the great misfore God, and with a branch of his peo- sion of the church is to be condemned.
ple,to work with thefn for the upbuilding All reforms and good causes should have
of the Redeemer's kingdom.
These are their share of sympathy in the church, but
solemn obligations, self imposed, and af- when a church selects some one of these
fect the interests of every member of the and makes it very prominent to the negchurch so covenanting. In that covenant lect of the work of winning souls and
the places of labor, the times, and the strengthening the saints, a great mistake
associates are agreed
upon.
If any is certainly made. The church is no place
earthly contractis or can be sacred, if for riding hobbies. Temperance is one of
any oath ov affirmation can be binding the grand causes for which we are to labor,
upon the person taking the same, we and we are verily guilty if we neglect it;
think it i< the church covenant. It means yet we can conceive of its having an un-

organiza ion for solid life-long work

STAR, DOVER, N. H., MAY

very suddenly at his hotel.

‘The chaplain fee}

resolutions were made in low, solemn tones,
aad the House adjourned at 12.15 in strikinx
¢onurust with its usual turbulent manner,
THE

VETQ.

The veto has reassured the Republicans
carried’

dismay

into

the

Democratic

and
camp.

The Executive makes his strongest point in the
fact, that the present statutes, and over his af
proval in passed legislation, expressly forbid
the use of troops at the polls, as contained in.
the posse comitatus act of a former Congress.
When the pertinent question comes, ** What iss
all this Democratic fuss about?”
quite an im-

portant fact is developed

from the reflection.

that the collection of the taxes will go on just
the same, whether’ supplies are voted or not,
and the people will have to pay out their money
as usual. What confusion reigns in Warsaw,

is shown

by the hurried

caucuses that have:

been held, and the differences of opinion among:
the Democrats are very noticeable.
The Re-

publicans have the best of the situation, having
seized with such readiness the
opportunity
offered by an extremely blundering position
assumed by their opponents.

As a general thing the doings of a caucus:
leak out and the drift of its deliberations and!
intentions becomes speedily
known.
Not:
much is known regarding Democratic designs «
during their late vonvocations, other than that
violent measures were under consideration
and :
coming from extreme Southern members.

On Wednesday,

the veto was

House, and the complete

read: in, ther

inattention and bray--

ado unconcern with which the Democratid side
listened to its reading were very noticeable.
On Thursday, the House proeeedédto the
consideration of the veto message.. Ailludis
cussion was debarred, the previous.question.

was demanded and immediate action passed.
The question was:

Shall the House, on

re--

consideration,

pass the bill,. notwithstanding.

the objections

of the

decided

President?’ and

in the negative,

it was

(120.to 110) not two-

thirds. Three of the Greembackers voted in the
aflirmative and eight in the negative.
:

Cooler heads

had betten guide Democratic

councils now; a portentous warning comes
up from the North and West, to. this Congress,
not to adjonrn without passing the necessary
appropriations, but if they choose, let the rid-ers go to the President as separate bilison their
own merits,and a final decision be left with the
country.
y
.
This extra session need not remain here
The whole ground has
many days longer.

béen covered andistill x. President hus not heen
mada,

EvviorT..

-
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KINGDOM.

M8.
T.

READINGS.

Growth of the kingdom. Matt. 13:24—34,
Everlasting kingdom. Dan, 7:15—-27.

W.

Greatness of the kingdom.

"'.

The kingdom

prescribed.

F.

Eatering the kingdom.

Isa. 60:

;

—11.

Matt. 22:1—1U4.
Matt. 18:1—14.

SN. Happiness of the kingdom. Isa. 60:12—22,
S. The Saviour’s kingdom. Matt. 4:18.
GOLDEN

TEXT:

*

Come,

and let us go up

to the mountain of the Lord, and to the
Wwuse of the God of Jacob.»—Micah 4:2.
Micah

4:1-8.

Micah lived during the reigos of Jothim, Ahazand Hezekiah, He was cotemporary with Isaiah, Hosea and Amos.

The prophecy of Micah relates mainly to
the corruption

of Israel and

Former

dominion,

Judah, and

or power.

The reference is to the times of ‘David.
“The kingdom.” This verse should read,
*“ The kingdom of the daughter Jerusalem shall come again ;" that is, after the
captivity,
Notice how God, as the good Shepherd,

cares for his scattered flock.
Consider
the blessings of that day when men shall
learn war no more,
Observe that. the
gospel is to bring about the cessation of
that and very foe to man. Pray for the
reign of Christ.
:
ae

Notes and Hints.

Po >=o>.,&®

A DEPLORABLE OVERSIGHT.
The S. S.Times has a large circulation,
goes week after week into the hands of
thonsands of Sabbath-school teachers. It
has been regarded as representing thoroughly evangelical views, such opinions

to the judgments which they had invited.
This chapter is an exception to the predictions in the other chapters of the book.
Literally, ¢ the end of the days.”
“ Imthe last days.”
The days of the
Messiah were so called.
The apostles
apply this expres-ion to their age. Acts

nations. It has also been regarded as representing in a degree the American Sunday-school Union. We hope it does not

2:17; 1 Cor. 10:11;

soon and disavow in the most distinct and

1 Tim. 4:1.

** Mountain of the house.” The mountain on which the house of Jehovah, or the
temple, stood ; hence, Mt, Moriah.

The

mountain is put for that which most distinguished it, viz., the worship and reign
of God. ** Established in the top of the
mountains.” Be made permanently emnent over all.
This was to be done
through Christ, who would plant at Jerusaiem the foundations of an everlasting
kingdom of righteousness.

“ Exalted above the hills.”

The relig-

as all Christians hold in common, and as
such enjoys the patronage of all denomi-

to any extent.

If it does, the

Executive

Committee of the Union can not meet too
decisive terms the slightest sympathy with
the exposition of the fifty-third chapter of
Isaiah, by C. H. Toy, D.D.,
in the number of April 19th. What were the editors
about that they allowed such an interpretation to go out with their endorsement !.
The Christian public may properly demand,from them a full apology for such a
publication or unite in condemning the
paper from all the pulpits and from the
desk of every evangelical Sabbath-school.
The chapter is universally and proyerly regarded as a prophecy of the sufferings, the burial, anil the subsequent triumph of our Lord Jesus Christ. It was
selected by the committee which arranged
the International Lessons as a prophecy of

jon of Christ will gain a glory superior
to that of all other religions. This promise is fulfilled.
-+ People shall flow unto it.”
Unto the
kingdom of Christ.
By people is meant ¢ The Suffering Saviour.” It has, more
the nations, who were to be converted to than any other passage, gained for Isaiah
the title of the Evangelical Prophet. It
Christ.
—
‘has been one of the strongholds of the
** Come letus go up.”
The turning of Church from the beginning, establishing
various nations of the earth to the gospel the Messiahship of Jesus, proving the inis here described.
¢ Teach us.”
The spiration of the Scriptures. Yet here it is
and elaborately treated as be- Gentile nations will turn to God with a deliberately
ing primarily and directly a prophecy
desiveto know the divine character and concerning the godly Israelites and rewill. What is here said was meant to be motely applicable to the Saviour. Thisis
viewed as a precious promise of God. the exposition adopted by German ration-

“ His ways . . . his paths.”
of God as shown in
men.

Bm

what he

To walk in the

te live

paths

according

to

The ways
requires of
of the Lord

his

require-

alists from Jewish

interpreters, both

in-

tending to weaken and if possible destroy

the power of the chapter as a prophecy in

regard to’ the atoning Redeemer.

One of

the editors in the preceding article, notic,| ing the opinion in connection with others,
* Zion.” very properly characterizes it as an *‘ eva-

ments.

* The law.”
The gospel.
sicn too evident to need comment.” The
The holy hill of Jerusalem, here used as a exposition is a base surrender of the chapmame of the city.
The tabernacle was ter to unbelieving, Christ-hating Jews,
first pitched in the city on Zion. " « He and infidel neologists.— Christian Intell:" shuil judge.” Christ shall settle the dif- gencer.
ficulties of the nations, and so prevent
It is discourteous not to listen to him
war.
who is speaking to you, but an inattentive
** Rebuke strowg nations afur off.” The habit injures the hearer more than it in-Sun-=
truths of the gospel will-reaech-remote- +sults-the speaker-—Scho
‘lands and rebuke their ancient supersti- day-school or the day-school are apt to
tion, vices and wrongs. The Roman Em- forget that they are weakening their capacity for sustained mental effort by ever
pire was thus rebuked ; to-day, China and neglect to pay attention to the person adIndia hear the reproof
and
call of dressing them. And this truth ought not
Christ.
to be wholly forgotten by older heads—in

* Shall beat their swords.”
Exchange
war for peace, the weapons of slaughter

the teachers'-meeting,

elsewhere.

for the tools of industry. This prophecy
waits for fulfillment.
Christian nations

ewe it to Christ and to themselves to set-

in

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

There are Hebrew

the

church, or

NEWS.

Sunday-schools

at

tle their disputés by arbitration.
*¢ Under his vine,and under his fig tree.” In the
East, especially in Palestine, the vine and

Eureka and Reno, Nevada, and
Valley and Marysville, California;

fig tree grew luxuriantly and were wide-

to, Los Angelos, and Stockton,California.

Ty culiivated. A picture of quiet and comfort is here drawn, which only peace can
make real.
Livery one in the name of his god.” Tt
is difficult to reconcile this with

the

sec-

ond verse. Henderson thus translates it:
“* Thoughall the people should walk each

in the name of his god, yet we will walk

-m the name of Jehovah our God,

forever

and ever.” He considers it as spoken of
the Jews in captivity, and of their resolv‘ing pever again to follow idols.
* Walk

in the name of the Lord.”

That is, prac-

tice the virtues, refrain from

the sins, and

attend to the worship enjoined. by him, as
God.
Especially the latter thought is
meant.

«In that day.”

In the time when God

shall fulfill the promises here

made,

and

as the beginning of their fulfillment. *‘4s-

semble.” That is, gather together the
~ seattered sheep of the house of Israel.
“ Her that halteth.” The children of Ismel, dispersed in foreign lands as captives. Halt meant lame.
The Jews are
. Jikened to a flock worn out and lamed by
long journeyings.
¢¢ Her that is driven
out.” The exiled Jews.
‘4 remnant.” Part of the people of
Brae! were to be restored to Judea and
to be multiplied into a strong nation.

¢ 4

rong nation.” 42,360 persons returned
from the captivity.
In the second century before Christ they had become a na-

tion strong enough

to declare and to

. maintain their independence.
«The
Lord shall
This was not to be

reign over them.”
an outward but a

spiritual reign. Over all the Lord should
reign. For him to reign is for us to be
blessed.
:
« Tower of the flock.”
Towers were
imes built in the fields where flocks

were pastured, as places

of observation

and shelter for the shepherds.
There
was
a military tower on Zion, called the
tower of David. The flock of Israel was

to be gathered by the shepherd,
Zion, the tavern of the

flock.

around

** Strong-

Communications.

Zion was the last point captured

in Jerusalem by David. It was a place
strong by nature, and so easily fortified
as a place of defense.
2 Sam. 5:6—9;
2 Chron. 27:3.
*“ Daughter of Zion.” The word * of”
isnot in the original.
Daughter Zion
was so called to denote the beauty and
attractiveness of the place.
‘ First dominion.”
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Grass
and it

is expected that others will be established
at Virginia City, Nevada, and Sacramen-

A Sunday-school class at Michigan Asylum for the insane, at Kalamazoo, is com-

posed of forty young women engaged at
the institution as attendants, who call
themselves ¢* The Asylum Ladies’ Aid Society.” They have given toward charitable purposes over two hundred dollars
within the last ‘two

gifts.

years, besides

other

Ld

Statistics of the eighty-five Protestant
Episcopal Sunday-schools in New York
City are presented in The Church Sunday-school Teacher’s Weekly.
The largest single school is that of St. John’s
Chapel, Trinity Parish, with 79 teachers
and 1,112 scholars; total, 1,191.
The

school of St. Augustine's Chapel, Trinity
Parish, has 47 teachers and

total, 1,168.

1,121 scholars ;

The schools of St. George's

Church and its two chapels have, together,
90 teachers and 1,500 scholars.

uncleanly and unwholesome. They are
| out of place in dining rooms, Itis hard and
unhealthy work to sweep them. The fine

DOMESTIO THRALLDOM.
BY

ZABETH

ARE THESE THINGS SO?
ty,

an intelli-

gent lady, of rather fiail aspect; ¢ my
heart and soul say ‘Amen’ to every word.
The requisitions of domestic life in its various departments, at the present day, are
a severe tax and strain upon. the vital
forces of women. Any sincere and thoughtful person will admit this; too many
wives ' and mothers are worn, and dragged, and burdened by their never-ceasing
round of cares and duties. The mind is
the slave of the body too often. When
the work of our hands is done, we are too

tired to think, or engage in any employ to
improve the condition of our intellects.
The most of my time is spent between
the

wash-tub

and

the

cook-stove, and I

am conscious that my brain is not near as
good as it would be if I was not driven
about, day after day, and year after year,
at the behest of work. But what can I
do? What can thousands do that are not
in circumstances to hire help? I want to
maintain an average share of tidiness in
my housekeeping.
I want to rear my
children amid orderly, and as far as possible tasteful, surroundings, feeling that to
be thus reared will make them more useful, and fit them to fill more worthy
spheres in life, than as if they came up

ing it in repair, and demand more labor to

preserve it in tidy condition.
Oh, young, enthusiastic
housewife,
do you sigh for a gothic cottage? Then
don't, I pray you. A Gothic cottage is an
absurdity in terms! and as a reality it is

been, in fact, the suggestion to the organ-

ization of a Chinese I'ract Society.
Ibe
reading of this news from China called out
an account of a Chinese Sunday-school
which has been held for twelve years in
New York, and for the last three years
has been carried on by a lady, who

spoke

of its interests at this meeting. There are
six teachers, and the pupils are mostly
men.
The Committee of the London Sundayschool Union has passed a resolution to
the effect that a fund be established of
£25,000, to be called ** The Sunday-school
Centenaty Fund,” and that the money be
devoted to the permanent benefit of Sunday-schools by

the

establishment, exten-

sion, and improvement of Sunday-schools
in Great Britain, and on the Continent of
Europe ; the building of classrooms;

the

the

than useless

valances,

bed-

pillow-shams,

lambrequins, toilet draperies, that

really

In the Star of March 19, I find a selected article entitled, “A cure for drunkenness,” in which the Red Peruvian Bark is
recommended as an antidote, and in which
drunkenness is called a disease.
I wish

er of medicine for

of size and massiveness. It is grand for
castles and cathedrals. It is out of place
for cottages. American homes should be
adapted to the needs of the people who
dwell in them, comfortable rather than
pretentious, attractive without * loudness,’

or flashiness. Such a home should possess such features as may be demanded
by our climate, soil and social customs.
It should avoid sameness,

and

show

the

individuality of its occupants, without offending the general laws of taste and
beauty. ‘It does not need.to be outre or
singular in order to have a style of its
own.
Care should be taken as to the location
of the home.
A true economy will look
out for a full supply

air, and fire.

and

a situation in the city of Philadelphia for
several years in which the Rum Demon
held almost absolute sway, I speak from
actual observation and experience, not
only of the so-called antidote, which

has

not only been frequently tried, but is one
of the articles used to give tone to the
system of the unfortunate inebriate when
recovering from the effects of a debauch,
but also of the so-called disease itself, and
can confidently assert the efficacy of one
and only one remedy.
:
Drunkenness is not a disease, but a sin.

I state
God.
strong
ceived

this on the authority of the word of
Prov. 20:1, ‘“ Wine i8 a mocker,
drink is raging; whosoever is dethereby is not wise.”
Eph. 5:18,

“And be not drunk with wine, wherein is

excess, but be filled with the Spirit,” Joel
1:5, ‘Awake, ye drunkards, and weepuna

~ Well, you will fade, if you shat it out,
and to shut the sun out will very likely
let the doctor in."
Shove up the windows and let the air in,
too. It is well to have ventilation auto-

matic, so it cannot be interfered with by
it, if she could.

years,

water,

sitesto the health and pleasantness of the
household. Let the sun into all the rooms
every day, good woman,
‘“ But the curtains will fade.”

any hypoish person
‘catching
her death.”

seventeen

in the providence of God been placed in

are first requi-

of sunshine,

These

who is afraid of
She would ‘‘catch”

Put it out of her power,

shrivel up the air, creating some such

‘sinners ” yet endure here, I know

an

not,

but as preparatory to a hotter climate
hereafier.
|” Steam-heated air is as soft and balmy
as breath of June; the most delicate
plants thtive in it, but it is expensive.
I
am speaking of common homes, and how
to order them so as to reduce, as much as

may be, the toilsomeness of housekeeping. 1t needs to be economical ; all care
should be taken to keep it heathful, as
that will lessen both labor and cost. The
house must not be too large or cumbered
with needless furniture. ‘Wool carpets
should not be used in chambers or dining
halls. They require endless sweeping,

howl, all ye drinkers of wine, because

the new

of

wine, for it is cut off from your

mouth.”
Is. 5:11, ‘“ Woe unto them that
arise ear'y in the morning that they may
follow strong drink.”

Nahum

1:10, ¢ For

while theybe folden together as thorns
and while they are drunken as drunkards,
they shall be devoured as stubble fully
dry.” See also Deut. 24:19,20, 21 ; Isaiah
5:22,23, and 28:1,3.
;
We see from the above and from man
other passages that there is a curse from
God upon the drunkard, and it seems to
me, with those proofs from Holy Writ
before us, it should need no argument

to

prove that drunkenness is a sin. Nay,we
have the assertion on the same divine
authority that ¢‘ No drunkard shall inherit
the kingdom of God.” See 1 Cor. 5:10.
And here he is classed with the worst class
of sinners, as thieves,
ters, adulterers, &c.

fornicators,
7

idola-

But we are told ‘to prove all things,”
and let us put to the test of reason what
we have here asserted, namely, that
drunkenness is a sin, not a disease. We
have it clearly set forth, distinctly asserted in the ¢* Word,” that the curse of God
is upon those who drink to excess. Nay,
more, we have it
no drunkard can
or have any part
Now would God

disease?

positively declared that
inherit, that is, possess,
in the kingdom of God.
punish or curse us for

Can it be

found

within

the

Book of books that any one will be cut off

from the joys of the

redeemed, from ‘the
and frequent lifting to be beaten free of benefits
of the purchase made by Christ,
the dust with which they soon become fill
because of disease?

establishment and formation of mission
schools, and the formation of a loan fund

ed when in daily use.

of £10,000, to assist in the erection of Sun-

with a carpet.”
The first essential to beauty is fitness to
its object. Wool carpets in chambers are

day-school buildings and class-rooms, and
for general Sunday-school purposes, by
loans without interyst.

Oh, the worse

is pre-eminently a style of architecture

that for good effect demands the elements

atmosphere as sinners in general are
warned to flee from, but which some

The Chinese child's paper, published at
Shanghai, is in¢reasing in influence ; it has

these.

hangings,

to enter a protest against any such misnomer as this. Having been a practition-

now twelve thousand

dren in Syria to benefit by its’ translation.

him into the true idea that happiness was

both absurd and ridiculous, for the gothic

by having an opening for the free admission of pure air beyond her reach. Iam
not writing to such as have furnace
monsters ” in their houses, that dry and

chil-

and a woman with a tendency to lung primary cause of all mental disorders, sé
complaints may receive the most serious that, in fact, all diseases are in their natinjury to her health, by sweeping week ure physical.
The mental lesions are
after week, an old dust filled wool carpet. the effects of some seen or unseen strucOil cloth is far better for dining rooms, tural change either in the cell or fiber.
though cold for the feet in our climate,
We have inebriate asylums in almost
but a nice floor will do very well.
How every section of the country, under the
the children enjoy it!
If they drop their charge of educated physicians, who treat
bread, butter side down, no great harm is patients for drunkenness as a disease.
done. It is easily swept and easily wash- Are they successful ? The records kept
ed once a week.
By doing away with therein answer, No; but show that phawool carpets in all common apartments tients are admitted and re-admitted somethe labor of the housewife is materially times as often as five, ten times, and
lessened.
sometimes oftener. Does this look like
Then there Re; the draperies and up- being cured? As well might we look
holsteries. . Oh, the tasked eyes and ach- for a thief being ** cured” by medicine asa
ing backs that bend over these in the drunkard. Not that some drunkards donot
making, in the washing, ironing and ar- at times twin from the ** cup” either with
ranging. Take them down, good house- or without treatment. So do some thieves
wife.
‘They are stylish.”
I demur. turn
from thieving, with or without
‘Useful, too, in their way.”
A very
‘¢ prison” treatment.
doubtful way.
‘Do I not believe in the
The common law recognizes the difornamental?"
ference between disease and drunkenI believe in the beautiful, the graceful, ness. Lunacy is an excuse, in law, for
the artistic.
Stiff starchery is none of committing even the highest
crimes
known,

whilst drunkenness is no

“But a room looks

so much

prettier

ness

Again,

if drunken-

is a disease, it must be a disease of

the body. There is no mental disease. I
know in medical nomenclature we have
what is called mental diseases, as well as

physical; but what I mean

to assert

is,

rids one all the

more

of the

potion

of

much happiness in the outward, and

designed to be highest

and

best

lifts

in the

likeness to Christ, in unselfish love, '
‘ We are members of his body.”

Ag

Stone says, “The body can not undertake

any journey without the feet. Whither
would Christ go among men?
Down

into what vales of lowly life would He
descend ? The feét must bear him whith-

er he would go.

We are his members,

We must carry his presence everywhere,
according to the desire of his heart. What

burdens would Christ lift for the heavy.

laden ? What lost little ones would he
lead? We must be hands to all his gracious

purposes.

And how shall Christ tell the

story of his sacrificing love?
How
He warn the tempted, and cheer the
rowful ? We are his members,
must be lips and tongues to all this

ness of Christ's love and

shall
sor.
We
ful-

longing.”

We

have not thought of this as ‘we should.

WAYSIDE

SKETCHES.

BY EARNEST WESLEY,

excuse.

Coming out of church a few Sabbaths
Within two years, aman whose family I
at one time attended wus hung for mur- since, I noticed a brother, somewhat afder; thgsact was committed while he was flicted with rheumatisia, leaning upon a

serve no. sensible purpose. It is fearful
to think what time and strength is wasted in a ¥: | of drunkenness, and it was his
over these useless things, which ought to chief defense in palliation, and the excuse
go to the resting and building up of body offered before the Board of Pardons when
and mind.
Have plain floors in the asking for a commutation of his sentence,
chambers, with a few rugs easily shaken,
and without avail.
carelessly, accustomed from their child- and replaced, and plain, clean beds. The
What is it that fills our prisons and
hood to negligent, slatternly methods of parlor, perhaps, may have a good wool houses of correction?
Is it disease?
housekeeping. In order to do this [ must carpet, as this, in most country dwellings, Every city in the land has laws that
overwork myself; 1 see no other way.’
is the ‘company room,” only used on place a fine or imprisonment on what ?
This lady was intelligent and sincere. grand occasions, such as weddings, funer- Disease? No, drunkenness. Does dishe acknowledged the evil, and deprecat- als or birthday parties.
But even here ease urge a parent to spend the last cent
- it, yet saw no way of relief. Too do away with the stuffed chairs, save one for rum, which should go to buy food for
many women acquiesce in this state of or two for the dear old people, that you his children ? Does disease urge a parthings, as if it were something fated, and won't have long with you, and ought to ent to sell the clothes oft his
children’s
relief hopeless and impossible. But is make as comfortable as you can—and back, the bed from under
them,and this in
not this pusilanimous? Is it not wicked? those great puffy, plethoric things stand- the middle of winter?
Yet, this is of
Where is the remedy? In common sense ing obtrusively in the way, that no one frequent occurrence. What
is the reason
and moral courage, if anywhere.
ever ventures to sit on, but rather avoids, drunkennessis on the increase? Is it not beThese are not as common as they might as if they were Titanic pin-cushions on cause we,as Christians,as ministers of the
be, or as fashionable as they ought to be, wheels! Then the satin and velvet things gospel, do not regard it as sin, preach
but the woman who will make use of that must be protected by the spreading
against itas sin, use our influence in and
them can be free of much of the thralldom over them of other ‘ things ™—the gilt, out of the pulpit against it, realizing and
of domestic life as it is.
the damask, the silk and lace things!
acknowledging it as sin?
How we trick out our parlors as if for a
It is not of the homes of the rich, or of
Is there any other remedy that can be
the poor, that I would speak, but rather show, and overload them as if they were applied with effect, than the one great,
We must know, if only remedy for sin and uncleanness ?
of that large class in the middle walks of haberdashery shops!
life, who are helping to do the world’s we think, that this is not good taste. It
Fellow Christians, I appeal unto you
work, and ought to have a fair share of greatly adds to the labor of cleaning, to help place before the community, and
its privileges.
All such need to regard, when that time comes round, as it must particularly before the church, this sin;
first of all, economy in their homes; such inevitably do, while the earth revolves let it have its proper place and name ; let
us condemn it as sin, let us call it by its
a management of their resources as will on its axis.
tl A
vame, and let it be done prayerfully,
expend to advantage without incurring
through faith in the Lord Jesus, rememwaste. They must not occupy a house
A CURE FOR DRUNKENNESS.
bering that if we as watchmen do not
too large for their needs, for this will
BY
REV. WM. A. CANTRELL, M. D.
warn the wicked, let him be a thief, idolsubject them to unnecessary cost in keep-

The prospect of introducing Sundayschools into Russia seems to be not quite
so hopeless as formerly. Mr. Jessup, the
Syrian missionary, now in this country,
thinks Christie’s Old Organ might be advantageously put into Arabic, as there are
Sunday-school

this joy, he invites us; then every
loss disencumbers, every fight and toil

dust rising from them irritates the throat,

HARP,

“Yes, they are,” unswered

there is no primary mental disease; There
must be some abnormal physical condition, some perverted action of some part
or some structural change, which is the

ater, drunkard or evena moral

man,

his

blood will God require at our hands.

my mind, thus we can

lean on

Christ, he

bears us up, he never gives way beneath
the weight of our cares, our difficulties,
our Sorrows, or our sins.

:

But though Christ is our burden-bearer,
though it is our privilege to cast all oar
careson him, to lean heavily upon our
Lord, how few of us really allow our
whole weight to rest on Him.
We
bear so much care and sorrow ourselves ;
we mourn, sorrow, even complain be.
neath the weight pressing on our souls,
when, if we would

but lean

on the

Lord

Jesus, he would bear us up; if we would
but cast our cares upon him, every one
would be taken off our souls,

they

would

rest on the Lord, we should bear them no

more.

Why

:

do

we

not-avail

ourselves

this, one of tke most precious
deemer’s offices ? Is there

of

of the Renot, often-

times, a lack of faith, and a consequent
retention of what we have no need to
beac?
Why should the Christian go
mourning, and lamenting whén Chrst offers, in the fullness of his mighty love, to
bear
«ll
our
burdens,
cares - and
difficulties ?
May we not here ask, What right has

:
a

Christian to hinder his or her usefulness
in the Master's service by bearing moré
soul-weight than need be borne? It is
hard,

very haid to bear

the trials of life,

But when,

afier earnest, effectual prayer, we find the

I. B. PEASE,

Man's chief good

about the material, he answered ** Well
[ use this because I can lean upon it, and
it bears my weight,” the thought came to

impossible if we stand alone.

SELF-SACRIFICE.
but in imparting;
blessing

cane made of steel ; making some remarks

is not in possessing,

not in enjoying, but in
:
os

burden lifted by our Redeemer’s hands,
and see him looking upon us with tender
sympathy, then tte weight no longer oppresses our souls, and. leaning heavily
-ttponhi
we are enabled
m, to trust, as we
never trusted in the sure and precious
promises of our crucified’but risen Lord,

that makes heaven the happy place it is.
They resemble God in what seems in
Scripture to be his highest attribute—
love ; the glorified Son of God.
and the inhabitants of heaven are there
Only a daily resting upon Christ, only
because they are like God.
“It is more a living experience of his love can give
blessed to give than to receive,” is the the Christian that perfect
faith, that firm,
great law of love. Christ said, * A new unwavering confidence
which enables
commandment I give unto you, that ye him to say, ‘I love my Redeemer, he
love one another as I have loved you.” holds me up, I lean heavily upon him, he
He gives us himself—his deepest love; never fails to support and strengthen
gives us his very heart'sblood. He says, we."
‘ Not as the world giveth, give I unto
Es
fh gh fo
cnmneecne
;
you.” The true riches arein this character,
This world is full of harshness.
It is
and if we come into a likeness to Christ, easier to censure than to praise; the forand learn how to have his joy fulfilled in mer is a gratification of our self-esteem,
us, it will be in the way of being glad while to praise seems; with minds too
to help others.
ambitious and ungenerous, a tacit admisChrist was glad to give himself for us. sion of others’ superiority. It is a bane of
Love counts nothing it can do, too hard, society wherever I have known it, a peror too much to sacrifice.
Love can not petual seeking for something which will
stay away and let the beloved object suf- disparage or make ridiculous our
neighfer alone; it must hasten to share its sor- bors.
rows, and counts it a joyful privilege.
Their conduct is canvassed, and mean
Love does not say, ‘*“ How much must and selfish motives are attributed
to them.
I do?” but ** what may Ido?” In the pos- Their foibles are dragged into day. I do
session of such a spirit, we find a satis- not boast myself to be free from blame
faction surpassing all that the gold of on this account, and yet I try to find what
earth could purchase.
is good and beautiful in all that I see,
:
How much of life we often pass unap- and to judge my fellow-creatures as 1
prised of the great soul-wealth
thus would have them judge me. There is a
placed within our reach. Often agitated verse
in Pope's ‘ Universal Prayer”
and unhappy because of some earthly which is full of beauty.
I wish it was
loss,and the great possibilities of spiritual graven on all tablets in our churches.
You
affluence lightly esteemed. Thus the op- will pardon me for quoting what is so
portunities of laying a foundation for an trite :
endless increase of fecility are hidden from
“ Teach me to feel another's woe,
us.
To hide the fault I see;

An aged Indian, half naked and

ished, wandered into one of our

fam-

Western

settlements,begging for food to keep him
from starving.

While eagerly devouring

That mercy IT to others show,

That mercy show to me.”
— Charles Sumner.

Being called, a few Sabbaths since,

to

the bread bestowed, a ribbon, from which
was suspended a small dirty pouch, was

preach in the pulpit of a church of a sister denominationnot
, far from this city,we

he said it was a charm given him in
his younger days,and opening it, displayed a faded greasy paper which he handed for inspection. It proved to be a regular discharge from the Federal army,
entitling him to a pension for life, and
signed by General Washington himself!
Now here was a name which wouid be
honored anywhere,and which if presented
in the right place, would have ensured

we were informed the deacons would
soon meet us. In a few moments the
officers of the church came to the room,
and after explaining the notices, remarked that they were accustomed to have u
word of prayer with their pastor before
he went to the pulpit. Kneeling down

him support aud plenty for the remainder

blessing upon his word.

seen about his neck. On being questioned,

were shown into the pastor's room, where

together, one of

the deacons

offered

a

peculiarly tender and earnest petition for
divine aid for the preacher und a divine

The subject of

of his days; and yet he wandered hungry; these prayers was fairly ‘melted under
helpless and forlorn. What a picture of the supplication, ‘and was wonderfully
men, and of Christians too, with such a prepared
ifor the public exercises upon
charter signed in Jesus’ blood, yet starvwhich he was about to enter. This exceling in the wilderness. Jesus Christ finds
lent custom might be happily imitated in
us hunting after a condition of outward
all our churches. It would be likely to
good, and he says, ¢* Behold me—my pov-’ secure both better and more effective
erty, myburdens, my sacrifice and my joy preaching in all the pulpits.—Zion's Herin rescuing you.” To a participation in ald.
:
:
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boring churches.:

REV. HOSEA QUINBY, D.D.

The

Congregational

and Methodist pastors in the village conBY.PROF. J, J. BUTLER. |
XII.

I have already given some account of
Dr. Quinby as a writer, especially of his
Review of Butler's Letters, our denomipational Treatise of Faith and Usages,
and his Prison Chaplaincy. lle was also
the author of a valuable little work on
Christian Baptism, which sets forth with
much clearness and strength the Scriptural view of that ordinance. For several
years he was one of the editorial contributorsto the Star, and furnished several
articles for the Freewill Baptist Quarterly. For many years he was interested in
collecting material for a Life of Randall,
but did, not bring it to completion.
As a writer, he was plain, simple, earnest. If his style was not polished or
florid, his thoughts, even in their bluntof

Rev. I. D.

Stewart gave an address on

the charac-

teristics of

HIS WRITINGS—TESTIMONIALS—DEATII.

ness, ever showed evidence

ducted the opening services.

industry,

sincerity and truth. His time was too
much engrossed with other labors to allow much for the pen.
After the review given in these sketches of his work as a teacher and preacher,
I need not say more. The churches to
which he ministered know best his worth
as a minister. They loved him, and
gratefully cherish his memory without an

his

life-work,

his

personal

worth, and denominational
standing.
Rev. D. Waterman spoke of his lifework, and the noble example he set for
us to follow. Rev. A. H, Morrell spoke
of his acquaintance and estimation of the
deceased ; also Rev. P. W, Perry. The
concluding prayer was offered by Rev.

E. W. Ricker.

Among the hymns

from

the choir, was one he gave out to be sung
in his last prayer-meeting. Standing as
he did on'the very verge of earth and
border of heaven, the hymn doubtless
well expressed the feeling of his heart:
“ The sands of time are sinking,

The dawn of heaven breaks,
The fair sweet morn awakes.
Dark, dark, hath been the midnight,
But day-spring is at hand,

And glory, glory dwelleth
In Immanuel’s land.”
were

taken

to

Concord,

N. H., and interred by the side
beloved wife. His age was 74.

of his

En
qe ar a = EL

OUR OPPORTUNITY AND DUTY IN
REFERENCE TO MISSIONS.
(Read at the late session of the New England Assn-_
cistion, in Lowell, Mass., by Rev. Charles 8, Perkius,)

exception.
He honored the pulpit, and
I shall speak of both the home and foralways commanded the attention and 1e- eign work as equally important and muspect of his audience.
He commenced tually dependent.
preaching early, and then formed his
Whatever we do or leave undone, as a
style of address, clear, earnest, devout, religious body, we must not, if we are to
without much regard to ornamentation. maintain our standing among the religIf not so profound or eloquent as some ious denominations, and as one of the
others, he was still an able, Scriptural recognized saving agencies of the world,
and successful preacher ; and the church- overlook or neglect our Home Mission
es to which he ministered uniformly pros- “work. Indeed, if any one work is to be
singled out and made the first and chief—
pered under his administration.
Thousands, now scattered over the to be vigorously carried forward, though
land, who were once his pupils, can testi- other work must be diminished or even
fy their high appreciation of him as a suspended—it must be our Home Mission
teacher. What a blessing he has been work,as being esseutial to our continued
to the F. Baptists as a pioneer and or- existence, and as being the foundation of
ganizer in the cause of education can every other religious and educational and
never be told. He came forward at the moral enterprise in which we may hope,
right time, with the right spirit aud man- at any time, to successfully engage. The
ner. Our denomination owes its present character of our country is such, so broad
educational position very largely to his in its area, so made up in its inhabitants
of people of every land and of every
labors and influence.
He was always and everywhere an manner of civilization and no civilization,
energetic faithful worker.
Few men of every manner of religious belief [and
have labored more than he did in his va- no religious belief, so rapidly incrgased
rious fields of responsibility, for more
than fifty years. le welcomed the tasks
of life, never evaded duty, and sought to so destitute, in many portions,
sort of true means
of grace, tl
do everything well and thoroughly. He
opportunity here at home, for
was never envious of others, bore patiently, manfully, life's trials, and made work, east, west, north and south, is
almost unlimited. The heathen, waiting
the best of all his circumstances.
no longer for our tardy going to them,
It would be pleasant to give testimoni- have indeed come to our doors, so that
als to the character and work of Dr.
now itis well-nigh practically true that
we may, without leaving our own soil,
Quinby from many of his coadjutors.
go into all the world, and preach the
The substance of all, however, is well
gospel to at least every class of createxpressed in a recent letter from Rev. ures. Our own land, as it is to-day, is
Silas Curtis, who knew him, perhaps, bet- very far from being truly Christianized,
ter than any other man.
He says: “1 even to such an extent that we deserve,
was intimately acquainted with Bro. Q. in the truest sense of the word, to be
from the time he entered college,in

to the time of his death.
man

g—

an

MCT!

1829,

He was a good
n

thi

EW

AS

Theol.

School,

&e.

He was a stable man—we always knew
where to find him. He loved his own
denomination, and was never ashamed of
it, nor of its name anywhere. He was
never inclined to follow

those

who,

for

popularity or money, left their own people and went to other sects. lle never
sought for self-ease, or fur the best place.
He was

a

faithful,

industrious,

liberal,

generous-hearted laborer in the vineyard.
He loved his brethren—always had a
good, kind, gentle, Christian spirit. Ie
was a good preacher. He was one of
our best men, and

his

death

is

a great

loss.”

I will add a remark here with reference
to him in his family. Asa husband and
father he excelled. It is the testimony
of one who was in his family, and intimately connected with it for years, that
no unkind word ever escaped his lips.
No matter what the trial was, grace and
patience conquered.
Thus this good,

faithful man

labored,

toiled, suffered. He
enjoyed a good
measure of life’s sunshine, cheered and
brightened numberless homes and hearts.
Ilis path was dlso much enshrouded by
cloud and darkness. He knew what it
was to endure hardness,

privation,

trial

and sorrow. But he bore all with manly
fortitude and submission, ever standing
firm and true to his integrity, uncomplaining, committing himself to Him who
Jjudgeth righteously.
His life as a whole
was an eminent success ; for he perform-

and

then,

be-

sides the infidelity and corruption, and,
at the best, low grade of piety among

:

A

excellent good man. Ie was the pioneer
in our Educational work, one of the principal movers in our

called a Christian nation;

—present tine,

country, for

our

Christian

efforts

to be

employed upon. So it is true that there
is not and can not be any lack of opportunity here for whatever Christian service any religious denomination or any
individual may choose to do.
It certainly is nct because we have
worked up all our material here, and can
find nothing more

for

our

hands

to do,

that we need to go abroad in search of
needed and hopeful Christian work. Our
own opportunity, as one

of the

religious

denominations, is certainly sufficiently
large, as those,at least, very well understand

who,

with

continvally

burdened

hearts, because they have so little means
al their disposal, are in a position to receive the earnest and pressing appeals
for aid which come from every quarter,
and which are accompanied with
a
reasonable assurance of large success
from a little timely attention and effort.
Those who have held office in any organization for the promotion of Home Mission work among us can not be otherwise

than very deeply impressed with the fact
that our own land has still very great
religious needs, and that the opportunity
here for doing successful

Christian

work

is indeed very large. In common with
other religious bodies, we have the opportunity of establishing new churches,
almost without number,

and in

places,

too, almost as destitute of gospel privileges as any portion of India. T think
there can be no doubt in the mind of any
one who has carefully looked this matter
over, that with eur present strength and
facilities, it is possible for us, within the

space of not more than ten years, to
quite double the number of our churches,
if such means should be provided as

our

to (God's service, are clearly able

fur-

people, with a spirit of full consecration
to

nish. With the consecration and energy
of the early Christians of our own de-

ed its work well, endured unto the end, | nominational fathers even, this might be
and, as the faithful sentinel, died at his done, to our own great strengthening

post.
As before mentioned,

he

became

tor of the church at Milton Mills, N.

pasH.,

in the spring of 1876, serving it faithfully
for two and a half years, where he closed his earthly career, October 11, 1878.
For several weeks he had been looking
after the work upon his church, prepara-

tory to the Quarterly Meeting to be held

there.

The day he died

he

complained

of illness, went,however,to the church as

usual, and examined the work.

ing to his house, he took his seat

Return-

by the

stove, removed his boots, and put his feet
on the stove-railing.
A few moments

after his daughter in an adjoining room
heard his feet fall suddenly on the floor,
ran to his side, he gasped a few times,
and all was over.
His exit was so sudden, that there was
little time to arrange for the funeral.
Yet several ministers came in from neigh-

and to the glory of God. There is before us then an opportunity for almost
unlimited church extension in this country, and this opening is our opportunity,
because, if we have but a willing

‘we have the means for doing
‘What has been done among

mind,

this work.

us

for

edu-

cation, and in other lines of Christian
service, shows that we have the ability
if it could only be, in some way, aroused
and wisely applied. But whatever we
may think or do concerning this opportunity for church extension, there is one
opportunity which we ought to fully recognize, and one duty which we can
neither safely nor innocently ignore ; and
in this direction, I am confident, our

planning and our effort, and our giving
should be, for the present, very largely
employed.
n
ur denomination, tliough very small
in its membership, as compared with
others, is already scattered over a very
lurge territory, and, as a matter of fact,
iv is for the most part,and in more respects than one,

With

too little

with too little

very

thinly

scattered.

concentration

of forces,

unity ‘of, planning snd
~

any

enterprise

which

would

place them in a condition of efficiency,
and often so rent with discord as to render any united action impossible, tend
more to retard our denominational growth
and perpetuate our weakness, than any
other cause. Looking over all our denominational work, as carefully and impartially as possible, 1 can not resist the
conviction, that, so far as our home work
is concerned, the great opportunity and

duty of our people, for a few years to
come, is largely in the direction
of
strengthening and building up these
churches now so feeble and inefficient, so
that they may properly represent the denomination in the regions Where they are
located—and so that thev may actually
do, for the communities about

them,

the

work for which Christian churches are in-

tended—and so that, ultimately, they may

become sources from which we may draw
for the steady and larger support of our
various denominational enterprises.
We bave placed ourselves before the
country as a Christian denomination, and
for almost a hundred years, we

have

de-

manded recognition as such. The claim
we have thus made is ertajnly a very
ambitious one, and the responsibility we
have taken upon ourselves is very great.
It is our duty to make good the claim,
and manfully meet the obligations we
have assumed.

We

have established

our

churches all over the country—in some
places exclusively occupying the territory

—in other places, sharing it with some
ther denomination.
By the establish-

ent of these churches we have undertaken and promised to furnish the means
of grace, and the needed religious.culture

to the people among whom they are located. We have said,
Our doctrines and
our methods are superior, and we are
qualified to so preach the gospel and to

so furnish religious instruction, that the
spiritual wants of the people shall be fully
met. It is our duty eitherto perform well
what we have undertaken, or else leave
the fields we occupy to those who will

properly cullivate them. We hear much
said about the duty of the stronger
churches fo the weaker. Thereis a better and truer way of putting it than this.
There is a question—much less discussed
—which

seems to me to put the matter

in

its true light : Our duty to do for those communities where we have established our
churches, the work we have undertaken,
and which, by our professions, we have
iven the people good reason to expect.

t is indeed a reproach to ns—a reproach
which we must remove—before we can
hope very much to enlarge our territory,
or to very much increase our membership

—that we have so many churches, in city
and country, that have scarcely more than
a name to live.
The work we have undertaken and the
expectations

we have raised,

as

well

as

we are-thgactuil needsof the people about our

sure to be flooded, in the future, with the
rawest possible
material from every

work.

|All

‘worthy

of the name—have, heretofore, ac-

Christian

denominations—

—pursuing too much the
policy of every cepted their Master’s commission, and
ho for himself.and hind
in bivory ‘have availed themselves of the
opportuniway, we bave planted our churches any- ty opened before them to preach Christ in
where and everywhere, and in many the regions beyond. Great results have
cases left them witbout very much visible followed. God's signal and rich blessmeans of support. The result is, among ings on the work of Foreign Missions—
our large number of churches, we have manifested in the abundant fruits gatherbut very
few that are really strong. in ed in abroad, and in the greater religious
themselves, and that give much real prosperity and higher Christian life at,
strength to the denomination as a whole.
ome, in case of those who have engaged
But these churches which we have in this work —prove that it is in the line of
brought into existence, scattered here and Christian duty and in full accord with the
there, and such as they are, are our divine will and purposes.
churches. For their being we are reBut there is still a large part of the
sponsible, and are naturally held respon- world in which the gospel of Christ-—desible—and in them our denominational signed alike for every creature—has been
reputation and honor rests. It is not too but little preached, or not at all; and so
much to say—and in this I speak from ac- there is yet an opportunity for all who
tual knowledge—that many
of these sympathize with
Christ in his leaving
of
churches, living at a “poor dying rate,” his Father's presence and his dear abode
with too little vigor and hopefulness to to go into a foreign world to save lost
undertake

The summer morn I’ve sighed for,

The remains

action with an almost morbid fear of centralization or of any general headship

churches place us

under

the

strongest

men, and who are anxious that Christ,
who has suffered for the world, should see

when we consider, (1)
the people of the field
upon us.
We have

The claims which
we occupy have
placed curselves

certain

e have

‘in India,

as the religions teachersof a

territory.

asked

the

people of that territory to look to us for

their Christian teaching, and we have
pledged ourselvesto give them the gosel. By our occupancy of the field we

ignorance of the Saviour.

(2)

trophies for their Redeemer from among
those who sit in the shadow of death.
This opportunity presents itself to all

promise,and they bavea right to claim of
us that we do well this work which

we will see to it that

of this territory have the
ly preached to them.

gospel into regions of darkness, and win.| world looks to

not

alone

to

some

particular body or class. Among other
denominations, we have our opportunity,
and heretofore we have availed ourselves
of it in a very commendable degree, all
things considered.
Since it is better to
do some particular work well, than to do
much work so poorly that it must all be
done over again, we have wisely, I think,
—considering our limited numbers and
resources—cgnfined ourselves to a single
‘missionary field abroad. We have,as yet,
done so comparatively little towards ‘the
proper occupancy and

cultivation

of that

field, and our resources have so little increased, that practically we can only
speuk of that part of India which is now
given, in charge, to our denomination, as
presenting our opportunity for foreign
mission work. In due time other fields will
be open to us, and from them will come
calls which we must heed ; but now,and for

some years to come probably, our opportunity is in this one field.
Butin this, we have a large territory,
containing between three and four millions of people, only a small part of which
we have yet really oceupied,and for much
of which we have as yet,furnished scar ceany means of grace. Andnot only does
ly our opportunity consist in the fact that
this large and populous territory is opened to us alone, but

also in the

fact

now the people of this territory

are

greater extent then ever before in a

that

to a
con-

dition to readily receive the gospel. — Aft-

er vears of labor by our missionaries in
this field during which time, as was natural considering the character of the people, and the nature of their falss religion,
the results were very slow in appearing,
itis now true that the people are'generally
convinced that theiridolatry is false and
vain, aud that they need something betterto rake its place. This much has been
accomplished by the preaching of the
gospel which we have furnished.
More
than this, the attention of the people, in
quite a portion of that country, is now
seriously turned toward Christianity which
they at first seriously denounced, or re-

garded

with indifference.

You are all aware of the very

encour-

aging indications of which recent

letters

from India are full. Everything goes to
show that we now have the opportunity
for reaping a Larvest immediately that
shall surpass the whole amount of our
reaping during all our years of occupy-

ing that

field,

if

we

do

not

faint nor

slacken our effort, if indeedwe do just a
little more in meeting the increasing demands, and in sending more laborers to

Neuralgia. fed sonar araotthe

“Our du-

world,

and

this dlatroesing
are

ty appears when we consider the claims
which
other religious
denominations
have upon us for a faithful occupancy of
this field. We have asked for this field
for ourselves ; we have entered into it; we
have promised to cultivate it. Others
would gladly take possession of it and for
Christ’s sake expend on it their energies
and their resources. But we claim it as
ours, and we have said to the Christian

if the travail of his soul in the saving of all
for whom his blood was shed—there. is
still opportunity for such, to carry the

real Christians,

Rheumatism.
es
evi
'ormed such wonde:

ave shut out all other religious teach-

ers, 8o thatif we fail in meeting the needs
of this people, as they shall become more
and more ready to receive the truth, they
will be without instruction, and perish in

us,

the

we have taken upon
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highest at home—and we have sent them
into this foreign field,in our stead,to do the

is never sold

of his church, to do. We stand pledged, by

paration,

we

have

mission

as

a denomination,

to build our churches up, and make them

to the other branch of our one cause,

[ do

not fail to recognize the fact that any
falling off of interest in Home Mission
work forebodes-disaster,and the other fact
that our great denominational need just
now is of a general and thoreugh rallying of our people to the vigorous and unceasing prosecution of the work which
now so presses tipon us at home.
If, with

one united effort, we

could de-

vote ourselves, between now and our

de-

nominational Centennial, to the raising of
at least $100,000—not for a permanent
fund, since in that case the remedy for

our great needs would come too slow,and

I fear, too late—but to be employed immediately, as fast as paid in, in building

up such churches as are so situated as to
give promise of success; and as are willing to help themselves (thus realizing
the, to this time, defered hope of the
Lewiston Convention three years ago), I

believe all these questions as to our continued denominational existence, and nas
to our successfully carrying forward all
these religious enterprises which no religious denomination can safely and innocently fail to heartily engage in, would
be forever settled. I would there might

be some one among us called of God,—

with more eloquent tongue, if possible,
than that of him whose persuasive
voice, in behalf of Foreign Missions, has

scarcely ceased to ring in our ears—who
would go among our people, from one
end of the land to the other, preaching

a

Home Mission crusade, and stiring all
the membership of our churches to pray
and give for this cause as they have never
done before.
But, having said

so much on

oar

op-

portunity and duty in reference

to Home

Missions, I

the

must

not

forget

other

equally important branch of our one mission work.

There'is still before the Christian world

a large opportunity for

Foreign

Mission

keep

given their sanction and
effort to this cause, is now

their “hearty
too far ad-

SOLD

to

to

Christ
all

genius of Christianity,

and

the

must

know

the

who became poor that

That the field is not

now

sufficiently

from labors is certain.
We must not cease our effort, we
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done all that is needed at home.
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What makes our opportunity still more represents as even now
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which he has so
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our deep on account of the establishment of the many years.
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While, therefore,
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we ourselves, with
have it at last, and in the native agency and with more
more urgency until
our greater facilities and our broader. op- that will be furnished by it is now our all shall heed and
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successors ofthose men and women who — to accomplish very much during the taking the
work there, into our hearts with
in the beginning of our denominational years to come. But the large and hopethe work bere, let us plead, and give,
existence,—with their limited
means,
ful opportunity thus open before us im- and
pray more for both than we have
wrought so grandly and so successfully— plies duty. It is evidently our duty to
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A Christian minister recently related
the following touching incident: = Many
years ago, in his early ministry, he became greatly troubled, vexed

indeed,

in

view of the indifference of one of"his flock
relative to the

ordinances

of the

Lord's

house. The brother was never at the
prayer meeting, seldom at ‘* preparatory”
lecture,only occasionally at the more public services of the church on the Sabbath,
and as his pastor learned after a time, had
utterly ceased to burn

incense

upon

the

family altar. As soon as this fact was
known, his pastor, not a little grieved,
visited him for the purpose of administering to him a severe rebuke. The unfaithful brother was called apart from his family, and the earnest remonstrance begun,
when, bursting into tears, the brother
“said:
¢ My dear pastor, I began to pray
in my family this morning!” The Spirit
had visited him in advance. Pastor, is it
mot true that in your own parish there is
many an unfaithful brother who needs rebuke, encouragement, help? Are you
not to be like him of whom it was foretold: —¢A

bruised

reed

shall

he

not

break, and the smoking flax shall he not
quench”? Fan that glimmering spark at
once, till, at length, under your wise and
kindly ministries it shalt burst out into
flame !
We have lately heard of a church that
has a standing ‘‘committee on claims,”
to which is referred every proposition,
{from whatever source, for a collection

to

be taken in the church. If the committee
reports favorably, the collection is taken ;
vtherwise, itis n't. No church can fairly
help every cause that asks for money,
and when one takes into the account the
circulars of varieus kinds asking aid, and
the individuals soliciting help, and ali the

list of charitable and benevolent projects
that want assistance, all at the hands of
the church, and when one furthermore
reflects that there are usually inside of
their own denomination as many needy
enterprises as the churches can adequately support, one can more readily see the
wisdom of having such a committee as
we have mentioned, that shall leok fairly
at the relation of things and decide what

it is right for the church to try to do with
the appeals that are made to it. We would
not narrow the limits of benevolence, nor
«counsel the withholding of such help as
may be consistently given to any worthy
cause;

at the same time we think we

can

see quite a field for usefulness opening
for a church committee on claims.

more than a mere question of aggregates.
It is a question of enterprise and growth,
and should comprise more items than
those that relate solely to membership.
The Rhode Island Association, for instance, has prepared a circular which it
puts into the hands of the clerk of each of
its churches,on which he is to report to its
annual session such items as the pastor's
salary, the amount

of money

It was our pleasure to listen a few days
aged

Quaker

preacher

in

an

eloquent portrayal of the beauty and desirability of union among the sects in
Christian work. He made a striking use
of the organization of an army. It may
be composed of battalions, he said, but
these do not fight each other: they all
awite in attacking the common enemy.
However, there was

a case

in

our

late

war when a division made a gallant
charge upon a regiment of a supposed
enemy.
‘‘That was splendidly done,”
said the General-in-chief, riding up, “but
did you not know you had attacked our
own Seventy-ninth?” So the preacher
would have Quakers remember when they

fired at Baptists or Methodists,

that they

raised

for

current expenses, for payment of church
debts, to aid our missionary, educational
and Sunday-school work, the number of
copies of the Morning Star and the Mis-,
sionary Helper that are taken—we would
like to see the

Sunday-school

papers

in-

cluded—and other items that go to show
the material prosperity as well as denominational enterprise and loyalty of the
membership.
It will be seen that this
embraces a fuller list than the formal returns that are arranged for the Register.
So much the better. Every church that
answers these questions will have its attention more directly called to them, and
the results must be good in many ways.
Spiritual growth is of the first consequence. But as contributing directly to
this we can not afford to ignore these sim-

essarily

be

more

persons

outside

the

Christian church than there are to-day.
If now in the nature of things the sects
are a necessity, the only consistent thing
to do is for each to be first satisfied in its
own mind—which of course means that
each member of it should be satisfied in
his own mind—that the sect exists on
Scripture truth, that it is called of God to
help oppose the common enemy, and then
to see that its discipline is kept intact.
All wavering of belief, all looseness of
opinion, all teaching -that-is—contrary to
the system of faith and practice as held by
the sect,

is

so

person is in thd

much

evidence

wrqug place,

like a man tay

un

in

speedily

identify

the

that he is
fetters,

that for the sake of truth and
should

that

and

honesty
himself

he
with

those who hold opinions similar to his
own. This is n't sectarianism. Or,ifit be,
itis the kind that logically follows from the
generally alcepted doctrine that the different denominations are a necessity. For
certainly whatever agency is necessary to
the redemption of the world should be
made the most efficient possible, and
should exhibit the most unwavering allegiance on the part of each individual.
This we conceive to be the basis of the
discussion that is now going on within
It is'a

move-

ment in the interests of law and order—
principles on which f.eaven itself rests—
as against the mischievous influence of
these who claim that one has a right to
teach whatever is convenient or personally
congenial, provided one keeps good-na-

tured about it.

We

see readily enough

that if each shade of opinion is to be summarily set off by itself, there would then
be as many different sects as there are individuals. That is n't the point. There
are fundamental truths that ‘characterize
each sect, and these, in the very nature of

things, should be held without compromise if they are held at all. There are
many ways of approaching Christ, but
that person is not approaching him who

takes the roundabout method of crossing

marked off his land simply by a row of
small stones placed atconvenient distances

all the ways.
Doubtless some one is saying that this
line of reasoning constructs an apology
for those who would change their denominational relations. But will that person
explain why it does n’t construct a much
more convincing reason why such a
change should not be made ? If a person
has been betrayed into a denomination

apart:

while his opinions were

were attacking ‘‘our
and Methodists or
-when they assaulted
were attacking ‘‘ our
Again he recalled a

own Seventy-ninth ;”
Congregationalists,
Quakers, that they
own Seventy-ninth.”
beautiful. landscape

that he had once beheld in India, where

the cotton-planter sowed his seed, and
The next

land-owner

sowed

his

in

the

bud,

he

seed and marked off his land in the same
way. Each was intent on raising cotton,
and by and by when the seed had come

might of course find himselfobliged to go
somewhere else to let them blossom. But
after a person has spent years in a de-

up, and the stocks

nominational ministry,

had

bolled,

then

the

dividing lines had disappeared and field
after field presented one billowing surface
of white. The Christian sects are one. in
that each is laboring for souls. There
may be the lines of doctrine, but in the
great harvest day these shall be lost sight
olin the supreme joy that salvation has
come to so many souls through the blood
of the Lamb. If the lines are needed, let
us keep them covered by the fruits of
fiithful and loving service.
In our own denomination, as in most
others, there is too little attention paid to

the gathering of statistics. We find it
difficult to gather even.the data that are
embraced in our annual Register, and often have to guess at some portion of the
returns that we do get. The season is at
hand for gathering the statistics to go into
our next year book, and we wish to urge
upon the clerks of the several organizations timely attention to the matter, The

chief responsibility rests with the church
clerks.

If they will report

terly Meeting

to

the Quar-

clerks,

according to the

blanks furnished them,

the first step to-

wards full summaries will® have been
taken. The most of the churches, of
course, do this: our object

those who are negligent.

is

to stir

up

Much might be

gained if each Yearly Meeting would take
the matter in hand, and see that its statis-

tics were thoroughly worked up.
|

This is

between God and man,

and

to protest

against their being so lightly held or so
readily broken. We can not reasonably
doubt that our people have treated this
matter
as of too little consequence—we
mean the matter of denominational fidelity as related to the highest Christian
charity— nor that we have materially
suffered on account of it.
le
at
THE VETO OF THE ARMY BILL.
If any lingering doubt remained as to
the President's course towards the Army
bill in the shape that it was linally passed,
it has been removed by his veto message
which was sent to Congress early last
week. In a clear, decisive, straightforward manner he states his objections—not
to the bill itself, so far as it relates to what
has any business in it, but to the political
measures that were attached, and which

ume are Revs.
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Prof.
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A. Howe,
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administering

its

ordinances, explaining and defending its
faith, preaching sermon after sermon to
prove that his is ** the ideal church,” and
both in public speech and private conver-

sation re-affirming his fidelity to those
principles “held .by ‘the people of his
choice,” and then some morning suddenly

turns about and assumes the same attitude with reference to a denomination
holding widely different beliefs, what is
it but the simplest nonsense for him to
say that a change of convictions explains
his course? Convictions (lo not change
thus suddenly ; they are a growth; and if
these have formed in accordance with the
invariable rule in.such cases, what an absence of frankness and s®lf-consistency
has characterized the formative’ period.
As a rule, the convictions of such people
are held subject to their convenience. At
the same time; we would not, if we

polis.
Every officer of the army

p., E. W. Porter; G. S. Ricker, and G. C.
Waterman.
ERdgosses

a

4 See.

erst

IT is because we earnestly desire the
welfare of the South and her people that
we regret the emigration of the colored
people that is now going on there. But
when we look at the causes of the exodus,
and see that they are almost wholly such
as the South has created, the colored peo-

ple certainly can not be blamed for fieeing. The development of the movement
shows more and more plainly that it is
the persecution of the colored people,
and the practical subjection in which they
were kept to the whites, that has led to it.
It goes steadily on, not of course without
great suffering from destitution on the
part of the colored people, but relief organizations are being rapidly formed in

o

or navy, or other

person.in the civil, military or naval service of
the United States, who orders, brings, keeps
or has under his authorityor control any troops
or armed men at any
place where a general or
special election is held in any State, unless
such force be necessary to repel armed enemies
of the United States or to keep the peace at the
polls, shall be fined not more than $5000 and
suffer imprisonment at hard labor not less than
three months nor more than five years,

This

statute, it may be said,

became

a

law in 1865, by the concurrent vote. of
both the political parties in Congress, and
was re-enacted in 1874 in the United States
Revised Statutes,

as

we

have

quoted

it

above. It would be difficult to frame a bill
that should more specifically prescribe the
duty of the military in cuseof disturbed
elections, so far as protecting the voter
against any military interference is concerned, at the same time that it provided
for securing a fair and just election. The
position of the majority becomes unequiv-

ocally suspicious when it seeks by legislative enactment to do away with a clause
that provides simply for keeping ‘the

peace at the polls.”
But in addition to the fact that this legislation was not needed, since the laws already in force are sufficient to prevent
undue military interference at the polls,
the President also points out that ¢* if the
proposed legislation should become the
law, there will be no power vested in any
officer of the government to protect from

violence the officers of the United States
engaged in the discharge of their duties.
Their rights and duties under the law will
remain, but the national government will
be powerless to enforce its own statutes.”
Furthermore, the veto strikes at what
has long been a custom of both political
parties—that of attaching political measures, often of the most partisan character,
to appropriation and other important bills,
80 as to secure their passage, when they
would speedily fail if put upon their own
merits.

Circumstances

may

arise

when

such a course to secure the passage of
some really important measure would be
advisable, but as a rule every measure
should stand or fall on its own merits. If
the average Congress is not equal to that
patriotic duty, then the remedy should be
sought at the hands of the sovereign constituency’ and not at( the joperation of a

species of legislative jugblery.
succeeded, as one

in

pniting

i's

member

opponents

expressed

and

it,

dividing

itself, and whether it will risk the conse-

quences of adjourning without providing
for the support of the army—that is, without voting the means to carry on the Government—is

a grave

question

for

it to

consider.
We have to make the sad announcement of the death of Mrs. Prof. Mauck,
of Hillsdale College, who died April 26,
1879. She was a most estimable lady, with
a heart and hand for every good word and
work.
The esteemed Professor, thus
suddenly bereaved, has the warm sympathy of many friends.
This is the fourth
time within five years that death has
stricken the little circle of the Hillsdale
College faculty : First, Prof. F. W. Dunn;
next, Prof. 8. J. Fowler ; then, Mrs. Prof.
J. J. Butler; and now, Mrs, Prof. J. W.
Mauck. We commend the stritken mourners to the comforting grace of a loving
Father, believing that he who afflicts will
also sanctify the afflictions.

were

7

of a person who would obey a right conviction, if he did it in a manly, sttaight-

course

It is by no means an experience within
our own denomination that has led to these
expressions. We do not think that we

can fairly be accused of a disposition to

The Printing Establishment
of publication

a volume

has in
of ser-

mons by Freewill Baptist ministers. The
sermons are contributed by invitation, and
are of such a character that the volume
has been ‘properly entitled Doctrine and

Life.

1Itis expected that it will appear

club people, or to scold about them, in
this way, Our main purpose has been to
consider the binding obligation of denom-

during the coming summer, and it is confidently believed that its mechanical and
internal qualities will meet the approval
of all lovers of good books, while the

inational vows, to show that they are, in

price per volume will help to insure it a

their nature, as sacred as any

ready sale.

convenant

the salvation of souls, to

say

nothing

The contributors to the vol-

of

denominational growth, we make this extract from a Leadville, Colorado, letter to
the Watchman :
The Methodists have a wide-awake
preacher, and the denomination, like the
Roman Catholics, are stirring and proessive.,

Twenty

years’

experience

in

the front rank of the great march of civilization has taught me that the Catholics
are the

most

successful

pioneers

in

the

work of establishing churches and acquiring valuable landed property.
As evidence of this, you have only to look at
the valuable estates, the big churches,
convents, educational institutions “and
hospitals belonging to Romanists in every
city and town in the West.
Even here,
they not only have land and a church, but
a large hospital is nearly completed. Next
to the Catholics, as successful pioneers,
are the Methodists.
“God helps those
who

help

themselves,”

will not meet with

they

show

and

the

marked

a greater

Baptists

success

until

interest in Home

Missions, and have broader

views

of the

growing West, and are willing to trust
God by “discounting the future,” and not
waiting until the cities are all finished before waking out of their Rip Van Winkle
sleep

to

find

the

commanding positions

occupied by more vigilant forces.
Whatever portion of the Baptist body
the writer had in view, his statements are
sufficiently applicable to Freewill Baptists.
Denomina

Denominational

growthis

terprise, as well as of popular

BRIEF

-

NOTES.

Without doubt drunkenness is a sin, as a
contributor claims on an inside page; and
without doubt it is a disease, also...
We judge that last Sunday was quite generally observed by our churches as a day ef
prayer in behalf of our mission interests. Let
us continue to work and pray in faith, and the

desired results will be witnessed.
That neither an umbrella nor a watch is essential to success is proved in the career of
Lord Beaconsfield,
who never owned either.
The fact is, if one owns one's self, and makes
the best possible use of the property, that is

;

Baron Rothschild, a Jew, holds a mortgage
on the whole of Palestine as security for his
loan of 200,000,000 francsto the Turkish government.
He might foreclose, and take the
property, and bring about the anticipated return of that people to the Holy Land.
We learn with sadness of the serious illness
of Rev. J. Phillips, our senior India missionary, but with strong and cheerful faith he is
wholly given upto the Lord's will. As his
days of service are being numbered, is not
some one feeling a call to take up the work
that he leaves?
The managers of the American Bible Society announce a change of policy by which, instead of relying upon Auxiliary
Societies
alone to effect a sale of their publications, they
design to offer
them through the regular

channels of trade.

The imprint of this Society

isa guarantee of accuracy in the text and the
smallest possible cost, and the public will be
glad of the change.
If lynching were ever justifiable, it would,
to our mind, be clearly so in the case of the
inbuman being who in the name of religion
murdered his httle daughter in a Massachusetts town last week;—unless, indeed, it can
be shown that he was insane, which ought to
be easily done, notwithstanding his claims to
the contrary. If any phase of the act could be

worse than the murder itself, it is

the

super-

stition and folly of those who uphold it.

commodating as to the
Says i—
;
:

mode

city entitled © The
publish

the

best

things from the leading foreign magazinés und
periodicals, and particularly those that embody
the latest speculations in science and metaphysics, and the most notable
achievements in
literature and art. Such writers as Gladstone,
George Eliot, Victor Hugo, Dumas, Huxley,

Darwin,

Henry

Tennyson,

Fawcett, Thomas

Browning,

George

Donald, Max Mulier and many others

Mac-

will be

patronized,
The initial number makes a very
good appearance.
It opens with an article by

John Stuart Mill, from the Fortnightly Review, on * The Difliculties of Socialism.”

Intolerance

in

be

ac-

of baptism.

It

We have no disposition to oppose the practice of those who prefer immersion.
If they
choese this way of obeying Christ, by all
means let them enjoy it.
e would ourselves
Just as lief immerse as sprinkle a person, if he
would be any better satisfied with it.
:
We can haedly understand on what ground

that statement is made. We are not at liberty
to choose our own methods of observing di-

vine ordinances, much less the important one
of baptism. If we may suit our convenience

as to one, why not as to all? Then what

would

be the use of formal commandments at all?
May 3 witnessed the beginning “of a weekly

Cathedral, and was received by the bishop
of Peterborough ; a fifth was a Roman Catholic army chaplain; and still another was
a Jesuit, and is now, or

recently

was,

a

London curate. I think this a fair list to
come under my Ken. These were all trained in the Roman communion.
A late num.
ber of the Dominion Churchman states that

within a few months ‘eighty-three

clergy.

men of different denominations have been
received into the Church of England, thir.
teen of
whom were
Roman
Catholic
priests.”
!

Denominational Hebos,

THE RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK.
Austria.

‘A correspondent of the Christian UnNew England TF. Baptist Association.
ion dating a letter at Prague, March 28,
[ Minutes of the first annual meeting (fourth of
contirms the testimony recently given by the Convention), held in the Paige St. church,
others as to the
religious intolerance Lowell, Mass., April 22-24, 1879.]
Tuesday Evening, April22. The Associawhich is making itself sorely felt in the
tion was called to order by the President, Rey,
heart of Europe.
For many months, relig- | C. S. Perkins, of Portland, Me., and
Rey.
ious services in connection with the work
Jonathan Woodman, of Vt, led in prayer,
of the American Board in Prague have been Rev. P. W. Perry, of N. H., on behalf of the
held in a hall hiredfor that purpose. Now, not executive committee, submitted a programme
only have these public meetings been pro- for the business of the meeting, which wus
hibited, but the permission to hold private adopted.. From 7 until 7:30, a prayer and
services in the same

place

is withdrawn,

a special edict having just been issued restricting the religious services of those
not connected with the State churches to
simple family devotions,
at which no
guests are allowed to be present. ** Last
Saturday,” the correspondent writes, *‘ our
lay preacher,

living in one of the

suburbs,

was called before the police and
holding any more
house or apywhere

forbidden

meetings in his own
else. On Wednesday

of this week, my associate here, Rev. E.
A. Adams, was called before the Police

Commissioner and forbidden, under penalty of fine or imprisonment, ta hold any
more religious
gatherings in his own
house,or even toattend any religious serv.
ices
not connected with the establish.
ed churches in Austria.
The colporter
living near him received the same order.”
The correspondent also states that he has
been accustomed to hold in his house
German services regularly ‘with invited
guests,

and

these

had

nou been

but the dreaded prohibition
every hour.

stopped,

was

expected

“It gave me,” he

peculiar feeling

last

man service,

think

to

evening

says,

“a

at the Ger-

that my

colleague

could pot attend without exposing himself
to fine and imprisonment.” We insert the
closing paragraphs:
Even a recognized
pastor of the Reformed
Church
of Austria has little
or no liberty to
use, even in his own parish, the best talent of his

church in any

direct

evangelistic

efforts.

Pas.

tor—, not far from Prague, established a little
meeting in one of the villages of his own
parish
and then sent a lay evangelist
to carry forward

the work.

Such indications of

life were

stopped

almost as suddenly as they would have been bad
the person in question been * connected with mis.
sionaries of the American Board.
A missionary to the Jews, who had been lecguring here this winter on Pilgrim’s Progress, was

ordered this week to discontinue
such efforts.
The poor people here, who prize very much the
religious privileges they have enjoyed, feel
sadly, as we all do, that the government has

en a course so blind to its best

interests.

very
tak.

Vigor-

ous
appeal will
be made
at once to higher
authorities, bui alas! it will be many months
(judging by the experience of others) betor e any
answer
will be given.
Will not Christian friends

pray that Austria may soon grant
ty?

religious liber-

.

praise meeting was held, conducted by Rey,

G. 8. Ricker.

At 7:30, the

The

Financiering

of

Rev, Jonathan

Woodman

York city whose pews were rented last
year for. $18,000, and every cent of the

whole sum was

paid

without

defalcation
which

gave

the

was

benedic-

Wednesday Morning, April 28. 9, A.
Prayer and praise service, led by Rev. C.
Dudley.

Mm.
D.

9:30, the meeting called to order, the

President

in the

prayer.

chair.

By request,

Dr.’ Bowen

the

Seeretary

led
read

in
the

constitution of the Association,” The following named brethren, Dr. Bowen, Revs, T. G.
Wilderand C. D. Dud’ey, were appointed a
committee to nominate officers for the ensuing
year; and subsequently reported, for Presi.
dent, Rev. C. 8. Perkins; for Vice-Presidents,
Revs. A. L. Gerrish, C. F. Penney, and E. W.
Porter; for Secretary and Treasurer, Rev. J.
J. Hall; for Executive Committee, Revs. P.
W. Perry, A. L. Houghton, J. A. Lowell, A.
Given, H.J. White, ¥. K. Chase, and Prof.
J. S. Brown.
The report was adopted.
Rev.
D. H. Adams, of New Market,
N. H., then
read an essay on * Church Finances.”
It was
moved and adopted that the committee on the
nomination of officers also serve as the committee on resolutions.
Prof.J. 8, Brown, of

Lyndon Cr., Yt., read an essayon “Phases
Thought.”

The meeting adjourned until

of

2, p.

M., prayer being offered by Rev. N, L. Rowell,
of N.Y.

Ja

Wednesday

Afternoon. 2, p. M.

Prayer

and praise service conducted by Rev. E. W.
Ricker. 2:30. Meeting called to order by the
President.
Rev, G. C. Waterman
led
in
prayer. The minutes of the forenoon session
were read and approved, after which the Rev.

A. L. Gerrish,

of R.

I.,

read

his essay

on

*““Toleration.”
Rev. E. W, Porter introduced
to the Association the Rev. Mr. Baker, of the
First Cong. church, of Lowell, who in a few
happy remarks
expressed bis
pleasure
in
meeting the Association and heartily’ wished
us God's blessing in all our work.
Rev. A. L.
Gerrish being called to the chair, Rev. C. S.
‘Perkins presented his essay upon * Our Opportunity and Duty in Reference to Missions.”
At the close of the reading of the essay, the
committee on Resolutions offered the following:
1. That we view with special concern the limited

in our

the

since

work,

Mission

Home

general

work

vir

of God,

binding

2. That it is the

upon us.

imperative duty of our churches

to devote themselves with renewed

thought,

ener.

gy, and liberal giving to the H. M. work.
. 3. That the establishment of a Bible School in
India and the blessing of God that has been signal
ly shown in the success of missionary labor, give
occasion for large and devout gratitude to

God.

delayed a few days, but was perfectly
good.
The same paper comments that
‘“ in these times of failures all around, it is
certainly remarkable,and very creditable to
all parties concerned, showing a healthful
state of things, gratifying to pastor and
people.”

4. That we express our great pleasure over the
safe arrival in India of those who recently left us
for work in that land, and recognize the obligation
of supporting all our F. M. workers by. our con.
a
stant prayers and benefactions.
5. That while we rejoice in the carrying of reenforcements of Younger hands and hesrts to our
mission field abroad, we extend, with warm
and tender expressions of love, our sympathies to

Methodist Bishops.

of Falsing $100,000 for our Home and Foreign Sis.

The Springfield Union thus briefly sums
up the history of Methodist bishops: The
recent death of Bishop Ames, at Baltimore, makes three vacancies in the Board
of Methodist Bishops to be filled at the
next session of the General Conference of
that church, which will be held at Cincin-

nati in 1880.

At the General

held in 1872 there were eight
chosen,

that

and those

time

are

who

Conference
new

have

bishops

died

Bishops Morris

Janes of New York

and

Ames

since

of Ohio,

of

Balti-

more. The death of Bishop Ames is the
nineteenth:which has taken place among
the Methodist bishops since the office was
instituted, in 1784, and of the thirty-one
persons who have been elected bishops in
the Methodist church during the almost a
century since 1784, ten are still living and
in active ecclesiastical work.
Rome

The ritualistic or
the establishment
considerable talk,
has floated to this
English clergymen

High Church party in
of England has caused
more or less of which
side of the Atlantic..
have from time to time

embraced the Romish faith, and

the

rites

and ceremonies of the latter church have
been more and more copied in some of the
English churches.
current Romeward,

But opposed to this
there is said to be a

counter current from

to those

the

of the Churck

April 7, Rev. ¥. W.

Catholic

ranks

of England.

Ellis,

lic priest, was publicly

a Roman

admitted

On

Catho-

into

the

communion of the Church of England in
the Cathedral church

Mr. Ellis read

of St.

Mary,

Truro.

aloud a recantation

of the

errors of the present Church of Rome
professing
tion. And

correspondent

writes

that all but one of the following

instances

of conversion from

of Rome,

the Church

into the Established Church are known to
him personally : ** One was chaplain to his
bishop, and served afterward two or three
years as curate. He died quite recently. Another was a college professor; he is now
incumbent of a small benefice; a third has

been for some time

a curate

of

and

a well-

known church within two miles from your
office; a fourth a dean of a Roman Irish

now

hail

sion work.

The essay read and the resolutions offered
awakened cansiderable interest and brought
out a general xnd hearty discussion, the interest centering over the practicability of the

resolution.

The debate

was

adjourned

6th

from

time to time and was participated in by most of
the brethren present. The feeling was strong

for immediate aid being secured for the H. M.
‘work.
The resolutions were re-committed
and the committee finally reported

by

leaving

the five first resolutions standing, omitting the
6, and adding the following :
That the success of
Missions and Education

tion and

promotion

our benevolent work in
depends upon the adop-

of systematic

giving

in

troduction and use of the cards provided
Financial Secretary,
:

by

churches; and we emphatically recommend

the

the

in-

our

We recommend that the several boards of Home
and Foreign Missions and Education, at, the earli-

est possible day, direct the Financial’ Sécretary

give his labors for the raising of funds.

I. Society for the ensuing

year,

for

ner, that, if possible, the EL M.

ceive an amount of money for its

Society

work,

to

the

H.

shall

re-

in suéh’ a

man-

equal

to

Mission Bociety

its regular work.
We believe it

to be vitally ‘necessary
that
$10,000 be raised for H. M. work
for the ensuing
year, and that while the systematic collection
should be promoted, we believe that the Financial
Secretary should be directed to set about the work
at once of raising special funds, and securing special donations and collections
for H. M, work.
That we recommend the H.'M. Board ‘to make
arrangements, at the earliest op Rortunity, with the
several State Societies by

which

the latter shall be-

come auxiliaries to the
H. M. Society, ag advisory
and disbursing committees with reference to the
HM Sosiaty: Also that in States where there is

no State society, the Yearly

Meeting

and

the

Q.

Meeting bé requested to act im conneotion with
the H. M. Society, as advisory and disbursing

committees.

:

That the H. M. Society direct ‘the! Financial
Agent as he shall act for it, to set at work
agents, without salary, in the above dapacity. other
The resolutions, as thus presented, were
adopted.
i
Ein

Wednesday Evening. From 7. to 7:30, a
prayer and prai-e service was conducted by
Rev. W. L. Noyes. At 7:30, the’ meeting was

and, } called to order by the Président.

penitence,
received
absoluas showing this tendency in

detail, a newspaper

those who long ago left our shores,

the near sunset of life in India.
6. That it is the sense of this Association that a
man be put into the field at once for the purpose

that given last year to the Foreign

and England.

'

tion.

tually depends upon the efliciency developed in
the fields whose welfare is made,in the providence

one Church.

of a church in New

or discount, except about $25,

service

fessor B. F. Hayes, of Lewiston, Me., preach.
ed the opening sermon, selecting for his text,
Acts 3:6.
At the close of the wermaon, the

receipts for our

The Observer knows

preaching

commenced. Rev. B. D, Peck; of R. I., read
the Scriptures and offerel, prayer. The Rev.
C. H. Malcom, of Boston, being absent, Pro-

condition of Frospenty

faith, and

the people that is the most enterprising
in its Christian work is the one that will
show the steadiest progress as the years
pass. Our Home Mission Society is ready
to pre-occupy some of those frontier posts
if it can be supplied with the necessary
funds.
+>
+>

York

Century, which proposes to

a matter of en-

The Christian Mirror is disposed to

aware of it, place any obstacle in the way

forward, Christian manner.

o-oo

As bearing on Home Mission work and

capital enough.

What will be the next step of the majority remains to be seen.
It has already

publication in New

Revs. A. H. Huling, J. A. Lowell, C. S. Tyndall,
Perkins, P. W. Perry, J. L. Phillips, 1. | Hughes,

the majority in Congress has said should
become the law of the land, or all appropriations for the support of the United
States army should cease.
These political measures were of the
most important character. They aimed at
removing all safeguards at the polls, and
would, if approved by the President, have
.the North and West, and their condition is
pler problems in addition and subtracthrown the election of Congressmen par
being gradually ameliorated, while there
tion.
ticularly into the hands of any mob that
is no corresponding ray of brightness for
BS
4b Joe
dh
miglit wish to control the elections. The
those portions of the South from which
objectionable section of the bill as it came
OONVIOTIONS AND PREFERENCES.
they flee.
The Southern planters see
It needs no argument to sustain the to the President was the sixth, which with amazement their field hands departposition taken by the writer of *¢Tolera- would amend the following United States ing, and themselves helpless.
Already,
tion” on the first page. Itis the concur- statute by striking out the words *‘ or to sad to say, politicians are beginning to
rent testimony of the deepest thinkers in keep the peace at the polls :"
take advantage of the situation, and to
No military or naval officer or othef person
all ages of the church, that the sects are
help on the exodus, because they see its
engaged in the civil, military or naval service
a benefit, that they are divinely appointed of the United States shall order, bring, keep or ‘bearing on the next presidency and on
to meet human nature on each of its man- have under his authority or control any troops the complexion of future Congresses. Such
or armed men at the place where any general
ifold sides, and that without them, or if or special election is held in any State, unless are the base uses made of some of the
there was but one, there would then nec- it be necessary to repel the armed enemies of most serious movements in history.
thie United States or to keep the peace at the

the Congregational body.
ago to an

i
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H ©he Womning Star.
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session wus

one

of much

audience was present

to

The evening

interest.

listen

to

A large
a _discus-

sion of the topic assigned, *“ Woman's Work in
the Free Baptist Denomination.”
H. Hills delivered an impressive

Mrs. M. M.
address on

“ Woman's Work in India” and Mis! E. W.
Porter very profitably spoke upon ““The Re-

flex ‘Influerice ‘of Missions.”

Revs.

J. T.

Ward, C. D. Dudley, and 8. 8. Nickerson led
in prayer, und after singing * The Light of the
World is Jesus” the meeting was adjourned.
Benediction pronounced by Rev. E, W. Porter.

:

Thursday, April 24.
prayer and praise

Rev. G. M, Park.

service

9 to
was

9:80,

A.

M., a

conducted

9:30, meeting called.

by

Rev.

.
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;

was | pondence

ness, his essay on ¢ Endless Retribution”
!

upon the table
; to be : called up should time per- |

Bates College, read an essay on
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G, |/ing and : prayer with reference to our missionathat Dr. . Bowen, Rev. nud
a adopted
alii)
jopLe
:
C. Waterman and G. F. Mosher be the com- | ry workin both of the Lowell churches.
N Phimb.d
New. Xo
Vik
ha
mittee on printing, to whom shall be referred
has |
Rev. H, N, Plumb,
e veteran worker,
the essays presented at this gathering
> of the
Association. Meeting adjourned. Prayer by

:
;
March,
sick; since the
been
we his
weaks:of but
of formiddle
Ife beingvery despaired

e

Rev. P. W. Perry.

day : Afternoon.
Thursday

being despa

glad to report that he

was

meeting g

The

Di.

The first day of May was ushered

SME10

of | quested to pay their

5.00
10.00

Clerk, || Mrs Mary L Bennett Lowell
W.L., Noyes,
. Paige .
;
TM
hold its next session with the a Jsoald RI Ot
0.C. His, Clerk, | © No Reading Mich
.

YoOo

MireNe MEG Dyer New» Sharon

10
;

al

B

.

Sig

R. I., read his essay on

.

’

the * Chinese

stricken down he continued meetings at Indian

Prob-

lem.” The lateness of the hour prevented the
further discussion of the subject. A collection
was taken to defray the incidental expenses of
the meeting.

It was moved,
ed,

and

by rising

vote,

adopt-

i

That the hearty

thanks

of this

Assoclation

are

tendered to the Paige St. church, of Lowell, for
its generous and happy arrangement for our comfort during our stay with it at this session,
It was moved

evening's.
‘sine die,

and

service

adopted

the

that

after

Association

this

adjourn

.

:

Sandwich Q. M.

vestry wus furnished and

the West Falls church of the Erie Q. M., some
over half the time during the last six years,

Rev. B, D. Peck, of R. I.,: Rev.

Dexter

Wu.

terman,of N. H., Rev. Smith Baker, of the
First Cong. ch., and Rev.

G. L. Collyer,

of

‘Worthen St. M. E. church, Remarks were
made by Rev. B. F. Hayes, D. D., of Lewiston, and Rev. G., W. Howe, of Buxton, Me,

‘The spirit of Christian. union wus not only
exemplified, but enjoyed in a rich and full
measure,
’
The session as a whole can not fuil in producing permanent benefit to the Denomination.

The gathering was large, and the spirit manifested was evidently one of ardent

attachment

to, and du earnest purpose for, our common
cquse.
J. J. HALL, Secretary.
Oo >
-B-00

Freedmen’s Mission Items.
On April 13, six students of Storer College
were baptized at Harper's Ferry, and received

into the ¥. B. church,

dissolved his connection with them May 1, and
is desirous of correspondence with a church in
need of ministerial help. Although severely
afflicted in being nearly blind, yet he is an

pulpit in the morning,
with marked attention.

childlike simplicity and with an earnest zeal
our good brother uttered words of affectionate
counsel for the benefit of youthful Christians
especially, which can not fail of accomplishing
their desired object.

On April 27, five miles from “ Camp Hill,”
in ** Pleasant Valley,” Md., I was called to the
pleasant duty of baptizing twenty persons, and
uniting nineteen of them with a *‘ branch”
of our church at Harper's Ferry.
Some eight
or ten more are expected in due time to attend
to this sacred rite.
This revival, in ** Pleasant Valley,” by the
‘blessing of God, has resulted from the untiring efforts of our beloved brother, Henry
Jones,a student of our school at the Ferry.
Bro. Jones came to us from the North last
fall, deeply impressed with the conviction that
he had a duty to do to his race in the South
where he was born.
Both white and colored
y
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Us

little
¢ Jordan,” that gathers its pure waters
from a thousand fountains from amongst the
hills, that guard this delightful valley both on
the east and on the west, and no one could desire a more attentive and orderly gathering on

such an occasion. I take pleasure in saying
that the white people in this peighborhood,
«during all these eleven years since we first began missionary work there,

have

treated

us

with ‘kindness and uniformly reverential respect for the ordinanees of the gospel as often
as we bave administered them in
ence.
The voluntary delegation

their
from

per's Ferry must have

to

persons.

amounted

Everybody

seemed

presHar-

fifty or
to enjoy

the day, During preaching service, at 3 p. M..
it was necessury that I should stand in the
«door of the house of worship thut

side might heur.

those

out-

At the close of the sermon,

the hand of fellowship was given

to

the

new

members, and the Lord our Saviour was remem-

bered with tearful gratitude in the use of his
«own appointed supper.
It might be gratifying to my own glad. heart
to say many more things in regard to ‘this
precious baptismal ‘occasion, and yet they
might be too local or too personal to prove
interesting to the readers of the Star far
away. ‘I will only add that all nature appeared
in her most lovely attitudes, The springing
grass, the thrifty broad acres of wheat,the rapidly unfolding foliage of the mountain forests,
the ample profusion of blossom of apple, cherry, peir, und peach orchards, all brillinnt, and

the genial sunlight of these sweet Sabbath
hours,.contributed not
a little to the spirit of
«devotion, since by these tokens of the infinite
wisdom, power and love of the Creator, our
Learts.are 80
with himself.

Some thirteen

months

ELECTRIC

since, the

directly drawn into sympathy
We only could wish that thou-

sands of the friends of this work

could

have

shared with us the pleasures of that day.

7

A. H. MORRELL.

Harper's Ferry, April 28.

ladies

of

43 Chatham

papered the church edifice, and now

have

handsome

N.H.

church

He will be ordained

and

Northwood,

assume

his

pastoral duties the first of July. :
s
New Hampshire.

Rev. Jeremiah Clough, of Canterbury, is
quite feeble. He is a man of iron constitution
and his uniform correct and temperate habits
have given him excellent health:to his present
great age.

;

:

would say : * Go thou and do likewise.”

April 27 was a good day to the Broadway
church.
Eleven happy converts followed their
Master in the ordinance of baptism.
The
place was a beautiful woodland stream, and
the ordinunce was witnessed by a large and
solemn congregation.
The shouts and songs of
praises, with the pleasant surroundings, made
it a scene not soon to he forgetten.
Several
more follow soon.

Rev. C. L. Plumer, having closed his pastorate at Lower Gilmanton, is at liberty

to

cor-

respond with any church desiring a pastor.
Rev. A, H. Millikén has accepted a call from
the West Derby and Newport Center churches,
and his labors with them commenced the first
Sabbath in May.
‘We learn that the church in North Danville
has extended aeall to the Rev. H. Lockhart,
Lisbon, Me.
x
Massachusetts.

ochester, N. Y.

near
than

‘We are glad to learn that Rev, L. A. Lang is’
recovering

from

a

sickness

of

nearly

four

us-

13eow3

~ BENSON'S CAPCINE
POROUS. PLASTERS
FOR WOMEN & CHILDREN.

from Western

re-organized with Mrs. Luthera B.

True,

R N Yaw

laboringat the time of his death.

The

cause

is prospering, the congregations are on the
increase and fifteen were to be baptized on
April 27. ‘More are expected to follow soon.
A church of one hundred members was organized in the neighborhood of the Loudon
Q. M.
(Our correspondent fails to note the
name of the place.)
The church had been a
Close Baptist one, but being dissatisfied with
close communion they held a meeting in which
they resolved to become I.. Baptist-—ministers
and all, “ with their meeting-house.”
They
are all Indians.
A delegation was appointed
from the Iona, Dutton and Napier churches,
and on April 17, after examining
the two
ministers through an interpreter, and explaining the I. B. doctrines to them, decided to receive them by a unanimous vote, and organiz.
ed the band into a Freewill Baptist church.
‘Of the two ministers, one is ordained and- one
a licentiate, their names being Pere John 1lill,
and Daniel Canada respectively.
The former
was elected as pastor of the church.
He is
represemted as quite a good preacher, with
some education, has baptized ten persons dur-

ing the past winter and is well liked. In the
place there are over six hundred Oneida Indians who emigrated from New York Stite
over forty years ago.
Rev. O. J. Moon
further writes: ‘ It opens up a mission field
where a great deal of good may be accomplished. A good many of them can understand
English and speak it. I was with them two
days, preached twice and attended one prayermeeting.
Their meetings are very spiritual
and their singing splendid.”

The Newton church, the last one to receive
the blessing, was encouraged very much, and
ladly received the hands of eighteen converts,
fourteen of whom will be added to the church
by baptism, the 27th day of April.
Brethren
and sisters everywhere, pray for us as a Q. M.
‘that the blessing of God may yet be with us as
we strive to push forward the good work.
Next session will'be held with the Newton
church, Jasper Co., July 11-13.

B. F. FERGUSON, Clerk.

BELKNAP Q. M.—Held its spring session
with the chairch at Meredith Center, April 29—
May 1. - In consequence of the very had state

usual, yet the churehes were all reported, and
the phstors of churches all there with two exceptions, one of “those: being Rev. Father
Clough, who is waiting by the river ready for
the boatman.
The churches of this Q. M.,
fourteen in number, ure supplied with preach-

ing with one excéption. The
Q. M.is in very
and rejoices in having
good working rs

three strong. young men,
charge of churches.
Fa-

interested as usual

in

the spiritual welfare of the churches.
The
businessof conference was transacted with
dispatch, and questions of interest were dis-

to

common

other plasters will not even
relieve.
Lame and Weak Back, Rheumatism,

For
Kid-

Hotices and Appointorents.
Yearly Meetings.
WHEN AND WHERE HELD,
MICHIGAN Y. M.. Cupac, May 30,
TLLINOIR Y. M., Fiat. May 30.
MINNESOTA Y. M.. Spring Brook, June 13.
MINN. SOUTHERN Y.M.. Mapleton, June 20.
SOUTHERN ILL. Y.M,, Cairo, May 23,
ST.

JOSEPH

Uxtox Y. M.

NEW

YORK

S

&

VALLEY

Lebanon

1.0.

&

LE3sU

Sinvrna,

PENN.Y. M.,

Adrian,

Glieaa,

June

June

May

25.

11,

6,

Iowa NORTHERN Y.M., Waterloo, June.
NEW HAMPSHIRE Y. M., Laconia,
June 10,
MUSQUEHANNA Y. M., Virgil & Dryden, June 20.
OHIV & PENN. Y, M., Cleveland. O.. June 27,
ME. WESTERN Y. M., 81, Cornish, June 17.
GENESEE Y. M., BYrRoN, N. Y., June 27.
ONTARIO Y.M., IONA, June 19.
OH10 Y. M., Springfield. Clifton Ave., June 6-8.

Ferryville, as stated in last Star,

Please mark all boxes
Ferry, tor the Mission

o= barrels sent to Harper's
orStorer College. with the

names

parties

places

or

3t18

sending

A,

them,

and

H. MORRELL.

TowA NORTHERN Y.M. will convene with the Waterloo church, in the city of Waterloo, Blnck Hawk
Co., commencing JuneG, and continue over the SabR. NORTON, Clerk.
ME. F.B. HOME MISS. 50C.
All money contributed for mission work
should

be sent directly

Me.

5250

to

Rufus.

Deering,

in Maine
Portlaud,

Per order of Ex. Com.

ADAMS & WAUSHARA Q. M, willbe held with the
Plaintield church, commencing June 6.
W. PHIL LIPS, Clerk.
NEW DURHAM Q. M, will hold its next session with
the Bow Lake church, May 27-29,
E. W. RICKER, Clerk.
Ono & PENN. Y. M. willbe held with the Scranton
Avenue church in Cleveland,
O., commencing Friday,
June 27, at 10, A.M.
:
0.D. ParcH, Clerk.
2t1Y

ME. WESTERN Y, M. will hold its next session with
the Cornish chireh, So. Cornish, commencing June 17
at 2, P. My
2
L. RH. WitHAM, Clerk,
ME. WESTERN
will hold its next
So.

Cornish,

2t19

Y. M. MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE
session with the Cornish church,

June

bie

17, at 9, A.

M,

L.H.,WirHAM, Clerk.

GIBSON Q.M. will be held with the Jackson church,
May 3u—June.1..
Conference, Friday, at 2.3), pr. M.
We

hope

to see

every church

represented

by delegates

and letter, We wish ro send a full delegation to the
Y. M., and the delegates will be chosen at this session.
0. C. WHITNEY, Clerk.
SUSQUEHANNA Y. M.will
be held with the Virgil
& Dryden church in the Spafford Q. M., June 20—22,
Conference. June 20, at 4, P, M.
Delegates from the
Gibson and Troy Q. M's wiil take the Southern Central
R. KR. North from Owego to Dryden Depot. Delegates from Troy Q. M. will go bY way of Elmira and
Ithaca.
0,
C. WHITNEY, Werk.
2t19
The following is the pregrumme for the MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE of the Genesee Y, M., to be held
at Byron, N.Y., June 2-27. Opening sermon,J. Hyatt, alternate,
J. D. Smith.
Tle General Judgment,
J. M. Crandall. Evidences of Christianity, C. B. Hart,
The Resurrection Body, C.A, Hilton.
God Revealed
in Nature, DD. M. L. Rollin. Intermediate State of the
Dead, R. Marctin, The True Mission of the Church, J.
D. Smith. What Should be the Position ofthe Church
ou the Temperance Question? C. H. Hoag.
Whom

Shall We Encourage to Enter the Christian Ministry

and by What Means? I, Hyatt.
All ninisters of this
Y.M. not included in the above, are requested to
furnish

papers ot their own selection:

8t1Y

for criticism.’

Sec.

LISBON Q. M. will be held with the chrreh at Franconiu, June 7, 8. Conference Juneb atl, P.M,
JOEL SPOONER, Clerk.
ASSES}
held at Fremont, May
be
ROCKINGHAM Q.M. will
21.92, Passengers on the Concord & Portsmouth railand then take,
Epping,
at
stop
will
ways,
road, both
the Rochester & Nashua road to Fremont, next town
to Epping. A full attendance is much desired.
Jos. FULLONTON, Clerk.
SANDWICH Q. M.will be held with the church in
Bristol, May 21—29. Conference, Tuesday, at 1, P.M.
All churches ave requested to send in the annual Si
M. tax. Itis hoped that every church clerk will fill
N.C. LATHROP, Clerk.
out the blank for Register,
ONTARIO ASSO. or Y. M. will be held with the
Tona church, commenciug the Thursday before the 4th
The change is
Sabbath in June, instead of the 2nd.
made to accommodate those who wish to come from
make jt con=
can
who
attend
to
all
wish
We
Hillsdale.
venient to do so, Meeting to commence at 2, P.M.
0.J.MooxN,
Br

Given—B

Leach--R

F Leap—E

G

Lane—A
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1.00
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rheumatism; one

more,

SOLD

BY ALL

UPERIOR
UNDAY SCHOOL
INGING BOOKS.

10.00
500
8)
A
40
40
2.30

Should you want
a new Music Book,
select from the following list:
COLD (Board Covers),
$30 per 100 copies;

17.47
15. 4
18.00

ROYAL

DIADEM

A.

BRICHTEST AND

BEST

(Board Covers),

$30 per 100 copies; 35 cents by mail.

WELCOME TIDINGS (Board Covers),
$30 per 100 copies; 35 cents by mail.

NEW

bt
2
Treas.

HYMNARY

(Boar! Covers),

$40 per 100 copies;

HYMN

of the

both

50 cents by mail.

BOOK OF.PRAISE (Board Covers),
50 cents by mail.

SERVICE (Paper covers),
$10 pur 100 copies; 15 cents by mail.

B=

Any one of the above sent on receipt of the retail
price, or the 7 books on reeeipt of $2.00.

| Az~Sold by Booksellers and Music Dealers.

BICLOW
73 Randolph

Perry, Mr.

Allen,

35 cents by mail.

Board Covers),

$30 per 100 copies; 35 cents by mail.

37.94
:
7.19
21.45

O,, April 30, at the residence

Clara

gout,”

DRUGGISTS.

40 per 100 copies;

April 30,by Rev.P, W.

that’s

tism and gout.

2t19

PURE

Miss

turn

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

1.

and

Ad-

It will do its work speedily and thoroughly. It is
the great friend of th® sufferer from rheuma-

Harrington, of Cranston.
April 21, Mr. Clarence J.
Youngof Jersey
City,
and Miss Mattie Barrewt, of
Blackstone, Mass,
April 28,M~. Richard H. Randall,ot
Johnson, and Mrs. Ora ¥. Whipple, of Plymouth ,N.
Seavey

for investors.

700

HN
HO
A0
HO
S100
HS
2.00
250

x

information

18 a familiar description of these two diseases.
Though each may and does attack different
parts
of the system, the cause is believed to be a poisonous acid in the blood, Purify this by the use of

Kl
4
40
40
80
40
4.65

Venie Greely.
In Olneyville,R. L., April 6, by Rev. A. L.. Gerrish,
Mr. Edwin M. Lawton, of Johnston, and Miss Rath E.

H,

ISHED-SENT
FREE
of Wall Street Finance, con-

40

bride’s pa ents, by Rev.J. A, Sutton, of Blanchester,
0.,Mr. Albert Burroughs, ot Clinton Valley, and Miss

‘In Great Falls,

To

I

¢¢ Screw the Finger as Tight as you can,
that’s

Married

Charles

Manufacturers and Deals

SELTZ
2A

45
5)
5
1.75
1.05
LA

Me. State FF. B. H. M. Society.
Pine St ch Lewiston 3.44 Ch Houlton 13.96
Ch Hodsdon 1:04 Abbott 4.00 Augusta 10.40
Ch E Otistield 3.00 Biddeford 5.00 Auburn 10.00
Ch Portland 33.24 W Watervil'e 4,00
Homson .70
1st Branswick 2.00 Presque Isle 2,07 Ft
Fairfield 3.12
Farmington Q M 14.83 Bowdoin Q M 6.62
Edgecomb Q M 6.0) R W Files 4.00
3
Mrs H Haeket 2.00 Rev B P Parker 2.00
8S D Smith .50 Miss M C Eveleth 1.00

Near Mainville.

S

esi

R. DEERING,

& MAIN.

Street,

|

CHICAGO.

ot |

Rochester.

76 East

Ninth

NEW

St.,

YORK.

Ap23Ma7,21Jud

|

1679 SUNDAY SCHOOL MUSIC BOOKS. 1679

Gurney—M

Libby.-S

O

May

HORACEW.

{By R. G. STAPLES.
A new and choice collection of sparkling, bright,
{ cheerful Hymns and Songs for the Sunday-school Prayer and Praise
GOSPEL
ECHOES.
Meetings. Gives perfect satisfaction wherever used. Price, 30 cts; 33.00'per doz.; $25 per 100.
! By d. Sb
gr A Yor choice collection of S. 8. Music, mostly
PEARLY GATES.
Every Sunday-School can afford it. Price¢ 25 cts.; $2.50Bg
per doz. $20 Sh
per 100.
MORNING STAR.

Libby—

8S Lent—T J Mawharter—A A Mouiton—E DD Marshall—
A H Milliken—¥rs A Morse—N Morrill Jr—K E
Morse—R R Moorhouse—J
Mitchell—J
T Nichols—
new, and adapted
to
the needs of the Sundav
Schools,
Prayer-meeting
Mrs Wm Moore—8 E Moody—H C Otis—J S Osmont—
and Home Circle.
H Preble—J M Pease—Mrs J Purinton—G_W Parker—
By KNOWLES
SHAW.
The last and best work by the late Knowles
H A Plumb—W A Paine—M A Qnimby—J Rogers—A
Shaw, the successful revivalist,
Author of Sparkling Jewels, Shining
| Rich—W B Quimby—Mrs 1. Rice—J Rife—} J Robinson—=0 KF Russell=J
N
Rich=—A Runnells—E M
Pearls, Golden Gate, etc.
Price 35 ets.; $3.60 per doz.; $30 per 100.
Smith—S Shaw—S 8 Schnell—H Smith—J L Sheldon—
You will make no mistake in adopting eithér of these books.
BA copy of either sent Ly mail on re—D O Smith—G
A Slayton—Rev J A Sutton—L W
ceipt of price, or one of each for 76 cts.
Specimen pages free.
Address
>
Starbird—t Sweetser—D Small-Mrs E G Stillman—P
Smith—D H Toothaker—P C Tolford—Mrs C Tukey—A |
~~ CENTRAL
BOOK CONCERN,
CON
Cincinnati, Ohio, or Oskaloosa; Town;
S Tucker—J P Underhill=T Viner—W H Watson-J S
and OLIVER DITSON & Co., Boston, Mass.
13t14
Vittum—= WJ Webster—John Westcott—P MW ight—
A H Wemple—E Wright—CH Watts—8
W hitman—C
Williams—=W Walker—A Warner—J
A Wolf=CW
Young.
-

:

Forwarded.

BY MAIL

Mitchell Money Creek Min. 2.
8 S K Vining Strong's Prairie I11.
C Russell Lowell Mass.

The money raised at the last session of Harper's
Ferry Q. M., was given to Kearneysville church, and

of the

B

DD

GENESEE.N.Y.,Q.M.
willbe
held at Cowlesville,
commencing Friday. May 16, at2,p. M. This is our
aunual session. Statisticalreports are due from the
several churches, together with the b cent tax per resident member,
E.8. SMITH Clerk.

oblige yours,

tickets will be given over

Me.,

Catalogues Mail-

ee.

dress Baxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,
1y42
i New York,

4.00
225.00
56 90
E. N. FERNALD, F. Ser,
Lewiston,

AGENTS

years.

5

per

valuable

6.0

Lewis W Cook Ridgeville Ind
Jernie Jack do
James O Pierce do
John Head Jordan do
;
A H Farquhar Ridgeville do
Serena Kvles Wright's Corner do
E Butterfield
do
Edwin Jaquith do
Emma, Luey, Fannie, Annie
Jaquith Wright's Corner Ind
Geo A Slayton Riv Grande O
Simon Weed do
:
SP Giles do
:
Jennie V do do
Ida B Hanning do
S Aldrich Poland N Y

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E.N, FERNALD
(to whom all contributions
from the churches for our
Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
521
Rev O F Russell Buxton Cen Me.
Rev P Smith Saco Me,
Rev R A Coats Mitchell Iowa,
~Rev-A-H Milliken W-Derby Vt.

. Books

O10
Y. M. will convene with the Clifton Avenue
ch. Springfield,
June —8, beginning at 2, P.M. Allofthe
ministers and delegates are requested to be present. A
large representation: of th churches is desirable.
Programme in the future.
A. M.SIMONTON, Clerk,

not to

C Winne Fairport

the
P.
& 8. R.R.
Aspecial
train wiil run 10’
Providenceat the close ot services Thursday evening.
2t
J. M, BREWSTER, Clerk.

Grifin—S

yo

Loo
Biles
SAI

Horton Pultney

W F Townsend do
Lizzie
*
do
;
M J Dutton do
Laura Fletcher Clariden
H Powe 11 W Mansfield
Cora Lum
4
J W Parsons Marion O

Ve

B

le.

Complete History

taining

.M Haulin Pageville O

Getehell—F Gould—C W H—J W Hills—J Gooch—)
Hodgdou—A L'Hussey—0O W Jones—M S Hubbell—\V
A Hart—=B S Hunting—C Ham—M F Hedge—J
Haseltine~G 8S Holmes
-P Hauniford—M
Hinman—N C
Johnson—J Johnson—J
Jordan—MrsJ
Kibbie—B ¥
Kenney—dJ M Lowden—J
B Larrow—L A
Lang—I

1180 the best known
remedy.
Ask for Beni
son’s Capeine Plaster and take no other.
Sold
by all Druggists.
Price 25 Cents.
4t16
Bl,
i
i
ar
i

Illustrated

Music

TERS & SONS,

10

Mrs AJ ColePotter
NY
“C Rundle Odessa *
Miss],
"*
''»
Mrs PC Mitchell dc
Wm Stanley do
Spevcer Ketchum E Hamlin NY
Louise C Wells Tama City fo

Each church shall be entitled to one delegate: if
having twenty-five members, to two delegates: if fifty,
to three, and one additional delegate to each additional fifty members. —~Art.2 of Constitution,
Trains leave Providence for Pascoag at 9.40, A.M,
return

Warranted

WANTED.

ed.

i

fh

MisHl Lincoln Canandaigua

THURSDAY, MAY 22,
9,A.M.
Prayer mee.ing, conducted by Rev. A.J.
Eastman,
.
10,
** Associatson business,
11,
** Gospel temperance addresses by Rev. B.D.
Peck and others,
2, P.M. Woman's missionary meeting with addresses.
;
31-2, ** Sermon by Rev. G.J Abbott, followed by a
communion service.
71-2, ** Meeting of Sunday-school Union. Business,
follewed with addresses hy Rev, A. L. Gerrish and
L. Dexter, and Question
Box by Rev. A. Lovejoy.
Churches are requested to také and ferward the annual collection of at least five cents per resident mem-

Free

months.

Li

Na ozrell
Harpers Fur»
;

Mrs, Martin

N. Fernald, F. E. Davison and J.D. Veney.

and 2t 4.30, P. M.

ib

h
$6.
do
SQUANE
AND
DFRIGHT
Pia
il
$125,
SIX
used
$140, not. NOS
do $130, 7 1-3 do

E W Ricker Dover NH

Rhode Island Association.
The annual meeting of the R. I. Association of Free
Baptist churches will be held with the Pascodg chureh,
Rev. A. Lovejoy, pastor, May 20, 21, and 22, 1879,
ORDER OF EXERCISES,
TUESDAY, MAY 20,
10 3-4, A.M , Ministers’ Conference,
2,P.M,,
.
Centinued.
.
71-2 Wi Annual Conference sermon by Rev. J.T,
ard.
WEDNESDAY, MAY2l. ,
i
91-2, A.M. Prayer and
praise meeting,
ducted
by Rev. T. G.
Wilder,
103-4, ** Organization of Association and business,
2,
P.M,
Reading
of letters from the churches.
31-2,
* Anhalt Association sermon, by Rev, A,
xiven,
41-2, ** Association business,
41-2, * Woman's Missionary meeting for business,
71-2, ** Missionary meeting, addresses by Revs.E.

don—P

ney Disease and all local aches and pains, it is

Ontario.

Rev. O J. Moon writes that he recently visited the churches in Zorra,where Bro. McElroy
is at work.
It was with these churches that
the beloved and lamented Bro.’ Straight was

superior

porous plastérs, liniments, electrical applianc2s and other extertal remedidies.
It relieves)
pain at once, strengthens and cures ‘where

Nebraska.

Rev. W. H, Edger writes from Central City:
“I commenced holding a meeting in a good
neighborhood near this place where they had
a very nice school-house but no meetings of
any kind.
1 commenced
about the first of
March with not any religious people to help,
except two.
The good Lord blessed the effort,
and in five weeks of steady work thirty were
converted and reclaimed.
Last Sunday, April
20, was a good day with us. Five more converts followed their Lord into the water and
were buried with Christ in baptism.
We also
completed the organization of a Freewill Baptist church.
Nineteen have already received
the right hand of fellowship and I expect more
to go forward soon. Our meetings are good.
God is good to us as a church.
Bless his holy
name,”

Itis far

Labor, Rev. M. G. Pett, Essay, Plety and Oult-

ure, Rev. W. C. Hulse. All other members of the Cor=
ference. and ministers who attend, whether members
ornot are requested to come prepared w ith either an
essay upon a subject of their own selection, or a sketch’
Of a sermon.
B. A, GURNEY,

Money Letters Received.

it is the one and enly treatment they should rerive. This article contains new medicinal elements such as is found in no other remedy in|
the same form.

ral

=

40

E.N.FERNALD, F. Sec.
Lewiston, Me., May,1, 1879,
BIBLE SCHOOL FUND,
Con.
P.on N. Inton N.
HC Dexter NY City
50.00
4.4

LW Batchelder—J Austin—-O A Besse—M Atwood—
GJ Abbott—dJ Ackley—B F Allen~=T H Brown -N R
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Where children are affected with the whoopin,
rough, ordinary coughs or colds or weak lungs,

late

of Prairie City,
for Superintendent.
The
former Superintendent has gone to her reward
and her daughter succeeds her.

ther Davis was present,

preparing and

ing, in German, French or
English. Sent by
mail by addressing with stamp, naming
this
aper, W. W. SHERAR 149 Powers’
Block,

from Wis. about
1850, and preached statedly for a number of
years, but for the last few years was superanuated.
The Sabbath-school of Lodomillo has been

within her borders
licensed, who have

Cured.

cipe, with full directions for

of the roads, the attendance was not so full as

Vermont.

———————

<

Rev. David P. Lowe died April 25,
Volga City,ut the advanced age of more

.

pt

missionary the formula of a simple vegetable
remedy for the speedy
and permanent cure for
Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma,
and all Throat and Lung Affections, also a positive and radical cure for Nervous Debility and
all Nervous Complaints, after having tested
its wonderful curative powers in thousands of
cases, has felt it his duty to make it known to
his suffering fellows.
Actuated by this motive
and a desire to relieve human suffering, I will
send free of charge to all who desire it, this re-

sum

of $60.00. To all our embarrassed churches,we

the Providence church, April 11—13. Had a
good meeting, notwithstanding the very mudd

at

3ms8

An old physician, retired from practice, having had placed in his hands by an Kast India

a

Maine.

accepted a call to the

EL

—————r——

roads. The protracted efforts of the Q. M.
C. L. Pinkham, of the graduating class of have closed for the season with total result of
Bates Theological School, has received and 12 added to the several churches of the Q. M.
:

St., N. Y.

Consumption

WHITE Co. Q. M.—Held its last session with

Eastern.

BELTS.

Rev. L. L. Harmon, pastor of our church at
Hampton, still supplies Organs and Pianos on
very favorable terms, sending them to any part
of the United States. His address is Hampton,
N. H.
rs
’
6wortf3
/

Quarterly Peetings.

Ministers and Churches.

dinner

A sure cure for nervous debility, premature decay, exhaustation, etc. The only reliable cure.
Circulars mailed free, Address
J. K. REEVES,

Maineville organized a sewing circle, that they
might render pecuniary aid to the F. B.
church of that place. In the short space of
one year, by the manufacture and sale of carpets, quilts and other useful household articles
and the holding of a church fair they have
realized some $190.00 net proceeds; have Jiguidated every debt; renovated, repaired and
surplus in the treasury of the

a bountiful

Business Hotes,

Ohio.

and was listened to 80 years. He was formerly
At3, p. M., he met Penn. He emigrated to Iowa

with us in church cemference, and near the
close of the exercises, in which a large number
of our students had taken a speaking part, in

are

Center | aud Whatare not Iiportant for the Present Dav.Rov. |. or

West’s Liver Pills cure Dyspepsia.

Towa.

The venerable and beloved Dr. Chickering,
on his annual visit to our school, occupied our

st the

provided therein each day for all present.
September session with the Alton church,
at their request.
J. T. WEEKS, Clerk.

Western.

and Mount Vernon churches were assisted by

‘The chureh

ed the banner church of the Q. M. They have
a very neat and pleasant house of worship,
have built a vestry the past year, and through
the energy and perseverance of the ladies the

converted, wanderers were reclaimed, and the
number of seekers increasing.
Rev. George Donnocker having preached to

earnest and effective laborer.

was, to all present, an interesting and impressive occasion. The pastors of the Paige St.

R. H. Tozer and J. Erskine from the | D. Sandborn: Essay, What Theological Doctrines

Falls for four weeks without any ministerial | shows evidence of progress under the energet- | 1: € HES hiteons bis 2) Yio Shouting ho Shouid
help and two weeks with the help of the | ic labors of Bro. Lyford. In missions and addi- | Sermon, Rev. J, C. Gifford; Essay, T'he Best Meansof
Keeping a Church in Working Order, Rev, A. M.
Methodist church. A goodly number were tions by baptism the past year they are accord. Totman;
Essay, The Importance of System in Pasto-

Thursday Evening.
The closing exercise
consisted of a union communion service, and

amore
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1SURE
CURE Foifator
complaints resulting from Colds

Ozoena, Neuralgic and Nervous Headache, Hay
F
ead, Stoppage of the Nasal Passages, and all kindred
and Exposure.
ure
The Late ELDER
BENJAMIN
FRANKLIN
Says of this Snedrin the {perio Christian Review; of Oct., 29th 1878: **We call at’’ us a voluntary thing, and not foray.
We have
tention to ‘DOB
been
aly troubled with Catarrh of the head f or ten years, and now after usin, g the
SURE CURE’ about three months, can truly say that we feel about free
“DOBY
from the entire trouble in the head. We have given “DOB
S’ SURE CURE"’ y to osh~
thers, as we have been in public nearly all the time, and it has invariably given relief.
' Rev G. Fritz, No. 322 Baymiller Street, Cincinnati, 0., M arch 19, 1879, says:
‘I have
tried the “DOBYNS’SURE C URE’? an find it to be just what you recommend it.’
relief lies within your
The medicine itself is the beat testimonial. Sure and
8’
SURE
CURE’’
possmall
outlay
will
convince
you
that
‘DOB
reach, and a ve,
lagical Cur-tive Powers. 1tis perfectly simple and harmless, is convensesses almost

Pa,
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Rey C A Bickford Farmington N. H.
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Societies.
April Receipts.
F.M
H.M
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Sarah Reynolds Lowell Paige
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Van Buren QM Io
DD Watermas Nottingham NH
2.50
Ch E Clifford & Scott Pa
Ch Duplain Mich
Ch Middlebury Mich
;
Ch Haverhill
Mass
11.84
4.88
EM Haines Biddeford Me
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1.0
J L Hammett Somerville
Mass
5.00
do do for furnishing room
Myrtle Hall
25.00
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“
“
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NY . ' 7.80
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*'
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90
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Our circular, containing a list of some

of the most remarkable

Mi’ TCHELL, North Middletown, Bourbon Co,, Ky,

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY'S

fconomical Sunday-School Publications
The marked success of their Economical Libraries of which 90.000 volumes have
been sold, has led the Publishers to prepare a new Library for 1879, and to make a

SWEEPING

REDUCTION

in prices of all their Sunday-School and Juvenile Books.
These are now almost all
included in their HEARTH-STONE LIBRARY,
issued in two Series, each uni=
formly bound, the volumes of which are sold separately.
The
aim has been to
make all these
Series not cheap simply, BUT TRULY ECONOMICAL;
i. e., to
supply books of the best quality at the lowest price.

Their most valuable publications, including the works of Mr. Charles (author of
the Schonberg-Cotta Family),—Hesba Stretton,— Edward Garret,— Norman McLeod,
— Elizabeth Stuart

Phelps,—Jacob

Abbott,—Lyman

Abbott,—Dr. John Hall,— Dr. H.

Jessup,—and other well-known writers, are found in these Series.
The Books are well printed on firm paper,
English cloth, and fully illustrated.

bound

most

attractively

Economical S. S. Library

di «id

40 vols.,

Economical S. S. Library

pk

60 vols., 16 mo,

S. Library

od

-

16

me,

11,000

in

the

best

Pages.

PRICE, $18.50 NET.
16,462 Pages.

PRICE, $29.00 NET.

a 30 yous, ib mos

RIOR, $2530 NET.

The three Libraries are uniform in style, and may be used together as one.

Each in a Neat, Wooden

Case, Grained yangt
Together

The volumes are numbered and ready for use. 50 Catalogues
he y contain 150 vols. All different. 41,000 pages for $72.

Economical Primary Class S. S. Library. |
For Sunday-Schools
Jt

1.00
1,00

quick y SJollow

, to all applicants.
cnres performed hy this simplo remed v. will be mailed free of ¢
r Box or
We send DOBYNS’ SURE CURE" A mail Jogtage-paid for One Dollar
Three boxes for Two Dollars
tting
0. Ord er getA them payable at Paris,
In remitting
b by P.

x

THE HEARTH-STONE
8.00
9.50

effects

Ky. In orderin write your Name, Post-office, County and State plainly, and your orders will receive prompt atten~
tion. Address Al orders to the poy rietors

each set.
1.00

its good

Each lox contains sufficient to 1ast one month, and in many cases has been enoug} h to

Economical S.
20,00
5.00

50

ient to carry and use at all times, and
plication.

an

and

Family

Vols.,

5300

with 50 catalogues.

in

Two

REDUCTION

Series,
in

wilh

Illustrations.

In case numbered and

supplied

$7.50,

LIBRARY.

Issued
Reading,
Price and Style,

UNPARALLELLED

40

supplied

’
each uniform

in

Price.

SECOND SERIES AT 65 CENTS.
FIRST SERIES AT 80 CENTS.
Containing books of from i75 to to 300 pages,
Containing books of from 300 to 450 pages, usu:
usually published at from 90 cents to $1.25.
ally published at from $1.25 to $1.50.
16 mo. Handsomely bound in ink and gald; at | 16mo. HMandsomely bound in ink dnd gold; at
65 cents per volume. 39 volumes published.
80 cents per volume.
42 volumes published.

New

Volumes

Just Published

in both - Series.

A Liberal Discount to Sunday-Schools upon the volumes of the Hearth-Stone LiDescriptive Circular, with fall Catalogues, sent
brary, which are sold separately.
on application

7.34
2.50

FOR SALE

25.00

2t18

to

any

BY ALL

address.

BOOKSELLERS,

AND BY

DODD, MEAD &

CO.,

it

Publishers,
751 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK:

|
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Buetry.

cell there was one small window, a narrow bedstead, a bed,

Life is a principle divine,
‘Whose radiant stars of glory shine

was five feet long, and two feet,six inches

Above the darkness of its sea;

wide. The only building belonging to
the Abby that now remains entire is its
wonderful kitchen, where the meals were
cooked for the inmates and the guests.

And one fair star upon the wave
Shines thro’ the darkness of the grave,

The Star of Immortality.
But sometimes in ray lonely hours,
‘When mildew rests upon the flowers,

| It was no uncommon thing for four hun-

And idle frost winds whisper by;

dred,

‘When in the vale I seem to hear
The murmur of the dying year,
Upon the margin of a stream,
+ 1 see, as in a glowing dream,
A spot of earth, this body’s home,
And round it, as the shadows fall,
At evening, gentle voices call,
And spirit tokens bid me come.

used asa

Well, when I reach that mystic shore
When this life’s joy and pain are oer,
And loving friends around me gather,
‘When by my side the angel stands,
To lead me with his gentle hands
Across the ‘lone and silent river;
‘When this frail dust bath lost its power,
To serve its mission of an hour,
I little heed what friends may do;
If love shall move, with sweet control,
The tender longings of the soul,
‘When I have passed this journey through.
And yet, I have one slight request,
Just one,—when Iam laid to rest,—
Nor can I tell the reason why,—
Where happy youth and childhood played,
There let my lifeless dust be laid
Beneath the azureof that sky.
It must be that the singing streams,
That mingled with my childish dreams,
‘Would murmur soft and sweet at even,
And singing birds of childhood’s morn,
‘Would sweeter chant at early dawn,
As they went singing up to heaven.
And may be that the spirit’s ear,

In the glad morningof the year,
When gladness fills the earth and sky,
‘Would listen as of old, it heard,
The mingled songs of brook and bird
And bear the melody on high.

five

hundred,

guests

to

dine

Quaker's

AND

RODGERS.

v.
Early in the ninth century, the Danes
invaded
England;
"they robbed the
churches and monasteries, burned the
holy Scriptures, murdered the, clergymen, and did all they could to destroy
the Christian religion.
It was this persecution which led to

Meeting-house;

but

when [knew it it was not used at all.
Canute, a Dane, was crowned king of
England in the year 1017. He was a
Christian man, and he set himself to
work to improve the morals of the people.
In

1066,

William

of

Normandy

was

recognized as king of England.
He was
arobber of churches. His son and suc-

Danes.

All who were not killed in the

* First

for tea, all my

own

self.

Mamma

so, and she’s gone to lie down

and

said

sleep

off her headache, and must n't be disturb-

ed,” said Katy, half afraid that Christine
might hunt up confirmation of the gingerbread business.

It was

something

new,

certainly, to turn this narum-scarum little
creature loose in the pantry to rummage
the spice-boxes, and break up

the

cream

milk.

But, with large families, there

times

terbury died, and he refused for five years

to appoint another, just that he might
have the large revenue for his own
use.
During the eleventh and twelfth centuries, pilgrimages were very common,
and relics were very popular.
The
priests said that a rich man would stand
a poor chance of getting to heaven if he
did not make a journey to the holy land,
or to Rome. And historians tell us that
the roads between England and Rome,
and between England and the holy land,
were so crowded with travelers that the
tolls they paid were of great importance
to the kings, whose countries they passed
through.
The clergy carried on a brisk trade in
holy relics. They could sell bits of the
of Christ,

and

nails,

and bits of nails, which had been driven
through the hands and feet of Jesus. It
is believed that they sold wood enough to
have built a ship of war; and all of it
they said had been cut or broken off from
the real cross of Christ.
They went into the bone business,also;
for they offered for sale the forefinger of

are

when the work crowds fearfully, and the
only way is to press more hands into the
service, not minding always if they are
unskilled ones.
*¢ Vell, Mees Katy, please keep te muss
ober dare in te sink so mooch as you!
can,” said Christine, evidently not jubilant at the prospect of cleaning up after a
little girl's baking; *¢ a’ don’t letf te wet
spoon in te soda.”
:
Katy got down the gem-irons for the
first thing, greased them with Mary's patent griddle-greaser ( a pine stick plentifully supplied with cotton rags at one
end) ; then climbed up to the shelf where
the book of recipes was kept.
¢¢ Meeses Vite's soft ginger-cake’ is vat
you wants,Mees Katy,an'we takes ‘double

of the receipts,’ ” said Christine, quoting
an expression familiar to Yankee cooks.
*“ That's just two of everything.
I
know,” and Katy tossed her curls with an

air of conscious greatness.
¢ Two times one cup of molasses,—here
goes that. Twa times two spoonfuls of
soda,—that’s four spoons. My! but does
n't it foam up, beautifully! Two spoons
ginger in two-thirds of a cup of hot water

St. John, the little - finger of St. Peter,
the great toe of St. Paul, and the arm of

—no—oh, dear!

St. Bartholomew.
One clergyman had a
tin box which held the teeth of St. James.

it’s two times two-thirds of a cup of hot
water. Well,
now!
If those hateful
fractions are n't right here in this ginger-

He used to gather a crowd, and then

rat-

would be

worth

about

$10,000

of

our

money ; but it would mean much more
than that sum now means; for men’s
wages were then three cents a day. The
bishop paid the money, got possession
of the bone, probably a sheep’s bone ; and,
I doubt not, found it a good investment.
The clergy of England were at that time
very wealthy; they held tax free about
one-third of all the land - in that coun-

is known as ** the Maas,” and in one

ginger-cakes

It is the soda that ought

to go in the hot water, and—oh, horrors !

bread!

Christine,

O

Katy. in despair.
how much

cup!”

is two

Christine!”

* Come
times

znd

cried

tell me

two-thirds

But Christine, alas! had

gone up stairs, with her basket

of a

already
of

white,

part

of it there is a little green island—a part
of an old dike or dam—which is called
the “‘kinder-dike,” or child-dike,and it got
its name this way:
:
The waters rushed in over one of the
little Friesland villages, and no one had
any warning. In one of the houses there
lay a child asleep in its cradle—an oldfashioned cradle, made tight and strong
of good stout wood.
By the side of the cradle lay the old cat,
baby’s friend, probably purring away as
comfortably as possible. In came the
water with a fearful roar. The old cat,in
her fright, jumped into the cradle with
thebaby, who slept through all the turmoil
as quietly as ever. The people were
drowned in their beds. The house was
torn from its foundations and broken in
pieces. But the little cradle floated out
on the angry sea in that dark night, bear-

ing safely its precious burden.

When morning came there was nothing
to be seen of the villages and gieen
meadows.
All was water. Hundreds of
people were out in boats trying to save as
many lives as possible; and on this little
bit of an island that I have spoken of, what
do you think they found? Why, that
same old cradle, with the baby asleep in
it and tbe old cat curled up at her feet, all
safe and sound.
Where the little voyagers came from,
and to whom they belonged, noone could
tell. But in memory of them, this little

island was called * kinder-dike,”—the
child-dike—and it goes by that name to
this day; and this story is told to thousands of little people all over Holland as a
remarkable instance of God's providence.
—Nursery.
0-0-0

A girl who had been very observant of
her parents’ moce of exhibiting their
charity, being asked what generosity was,
answered:
‘It’s giving to the poor all
the old stuff you don’t want yourself.”
HOME TOPICS.
IMPERTINENCE.
There are too many
ladies who allow dry goods .salesmen to
indulge in impertinent remarks without
reporting them to the, superintendent or
to one of the firm. When a man asks a

freshly-ironed clothes poised on her head.
* Two times two-thirds of a cup. Why,
it must be more 'n one cup, and yet it
says ‘of a cup.’ If’t was n't for that, I'd
go and get two cups and fill them each
two-thirds full ; but it can’t be only two
times two-thirds of a cup—that's one cup.”

buttons you do want?” it is not enough
for her to reprove him by walking away,
and there is not a first-class house in the

And the poor little girl found herself in

script.

worse ‘‘ deeps,” even, than ever

cnstomer, ‘ Do you

city in which such

know

what

impudence

kind

would

of

be

allowed ifit were known.— Boston Tran-

she

had

fathomed in the ‘“ Rudiments.”
Ned came into the kitchen at that

mo-

hats or bonnets are worn with short,black

shoulder,

costumes, and are of straw, trimmed with
black satin or soft figured silk anda spray

ment, his book

fling

over

his

BONNETS FOR BLACK CosTUMEs.

and Katy's face lighted up. She could appeal to him. But when she asked him
how much two times two-thirds of a cup

of flowers;

roses,

daisies,

could be, Ned, with all

grass,

or buttercups,

a boy's wisdom,

gave answer like this:
:
¢¢ Two times two-thirds? Case of multiplying a fraction by a whole number.
Rule: * ‘Multiply the numerator of the
fraction by the whole number and place
the result over the denominator.’

war were required to leave the country
and return to Denmark.
A good many,
* Two times two-thirds are fouf-thirds.
however, begged permission to remain in
Improper fraction. Reduce to a Whole or
England. This was granted, but they
mixed
number.
Rule: ‘Divide
the
were required to embrace the Christian
numerater by the denominator.” Three is
religion, and pay tithes to the church.
in four once and one-third over. One cup
In this way the king made many converts
and one-third of a cup.”
try.
to Christianity ; but I fear many of them
* But it says ‘of a cup,’ Ned.
Who ’d
0-0-0
4-0-4
proved. to be tares rather than goed |
ever think that “of a cup’ meant part of
grain.
THE ARITHMETIO OF GINGERtwo cups?” argued Katy, in a despairing
BREAD,
‘Alfred was himself a good Christian, a
tone.
Catholic. He paid his Peter’s pence to
‘ R-u-a-i-m-e-n-t-¢, rudiments,” spell“Well, I did n’t write the receipt-book,
the Pope of Rome with such regularity ed Katy.
¢ Bllieve I'll find out what Kit, and besides, that’s grammar, not
that his holiness sent him a bit of old rot- that means this very minute ; it’s better’n arithmetic, and I'm not up in grammar.”
ten wood to keep as a relic, telling him these horrid fractions,” and she started to And Ned, wisely refraining from |venturthat it was a bit of the cross on which look for the word in the worn old Web- ing beyond his attainments, went up stairs
Jesus Christ had died 800 years before. ster’s ¢¢ Unabridged” that papa had ban- to put away his books.
:
The king was delighted with the Pope's ished from his handsome shelves to the
“Who'd ever ’a’ thought of such a
present, and fell, I doubt not, that to children’s room upstairs.
thing,” whispered Katy to herself, ¢ that
Poor Katy!—she had been droning Rudiments would come handy in making
look at it was a means of grace to .his
wearily through the rules for multiplica- ginger-cakes?”
soul.
.
}
‘We have now reached the middle of tion and division of fractions all the long
The family ate them hot for supper that
It was just the night, despite Doctor Dio Lewis and all
the dark ages (the tenth century).
Ig- afternoon study-hour.
norance
and
superstition triumphed dreariest part of the whole book. ¢Case the laws of health, and pronounced them
everywhere. There was not a working First,—To multiply a fraction by a ‘whole very fine cakes indeed. ‘What they lackman-in all Europe who could read or number. Case Sezond,—To multiply a ed in ginger (you see Katy, in her perwhole number by a fraction.” These plexity over the hot water, forgot to
write.
Many of the nobles were almost
as ignorantas the working men were. were the very worst, scarcely’ exceeded double the ginger) papa made up in
Very few could write their names. Eu- by the corresponding rules for division, praise, and, as mamma’s headache was
rope sat in darkness and in the shadow aud Katy had just ‘about worn out her gone, they all were happy.
brown eyes crying over the cases in
of death.
Katy was early at school the next morn- It wasin this century that that crafty which you multiplied by the numerator ing, and, shying up to the teacher's desk,
priest, St. Dunston, figured in Glaston- and divided by the denominator, or mul- she said; .
¢¢ Miss Johnson, you looked as if you
bury, London, and last of all, as arch- tiplied by the denominator apd divided
by the numerator.
bishop of Canterbury.
thought I was either crazy or stupid the
.*¢ It is just the hatefulest old study in other day, when I said I did nt believe
Dunston’s parents were of noble blood,
school,
mamma,” said Katy to her moth- Rudiments were ‘in anything in the
and they were devout Christians. They
lived a little way from Glastonbury Abby ; er, who passed through the room and world.’ You see, I meant ‘in’ anything
and as some scholarly monks lived in looked askance at Katy’s red eyes,—** the we do or make. But 1’ve come to tell
that monastery, they sent their boy there very hardest one to see any use in. I you that I’ve changed my mind. Last
to be educated. After a time he was or- don’t suppose I'll ever in all my life have night I had to make gingerbtead for tea,
dained a priest and appointed abbot of to multiply or divide a whole number by and the first thing I knew, I got right inGlastonbury. He then rebuilt, readorn- a fraction ; hope not, any way. I despise to fractions —two-thirds of things— and
halves and quarters of things so awful- all the rules.”—Mary B. Willard; St.
ed, and re-endowed the Abby.
ly.”
:
Nichglas for May.
:
Running through the Abby, on one
Mamma didn’t reply, but wearily threw
floor, was
a long passage with cells or
chambers on each side. These were for herself down on the little bed that was
Humiliation is a guest that only comes
the Monks, who had their homes there. kept in the nursery, with very dark cir- to those who have made ready hisrestingEach monk had a separate cell. In each cles about her eyes,and a pale, tired face. place and will give him a fair welcome.

either

Black

mixed

field flowers,

meadow

wtth

mingled

with

field

clover.

Charming bonnets are also made of fine
plaitings and ruching of black lace, with
finish of satin ribbon embroidered with
gold. = Buttercups are the flowers used
on these bonnets, without foliage.—N. ¥.
.

Herald.

A HAND BOUQUET. A very pretty hand
bouquet can be made by taking a small,
straiglit stick, not over a quarter of an
inch in diameter. Tie a string to the top
of it, and begin by . fastening on a few
delicate flowers, or one

one, for the

center

large, “handsome

piece,

winding

the

string about each stem as you add the

{ flowers and leaves to the bouquet. Always place the flowers with the shortest
stems at the top, preserving all those
with long stems for the base, and finish
off tae bouquet with a fringe of finely-cut
foliage. Then cut all the stems evenly,
wrap damp cotton about them, and

cover

the stems with a paper cut in pretty lace
designs. In making bouquets from garden flowers, such as are most easy to pro‘cyre, the flowers can be

arranged

and a background made from
evergreen.—.Am. Cultivator.

Hiterary

full of

trees and no hills to be seen. The ground
is so flat and low that two or three times
the sea has rushed in over parts of it and
destroyed whole towns. In one of these
floods,about two hundred years ago, more
than twenty thousand people were drowned. In some of the towns that were flooded not a creature of any kind was left
alive.
A large part of the water that came in
at the time of that flood still remains. It

kitchen.
‘* Christine, I'm to make

country,

green fields, with cattle and’ sheep graz-|
ing in the pastures; but there are few

be-

During his reign the Archbishop

tle the old bones; and the people were
the erection of parish churches. The almost beside themselves with joy, thinkword parish means neighborhood. Up ing they had heard a soui saving-sound.
The toe of St. Paul was held many
to this time the clergy had lived together
in the religious houses called monasteries ; years as a precious possession in Glasand on Sabbath days, and at other times, tonbury Abby. Many people went to
they went forth to hold gospel services in see it; and as they had to pay for the
churches and
other meeting
places. grand sight, it brought much money into
When they could do this no longer, each the treasury. In the old Cathedral of
clergyman fixed upon some one neighbor- Exeter they had a bit of the manger in
hood, gathered the people on Sabbath which the infant Jesus slept; and a bit of
days, and taught them the religion of the bush which Moses saw burning unJesus Christ. The people of that neigh- consumed in the wilderness.
The Archbishop of Canterbury when
borhood regarded him as their own minister, and he regarded them as his par- visiting at Rome in the year 1021, saw a
ishioners, and the place in which they bone of the arm of Augustine, the bishop
.of Hippo, who died early in the fifth cenmet as his parish church.
It was the property of the Pope,
The oldest, largest, richest, and most tury.
who,
on
hearing that the Archbishop
magnificent monastery, was that of Glastonbury. The Danes robbed it and in- greatly desired to have it, and to take it
with him to England, kindly offered to
Jjured it in various ways.
hand
it over if he would pay him six
In the year 871, Alfred, known in hisThis
toryas Alfred the Great, was made king thousand pounds weight of silver.
of all England, and after several engagements, he
completely conquered the

that up just now in Webster.

in the cellar in her search for sour

of Can-

THE ONILD-DIKE.
Holland is a beautiful

ginnings,’ it says; only I think it's hard
enough to be the last endings;” but seeing no brightening in her mother’s eye,
she hastened to help her down into her own
room. Then with gentle hand she settled
the pillows comfortably, saturated a handkerchief with camphor, closed the shutters, and ran softly down still another
another flight of steps into the basement

cessor, William Rufus, was about as bad.

wood of the cross

Family Circle.
GEORGE

or

there in one day in Dunston’s time. They
kept an open house and gave a hearty
welcome to all comers.
The poor came from all the villages
round on Wednesdays and Fridays; and
all were relieved. That kitchen has been

And shadows dim the starry sky;

BY

bol-

rug; a small table on which a crucifix
rested
; another table and a desk; some
shelves and drawers, but no fire-place.
" Dunston constructed his own cell. It

J. W. BARKER,

CHRISTIANITY IN BRITAIN
AMERICA.

and

ster, all of straw ; a coarse blanket and a

ONE REQUEST.
BY

mattress,

“Do you believe, Katy, you could go
down and stir up some ginger-cakes for
tea? Christine is hurrying with her ironing, and Mary must take baby while I go
and sleep off, if possible, this miserable
headiehe;” said Mrs. Richards, only half
opening her weary eyelids.
\
*¢Oh, yes, mamma, anything is better
than these hatefal rudiments. I looked

flatly,

sprays

of

Rebieto,

MARRIAGE, with Preludes on Current Events.
[Boston Monday Lectures].
By Suseph
Cook. . Boston: Houghton, O sgood &
Co.
12mo. pp. 270. ($1.00).
This volume reproduces Joseph Cook's
lectures on Marriage, as they were delivered in
the Monday course in Tremont Temple. It
was the lecturer's purpose to exslt the sancti-

ty of married life, and to combat
views of such writers

as

the infidel

Schapenhauer,

who

declared that “ marriage is the doubling of our
duties and the halving of our rights;” Strauss,
who taught that the New Testament has ascetic notions concerning marriage; Swedenborg,
whose religious system attacks the Christian

idea of the family

life; and Voltaire,

and the

less brilliant writers who imitated him, and
the Oneida community,
and Mormonism, and

all that kind of bad teachers.

Even

paganism

most unanswerably rebukes these loose philosophers, as the lasting fidelity of Penelope, of

Phocion’s

wife, of Panthea

the

wife of Ab-

radatus, and of the Pompeiian maiden who
nouvished her aged and imprisoned father, bear
witness.
The opposition that these examples
from the morning of history present against
the modern infidel attack on the family, the
wickedness
and injury of lax divorce laws,
Goethe's theory of elective affinities, a study of
the prenatal
influences which connect the
topic of marriage with that of heredity,—such
phases as these are presented for discussion
in the ten lectures which are included in the
volume, their exact titles being * Infidel Attack on the Family,’ ** A Supreme Affection
Between Two,” * The Leper's
Theory and
Practice,” ** Marriage Without Love,” ‘ Obstacles to Marriage,” *“ Elective Affinities; or,
Who should Marry Whom,”
* Goethe and
Shakespeare on Marriage,” * Inherited Educational Forces,” and ** Hereditary Taints in
Blood.”
Each lecture follows a prelude on
some topic of public interest that was claiming
attention at the time. Mr. Cook’s well known
rhetorical style and his not always lucid form
of expression appear here, but those features
do not detract from the value of the wholesome teaching that he presents concerning the
family relation, nor lessen the force of his rebuke against all the class of infidel free-lovers.
Old Rome, says ex-President Woolsey, rose
by the sanctity of family life, and fll when the
sanctity was undermined.
Such must be the
corresponding blessing or fate of any nation.
ZOPHIEL; or, The Bride of Seven.

By Maria

Del Occidente (Maria Gowen Brooks).

Ed-

ited by Zadel Barnes Gustafson, author of
‘* Meg, a Pastoral,” and other poems.
Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1879. 16mo. pp. 261.
($1.50).
:
This new edition of an epic that may be fuirly called famous, although it may be not widely known, has been edited by Mrs. Gustafson
out of a recognition of its intrinsic merit, and
with a desire to put in permanent form such
biographical facts concerning the author as she

has been able to gather.

agri

the book of Tobit in the Apocrypha.
Upon
that foundation the author enlarged, drawing
upon a vivid imagination and a most luxurious fancy, to produce some tender and striking passages, and to create an epic that has
won from recognized critics the highest praise.
The longing for sympathy, the desire to be
mated in love with a congenial spirit, and the
intense thirst for an enveloping and up-lifting
companionship that are voiced in this epic,
may safely be classed among the most striking
and powerful utterances of their kind... These
unanswered
yearnings—unanswered
in her
own case—find utterance inthe sixth canto of
¢¢ Zophiel” as follows:
;
“ The bard has sung, God never formed a soul
Without its own peculiar mate, to meet
Its wandering half, when ripe,
to crown the whole

“ Bat thousand

heavenly,

most com:

as the dove to far Palmyra flying

From where her native founts of Antioch beam
Weary, exhausted, longing, panting, sighing,
Lights sadly at the desert’s bitter stream;
** So many a soul o'er life’s drear

desert

?

faring—.

Quarterly Review,” it nevertheless failed to at-

tract any wide recognition in this country, or
to be generally rend. The life of its author, as
described in the present edition, was full of interesting and sometimes painful passages.
It
is a fitting thing, more than thirty years after
her death, to bring the story of her life, meager
though it be, and the evidence of her genius,

again to the attention of the public,
The second volume

to all purchasers of-ready-made clothing,

fore the clothing is worn at all go over
every button and give it an additional

sewing on with strong thread.

A famous

shirt merchant of New Orleans made a
fortune a few years ago by selling shirts

whose buttons were

warranted

not to

come off. He kept.a corps of women
busy sewing on over again the buttons of

the shirts he bought for his customers.
And they didn't come

une.

off.—N.

Y.

Trib-

this day the highest gift in the possession of the
public—a boon which the biographer seems to
think would even then honor the public that
gave more than the * illustrious statesman
who received the honor. But Gen. Butler's
career has been a striking one, and not without
its distinguishing

features, so that

volume

the

hus much in it to claim attention. The chapters devoted to his military career and to his
several attempts to be made Governor of Massachusetts revive an interest in what has re-

ceived a good deal of public attention and been
of

the subject

discussion

much

heretofore,—

Boston: Lee & Shepard. ($1.00).
Even if it be intended asan advertising medium, lovers of the curious will be interested
in a thin volume prepared by R. H. Wadleigh,
and just published by Coleman & Maxwell,
Boston, which aims to give some idea of the

head-gear of

ages.

different

Illustrations

abound in the volume, showing the various
styles of head-dress, particularly for females,
that have been in use from the earliest recorded
Itisn’t a bad satire that the author pertime.
petrates when, having been delayed one day in
going to press, he tells us that be is obliged to
add » new plate to illustrate the changing style.
(25 cents).

The 4ddress delivered by Rev. Dr. George B.
Spaulding, of Dover, N. H., at the dedication of
the Normal School building at Gorham, Me.,
last December, has been issued in pamphlet
form at the request of many persons who listened to it. It discusses the idea nnd necessity of
Normal School training, and makes a valuable
For
addition to the literature of that subject.
special reasons we wish a copy of it might be
sent to every member of the present New

Hampshire legisluture.
Lee & Shepard issue the sixth numberof The
Reading Club, a series that aims to give the
public from time to time the freshest and most
popular selections for reading and declamation.
Toe present volume is uniform in size and binding with its predecessors, and contains a goo.
selection of serious, humorous, pathetic, patri‘otic and dramatic pieces in both prose and poetry. The series is edited by George M. Baker.
:
(50 cts. each).

wii
"ide Awake, true

to its name

in most re-

spects, was not at hand in season to be noticed
with the other May magazines, but it is net behind any of its class in point of excellence.
The full page frontispiece places one in the very
midst of spring life and xs one advances through
its pages bright and cheerful things are spring-

Mr.

Round’s

story of

‘ Jabberwock” is graceful and pathetic, and
Miss Brown’s sketch of the
Boston Whittling
Schools” shows what ingrained Yankees those
Boston boys are.
Sandford R. Gifford, the
sketcher, is himself sketched, and the serials,
poetry and fiction, grave and guy stories and

all add to the interest of
little folks’ department
the number.—Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.
We have examined specimens of the American Bible Society's 25 ct. Bible and its 5 ct. edition of the New Testament.
Each of these is a
well made book, and keeps one wondering over
this greatest triumph of combined cheapness
and
worth in the hook-maker's art.—New
York: American Bible Socisty.
Prof. Moses Coit Tyler has been for sometime engaged in preparing a work on English
Literature suited te the wants of classes in colleges and higher literary seminaries.
He has
used as the basis of his work, Morley’s English
Literature; but with an entire re-arrangement
of matter, large retrenchments, and udditions
of his own.
Prof. Tyler has worked out a very
valuable system of tahles and charts for each
period, which makes the classification of the
great authors very clear and simple.
This
book, it is expected, will be a standard manual
of English literature.
Sheldon & Co. (N.Y.)
will publish it in June.

LITERARY

NOTES.

Dean Stanley has promised to write an introductory essay on the philosophy of history for
one of the volumes in the work called ** The

Hundred Greatest Men,” now in press at Samp-

son Low & Co.’s, London,
Bayard Taylor, some seasons ago, contemplated publishing his lectures on German liter.
ature and partly prepared them for the press.

They

will

probably

be

brought out

in the

y
:
fall.
Love’s pure
congenial
spring unfound, wnProf.
H.
8.
Osborne,
LL.
D., whose excelquaffed—
:
* lent map of Palestine is well known through-Suffers, recoils; then, thirsty and despairing
Of what it would, descends, and sips the nearest
out the country, has in preparation a new map
draught.”
T
¢
of Western Asia, including the lands of Mes-.
opotamia, Assyria, Media, Armenia, and Asia
Notwithstanding the real power and beauty
Minor.
It is carefully drawn, clearly printed,
of this poem, which it is possible that the presthe prominent localities are plainly marked
ent editor ranks too high, and notwithstanding
and the
agricultural and geological features
its high praise by Southey and the * London

in

the

series

of AmeriHOME-MADE GARMENTS,
Great atten- can authors that is coming from the press of
tion should be given to the quality of Sheldon & Co. (New York) is devoted to the
thread used in making ‘garments. We. late William Cullen Bryant. Like its predhave found that it is economy in making ecessor on Washington Irving, it is prepared
cloths into suits for men and boys to use by Prof. David J. Hill, of Lewisbarg University, whose sympathy
sewing silk instead of cotton. Cotton perament, knowledge with Mr. Bryant's tem.
of his life, and his own
fades and grows tender, but a good qual- literary qualifications have enabled him to preity of silk will hold its color and bear the sent in the comparatively narrow limits of 234
wear and strain brought upon it till the pages, exclusive of the index, a really desiragarment is worn out. Great attention ble biography of the illustrious poet and editor.
Ten chapters present him in ‘ Childhood”
should be given, also, to the stayings and (1794—1807), as ‘‘ The Boy-Poet?” (1807—1815),
fastenings and to the sewing on of but- in “Ten Years at the Bar” (1815—1825), * Littons. And just here we offera suggestion erary Life in New York” (1825-1834), ¢ A

including buttoned shoes, and that is, be-

politician, as a soldier and citizen; as a human.
itarian and dispenser of justice, asa diplomat.
and financial reformer, are described at length,
and as one reads, the wonder grows that sore
markable a man should have been denied to

evil things there are that hate

To look on happiness; these hurt, impede,
And, leagied with time, space, circumstance, and
fate,
;
Keep kindred heart from heart, to pine and pant
and bleed,
‘“ And

inmost glowing colors. The General's birth.

place and boyhood, his career as a lawyer and

ing up all about him.

Mrs. Brooks was a native of Massachusetts,
where she seems to have formed an uncongenial marriage at an early age, thus entering
into a relation in whicn she found little sympathy, and where her genius seems to have
lacked both recognition and encouragement,
It was doubtless owing to this experience that
she was led to write ¢ Zophiel,” which painfully utters the cry of a soul that feels conscious
of the isolation of great gifts. The poem is Oriental in its character, and is founded on the
story of the beautiful maiden Sara, as givenin

Bright plan of bliss, most
plete.

no very indirect way one of his employes. The
volume is a 12mo of 202 pages, and sketches
"* our hero,” as the author delights to call him,

Visit to. Europe” (1834—1836), “ Hard Work
at Home” (1836-1845), “ In Many
Lands”
(1845—1850), * Home-Life” (1850—1857) ¢ A
Journey in Spain” (1867—1859), as “ A Patriarch in Letters” (1858—1878, the year of his
death), and two concluding chapters treat of

him as

“ The

The lessons and

Journalist” and
example

of Mr.

* The

Poet.”

Bryant’s life

were such that they may always impart valuable instruction to the sincere reader,
An excellent portrait prefaces the volume. ($1.00).
Greneral B. IF. Butler has found

a biogra-

pher in Dr. T. A. Bland, a personal friend and
: admirer of the General and we believe
also in

are distinctly indicated.— Intelligencer.
The literary and biographical essays included

in Mr. Gladstone’s recently published * Gleanings” are of great interest, especially those on

Tennyson and Macaulay.

The former, publish-

ed more than twenty years ago, is thoroughly
appreciative and just; the latter is by far the
best criticism of the great writer that has been
written,
Whilst enlogizing all Macaulay’s fineness of character and his enthusiasm and industry in political snd literary matters, Mr.
Gladstone does not forget to censure his repre-

hensible obstinacy in refusing to correct the nu-

merous and elaborate misstatements and misrepresentations with which his ¢ Essays” and
‘‘ History” abound, notably in the eases of William Penn and Sir Elijah Impey. The Essay
on Bishop Patterson was evidently a labor of

love, and the reader of that on Leopardi will

find

that

Mr.

Gladstone’s

acquaintance

with

Dante is hardly less profound than with Homer.

As fust as the Encyclopedia Brittanica has

been published, a volume at a time, a firm
in
Philadelphia has re-printed the work and
is-

sued what it called an ‘* American edition.”
This has gone on through eight volumes and
has interfered so seriously with the sale of the

English imported edition that th&publishers

in England prepared a special edition in this
country to undersell this pirated issue. In the
lust volume, just published in England, however, a new device is taken

to shut off. re-pub:

lication here, four of the articles are copyrighted in this country, each having been previous-

ly published on this side the Atlantic, and the
copyright is held in Boston by Little, Brown.
& Co.
The American re-publishers must,.
therefore, either re-issue the ninth volume incomplete or have mew articles on ¢ Fire,’
“ Florida,” * Fur” and * Benjamin Franke
lin.”
:

ot

En
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er and more profitable vice, which it's

for

his

interest to hide.— Macaulay.
What we want in our daily exposures to
temptation, what the father or brother wants

or the play-ground, waat we all want chiefly,
is Christian courage—the courage of our conef our high calling, readivictions, the courage
ness to suffer anything, all things, and even to
die rather than sin and bring reproach on
ror >e

B. Flack, editor

THE NOVELIST AND THE MAGAZINE.
If the professional novelist lived by the
actual sale of his books, he would speedily cut the profession in disgust; and it is
a curious speculation whether the strike
of the skilled might starve the public and
the librarians into more discriminating
patronage.
But luckily, both for the novelist and his readers, there are other
channels open to him—and channels that
are multiplying and widening. If he pass
his story through a leading magazine, its
fortune is half made in advance; and ip
respect to its future he is comparatively
on velvet. He gets a handsome price for
each installment; nor does the circulation
in serial form injure its subsequent publication ; indeed, we have been informed by
experts who ought to know, that, according to their experience, it rather improves
it. And the magazines that rely chiefly
on their fiction are multiplying likewise,
although scarcely in proportion to the increase of novel-writing; while there are
illustrated papers that publish serials, and
weekly literary and social papers which
are borrowing leaves from the books of the
Some of these pay
French feuilietons.
well; others very indifferently; but, at
all events, the man who has been aiming
high has the certainty of hedging against
an absolute miscarriage. The medium of
magazine publication is an unspeakable
boon to authors, for genius bust live
somehow, and is dependent on its comforts if not on luxury.— Blackwood's MagA

LL

iarly called; ‘too
become

is

fingers,

and

he

of

and

said,

*‘Give

me

a

called

out,

‘Bring

me

a

fashion, etc., say

the

same

thing

il they spoke from their hearts? Then,
there is 80 much misery in the world that
it is easy enough to understand Byron's
lines :—
“Man is a reasonable being,
Therefore he gets drunk.”

But the poets have much of respoasibility
in this matter.
“Bowl” rhymes with
<goul.”
Many of our most beautiful
songs

are

drinking

songs. and somehow

or other it hus come to puss that although
drunkenness is now pretty generally cundemned ‘‘ from the teeth outward” as
Carlyle has it, yet drinking is still looked
upon as a delightful and honorable exercise for rational beings.
But ‘‘no excess.” Oh! no. No one favors excess.
But though no one favors excess, it is admitted on all hands, that, as a nation, we

do exceed, and that £140,000,000 per annum is far too much to be spent on a brain
poison by the people of the United Kingdom. If drink was merely a harmless
luxury, the above sum would be a starting national expenditure;

but

when

we

reflect that the consumption of this drink
is, by the almost unanimous

testimony

of

- our judges, police, prison, and poor-law
authorities, und ail those in a position to
know the habits of the people, pronounced to be the main cause of crime and
pauperism, it becomes truly alarming.—
Sir Wilfrid
2.

Lawson,

ER

in Nineteenth CentuTap

ff.

ge

THE ATHLETE.
The popular fallacy that the athletic
man is necessarily or usually a healthy
one, needs exploding.
The athlete is
hardly ever long lived, many a man has
dropped dead on the race course and many
a student has ruined his constitution by the
athletic sports of his college days. As
we write, the report comes of a New York
pedestrian going insane in his tracks

and

turning upon his trainer.
We have seen
a young and talented physician lift himselt with hiv little finger, and raise with
©ase a ton of iron, but he died

twoof heart disease.

at

thirty -

Excessive exercise

debilitates the heart, lungs and

stomach,

those boilers of the human system, without which bands of iron and rods of steel
are mere weight and. encimbrance.
The
athlete treats himself like a steam engine,
forgettul that his boilers can not, in the
present state of medical science, be taken
out and repaired and replaced for work.

But the chief ill-effect of excessive phys-

ical culture is upon the mental forces.
Whoever knew a man of special athletic
culture to be specially cultured in intel-

lect?
The college professors tell us that
the university men who give their time to

athletic sports

never

muke their mark in,

the world wiless is be at a rowing

or a foot race.

What does

match

the race-horse

know apoout the Inductive Method?
And now woman pushing to the front
with men would become an athlete.

tionate wife, two children of a kind and joving
mother, an aged aunt of the same as an only
daughter, ove brother of an only sister, the

TON,

S1sTER

in the judge's

we

saw

ry VIII,

Woe to the next generation,if the women of this strive after muscle.
What

he

hardly

and she

finally

asked,

patural

death ?”

There

was

motive

is to have

whistling:

no

the

depot,

a

jou to

the once Miss ‘Pet’ Smith—now Mrs.
Marietta Smith Flack.”
Their home is at McArthur, Ohio.—Independent.

smith, is said to have the keys

French Bastile.

When

the

of-

mob

tore

De

BLACKSMITHS.

An ‘enterprising ” reporter of the Louisville Courier-Journal has discovered a

astel family until 1852, when Antoine
Lechastel emigrated to this country. Ham-

pair of blacksmiths,

ilton

seems

to have especially

enchanted

him.

the door, painted

in

letters, was

ther above.

Over

secured

them

from

Lechastal,

|

the

latter being in need of money.
There are
five keys in the bunch.
The largest one is

the sign, ** Blacksmithing, by Carine and rusty, though the marks of the armorer
The smallest, eight
Nellie Blair.”
From the interior of the plainly can be seen.
shop came the pleasant ring of the anvil: inches long, is made of fine steel.
and the dull sound of working bellows.
Right ‘in the center stood an anvil, and
Why, Verily?
upon it lay a rod of red-hot iron, into
Why be an animated tallow-shop when
which a young lady was endeavoring to Allen's Anti-Fat is a safe and sure remedy
wield the link of a large log-chain.
She for obesity, or corpulence, and will reduce
was a blonde, her complexion being as the most ill-proportioned form to a gracefair as that of any petted

belle of soviety,

ful outline within

and the lovely tinge of pink and red which
ever and anon spread over her face and
neck, not only served to higbten her natural beauty, but gave evidence of an excellent constitution and robust health.
Her eyes were of a beautiful dark brown,
shaded by lovely lashes of the same hue.
Her lips were red as coral, and her teeth
as firm and white as pearls. She was
dressed in a very becoming attire of large
Turkish partaloons and loose blouse coat;
her sleeves were rolled up to the elbow,
exhibiting a beautifully-rounded white
arm.
:
rept

and the method

for

that

conventional

scrap

3.,

7, was

transluted:

words.

as

ee

PARAGRAPHS.
The air is full of juiceless mud.—Danbury News.
:
Numismatics are men of uncommon
cents.—New Haven Register.
the

is bliss 'tis

folly

to

be

wives.”—

Binghamton Republican.
Some people pay a hundred dollars for
moving in order to save fifty dollars in
rent, and call it economy. New
York
Express.

A man's curiosity never reaches the female
standard

until

some

one

tells

him

his

nwme was in
yesterday's paper.—.New
York Star.
RE
y
¢ Smile when you can,” is the latest
thing we are asked to do by those gratuitously admonitory beings, the poets.
No
_one can smile

when

cisco Post.
The exercise

of

he

can't.—San

whipping

Fran-

carpets

the
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A. M., President.

The importance of the Star in stimulating an interest in the benevolent and religious work of the denomination can not
be over estimated. Will not every minister interest himself to

put the

SPECIAL

into

FEATURES.

“

Thundred..

.53

books are sold by the dozen

Among the special attractions in the
next volume will be articles from an able
corps of editorial and special contributors,
sermons, essays, discussions

of doctrinal

correspondence, the continuation and enlargement
of the Western department, and the
freshest and best matter in every part of
the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers
will find the latest market reports in its
columns, and advertisers will find it a
desirable medium shrough which to reach
and

theological

questions,

the public.

at 20 per cent. discount fiom the retail price.

I. D. STEWART,

Agent,

Dover, N. H.
Franklin St., Boston
Hillsdale, Mich., and

D. LOTHROP & CO., 32
Mass ; PENFIELD & CO.,

FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

1879.

REGISTER.

The Register for 1879 is now ready
In addition to ail the matter
the Register, the Memoranda

1879
for delivery.

heretofore i
blanks are now

par-

tially filled by cronological dates of denominational events. Price same as formerly.

Single copy, including postage,
Eb
By the dozen,
CIE
ER
96
Fa ye
including postage,
- 1.08
By the hundred, . ena
.iyie
7.00
“
23
including postage,
= '- 8.00
Send orders to REV.

I, D, STEWART,
Dover,

N.

H.

A= Money will be refunded if more are ordered
than can be sold, when tht balance isreturned.

THIS

PAPER

ay be found on fille at Geo,
P.

Rowell

&

Co’s

Adyertising Bureau (10 Spruce St.), where

contracts may be made

for it IN

NEW

Newspaper

advertising

YORK.

REDUCEP

PRICE.

As showing our desire

to favor

those

who are struggling with the hard times
we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
This will necessarily
announcement.
reduce our income. We could not safely
risk such a reduction but for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that
many new subscribers will be added to
our list. Will the friends of the Star go
to work for it at once?
All letters on

business should

be

ad-

dressed to

- I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
DOVER, N. H.

O. Prrrs.

Mgs. Lucy I., wife of Rev. Z. J. Wheeler,
died in South Gorham, Me., April 16, aged 42

years and 7 months.

Star

every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life
and activity of his church. Several pastors who have done such a work, can bear
witne:s to the truth of that statement.

2
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Church

~ With the beginning of the next year
we hope to have two hundred denominational news-gatherers in the field, East and
West, who will keep our readers posted
on what is transpiring in every part of '

include

Pasteboaird.....ccccaeeee... 22

Rom. & Cor...

offers to students important
and peculiar advantaes. For particular information, send for a cireuCOLEGROVE,

NEWS,

our Zion.

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

Taylor Co., West Virginia.

book

‘scnool works Editorials and Editorial
notes and paragraphs on the living qtiés:

trials

Trealise............
Minister's Manual. .

Me.
N. H.
with a
partic

ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER,
retary.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,

ar to Rev. W.

once

3

ot

iy

give us

Lewiston,
ATORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood,
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal,
complete board of assistants. For further

life,

especially to the interests of our own
benevolent work, a Sunday-school department embracing hints on the International lessons and notes on general Sunday-

OChoraliBt. .cussisvivesesaidsdiveanvanacessiny, 26
Butler's Theology .cesseeessssissrsnsannes wee 1.02
Butler’s Commentary. Vol.1. The Gospels
1.12
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special work
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VIRGINIA

was
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“
GEE ove veeerinanneinns we:
$
Turkey Gilt....... FA
“
small,
Morocco .c.eeeeeeses. we
Sacred Melody, Cloth ........cc.uue easererane

of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thor.
ough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.

EST

Star

per hundred for the year.
Psalmody, large, in Sheep,....cceeeivnainanns

Wa.

informatoin

religious

personal and religious information,

whose auspices

Morning Star, payment in advance.........
«©
*
if not paid in advance.....
Little Star.ceeeeees. saones trrsees eens
id
‘
inclubs of ten or
to one
address
aes
.Myrtle

Hillsdale, Mich.

vicinity

and

ing items of political, social, educational,

An agent of

The fizures below are CASH prices, and
the postage on papers and books.

President,

this

national

news from all parts of the world, embrac-

of

Freewill Baptist Publications.

Instruetions thorough.

in

more

early days

ing Rev. I. D. STEwarTt, Dover,

college

CENTER, VT.

Students

O.

$1.10 per copy, postage paid, by address-

incidental

SEMINARY,

courses of study.

Expenses

Morning

to the reader.

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-hoarding and board in private
1amilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

NN REEN

social,

stories adapted to the entertainment and
profit of the family circle, the best selected and original poems, selections of a religious and literary character presenting
right views of morals as bearing on the
great: questions of the day, practical
thoughts on experimental religion, anecdotes and facts of interestin science and natural history, the progress of theArts, latest

book of 516 pags one of marked interest

Collegi-

Finest

in

Freewill

f

and library fees, only $15 a year.
Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Seholarship for Commercial com se, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

For Catalogue address,

of the

under

incidents connected

term Sept. 2;

uition,

only a fraction over four cents. This
reading matter embraces correspondence
from the principal countries of the world,
contributed articles on topics of interest

arrange-

A.

subscriber

principles, to- “tions of the day, and particularly a department of Denominational News that
gether with his almost constant journeymakes the Star indispensable in every
ings from Maine to Ohio, and a record of Freewill Baptist family.
:

Best of religious in-

cheap.

in the Northwest.

reading matter, that costs the

because of his temperance

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art Departments.
Elective

studies.

are inadmissible.

Do, N. XY.

SCHOOL.

book contains

of the denomination,

25.

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

For $2.20—the twenty cents being for

identified with the Anti-slavery character

further information address the Principal.

ILLSDALE

WHAT WE OFFER.

notices, a department of missions devolad

D.

college

both

ministry.
Summer term begins May 6; Fall

Winter term Nov.

¢¢ History

a!

postage and incidentals that must be prepaid at this office—we offer an eight-page
paper, fifty-two times a year, each paper
containing an average of forty columns of

Special

the Life of David Marks.”

Normal, Classical

of study for

good in the daily life.

New

of the F. Baptists than the ¢¢ Memoits

Ph.

both

We mean that it shall continue to stimulate the growth of all that is true and

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

information in regard to the

Board, including room rent, from $2 to $2.50
per
week.
Rooms from $2 to $4 per term. “Tuition
and room rent free to those preparing for the

it

COLLEGIATE

Baptists” itself, no

the Secretary for a Catalogue.

Scientific course

Co.,

THEOLOGICAL

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
for the SONNE Year,

Besides the

Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Winter
Summer term begins Monday, Apr. 14, 1879.
Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 18, 1879. Send

and

Wyoming

clubs of ten or more, to one address...
Lesson Papers, Monthly, Adults or children
*
Ld
50 or more, at rate of $6.00

Meservey,

assistants. College Preparatory,

THOMAS M. HINKLEY died in East Corinth,
March 3, aged 50 years and 10 months.
Bro,
H. was born in the town of Livermore, lived
in the town of Corinth thirteen years.
He
experienced religion about two years ago, and
with his companion united with the church in
this town, since which time he has been a very
active Christian, and ardently devoted to the
churdli;ever ready to do and bear his part of
the burden and add to its spiritual life, ever
present at all the meetings of the church, and
a comfort and support to his pastor.
We feel
his loss deeply.
God bless hig family who
mourn their loss as no others can.
SISTER NANCY Evans died in
Exeter,
March 31, aged 87 years, She was born in
Chelsea, Vt., and came to the State of Maine,
town of Exeter, when almost an unbroken wilderness,
Her journey from Bangor to Exeter,
a distance of twenty miles, was performed by
her on horseback.
(Her maiden name wus
Oak.
Her husband, Dr. Evans, died some
eight years ago. rie practiced in the town of
. Exeter for more than fifty years.)
Sister
Evans has been a reader of the Star from its
first issue. Dr. Evans advanced eight years’
subseription at the first issue to help start the
paper.
She experienced religion in the year
18381, was baptized by Rev. Sumi. Nason, and
united with the Free Baptist church in Exeter,and has ever since then been identified
with the denomination of her choice,
She has
ever maintained a consistent Christian life.
Her last days were made pleasant and comfortable (as one so aged could be) by kind and

endearing relatives.

man

who walks the floor nights with the baby.
~— N.Y. Herald,
Girls should remember: ‘¢ Where ignorance

cal,

fluences.

¢ They

of *¢ balm,” and in

is

not patronize

A.

for

A Denominational Biography.

ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent

18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

1609 the word was changed to ‘rosin; ”
¢*¢ balm” was first used in 1611. The **Vinegar Bible,” printed in Oxford in 1717 by
John Basket, derives its name from the
heading of Luke 20, which was made to
read: * The parable of the vinegar.” The
book had many other errors, from which
it has also been called, after the printer’s
name, ‘‘A Basket of Errors.”
In 1631 a
Bible was printed in England and in 1732
another appeared in Germany, ‘both of
which made the seventh commandment
read: “Thou shalt commit adultery,” the
word “not” being omitted. It has been
very appropriately called the ¢ Wicked
Bible.”

pedestrian

N. Y.:

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should
be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by per-

in the English.version now used.
In the
“Treacle Bible,” (1568) Jeremiah, 8:22,
was made to read : ** Is there no treacle in

The most useful

17. 1878.

@brtuaries.

sons who do

Rev.

as a family visitor and religious instruc-

MouUL-

For particulars address the Secretary,
MupGE, Wilton Junction, Iowa.

New England.
Talegeaphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship
in’ the State. KXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terns
of 10 weeks each, Winter Term begins Nov. 1b
Summer Term begins Apr. 21. Summer Term
closes June 26. Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi.

to

book

H.

A.

further information address the Pres.
B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOHN FUL-

ILTON.
ments

INSTITUTION.—New Hamp-

the Institution is the

a remedy
upon the
attain the

Buffalo,

N.

A.

Co., Ohio.

ness, scientific schools or the best colleges
J. W. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal.
For further
articulars, address the principal,
or ELIHU
AYES, Sec. Trustees.
:
. W. Lebanon, Me., July 25, 1878.

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with

will

selves breeches,” instead of ¢‘ aprons”

instead

ton,

to

LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
i
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
EBANON ACADEMY -—Pupils fitted for busi

J. M. CRANDALL.

EW HAMPTON

Dear Sirs.—I have taken two bottles of
Allen’s Anti-Fat and it has reduced me
eight pounds.
ae
Very respectfully. Mrs. I. R. CoLEs.

sewed fig leaves together and made them-

Gilead,” ete.,

It con-

preparation,. gives

Propr’rs ALLAN'S ANTI-FaT,

which is the property of every well regulated household.
Many editions of the
Bible have been published during the last
three hundred years, and into not a few
of them some peculiar errors have crept.
What is known as the ¢ Breeches Bible ”
(Geneva, 1500) was so-called because
(venesis

of its

it unqualified endorsement as
that ¢* can not but act favorably
system and is well calculated to
object for which it is intended.”
Baltimore. M. D. July

OURIOUS EDITIONS OF THE BIBLE.
do

weeks.

to

Educational.

deleterious to the system. A well-known
chemist, after examining its constituents

ppp

Here is a bit of information which

a few

apply

Grande, Gallia

COLLEGE

—For
ident, O.

MRS. RACHEL W.
CURTIS, died in East
Rochester, N, H., April 6, aged 62 years and
7 months.
Sister Curtis gave her heart to the
Saviourin her youthful days, forty-six years
ago was baptized by Rev. Arther Caverno,
and united with the F. B. church at Great
Falls.
After a few years she came to Rochester, and united with the F. B. church in East
Rochester, of which she remained a worthy
member until death.
She was removed
by
death to join the church triumphant.
She
leaves a husband and two daughters.
May
God sanctify this affliction to their spiritual
good.
Wn. H. WARD.

tains no ingredients that can possibly prove

Rio

$2,135 per week.

Whitestown, Oneida

Lucinpa F., wife of Asa F. Perkins, died
in Perinton, N. Y., April 19, aged 44 years.
"This ¢’bristian lady came to the clgse of life
trusting in the pardoning mercies of Him who
said, ¢ My grace shall be sufficient for you,”
believing that she should find a place ‘* among
the good and true” prepared by the kind Fa-

Launay, the governor, to pieces, one of the
revolutionists, Lechastel by name, secured the keys.
They were kept in the Lech-

EE

A.M,

ATES

Toledo church, of which
she remained au
worthy member until death. She leaves an
aged husband, two sons, and two daughters,
besides many other friends to mourn their
loss.
H.H. W.

the old

firm conviction of its increased usefulness

viz.: Classical and Scientific.

rent)

In placing the Morning Star before the
public for another year we do so with a

IRVING B. SMITH.

to Towa, and several years ago she joined the

when

|

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—This Institution
is one of the largest and best in the State.
Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue,
J. 8S. GARDNER,
Hueips

MRS SALLY P., wife of Robt. Withington,
died at the residence of her son in Toledo,
Towa, April 12, of typhoid pneumonia, after a
painful illness of one week, aged 73 years and
1 month.
The subject of this notice was born
in the town of Wentworth, N. (I. At an early
age, she gave her heart to the Saviour, and
was baptized several years after by Elid. Geo.
Hacket, and joined the F. B. church in Hanover, N. H. "Inthe spring of 1865, she moved

the trains come within a mile of the. station it will ring until they arrive.
The
danger signal is thus given, and the waste
of steam is thus avoided, to say nothing of
the racket.. An engineer who whistles
hereafter when in Poughkeepsie loses his
situation on the Hudson River road.
. John C. Hamilton,
a St. Louis lock-

of four

W

Year’s

in marriage

consists

York. This school was never in better condi.
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and
English Course.
For full catalogue.
address
the Principal.

SUMANTHA WYNANS died in Kalamo, Eaton
Co., Mich., April 13. The deceased was about
70 years of sge. She was born in Vermont;
came to N. Y. State quite early in life, and
from thence moved to Mich., thirty years ago.
Her most intimate friend, Miss Rachel Mitchell, has been her sole companion for more than
forty years.
[hey
purchased their home
thirty years since, and with heroic devotion
and industry paid for it, and did all the work
upon the farm and in the house, and have
taken the Morning Star for twenty
years.
She has been a member of the F. B. church
for fifty years.
When death came, she was
fully prepared to go.
Her departure was
peaceful and triumphant.
C. 8. Fox.

loco-

and

hand

ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1879.

Grande, Gallia

ear

college

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike,

wife and mother for the better land.
Less
than a week had passed when her child followed her home.
Thus a sweet life has closed
here to open in the bliss of heaven.
.
M. S. HUBBELL.

awful

more

her

New

1879

Ridgeville, Indiana.

Her
died

of wedded life had passed pleasantly by, when
death came to claim the young and affectionate

A bell; worked by elec:

tricity, is set up at

Reader, come to the writer's home, and he

modest

day, 1878, she guve

tooth pulled.”— Harvard Lampoon.
Pougnkeepsie

born

Bro. Wm. Kinkade, also a member of our
church,and they commenced life together with
bright prospects,
but only one year and a half

silence for half a minute and then one miss
stammered out, *‘ No, ma’am—she was divorced !"—Detroit Free Press.
Physician
[who has just examined an
Irishman’s lungs]—*¢ There seems to he
sone trouble here—pneumonia, or something of that sort. .Have you ever expectorated blood?”
Irishman—¢ Och,
yes
sir!”
Physician—:‘
How long
ago?”
Irishman—‘¢ About
eight years.” Physician—‘ Did you feel sick?” Irishman—
“Och, I did that!” Physician—* What
was the matter ?” Irishman—‘I had a

high

one of whom

to the home above, April 2, 1879.

*‘ Did
an

was

COLLEGE.—Rio
The

furthér information

church and lived a worthy member until called

knew

Anne of Cleves, Henry's fourth wife, die

outer world.”
** That woman will never live who does

TWO BEAUTIFUL

and

KINKADE

when she was only fourteen months old, leave.

whether to feel happy or fine the lawyer
for contempt of court.
In one of the Detroit schools the other
day, a class of English history were being questioned by the teacher about Hen-

Hickory—she became his wife, and in her

will take pleasure in introducing

eye,

H.

26,

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The Spring Term
close May 29.
Commencement
Thursday,
May 29. For catalogue address the Secretary,
;
WM. REED,

ing her to the cure of Rev. C. E. Widger and
wife, who became her foster parents.
From
early childhood she was taught the way of
life, and in ber twelfth year gave her heart to
Christ and made a public profession, bein
baptized by Rev. Peter Christiun.
she unite
with the Bethel F. B. church of which she
remained a faithful member until four Feats
ago she came with Bro. Widger’s family to
Cromwell, Iowa. Here she united with our

dignivy
honlook

haughty and proud to

of prayer;

stately

For

Com.

EMMA

August

Hoard, (including room

circle of distant relatives

March 18, 1858, in Fulton Co., Ill.
parents, Thomas J. and Esther White,

GRANDE

\Co., Ohio.

affec-

of a true friend.

compelled to apol-

With

or is right and I am wrong, as your
or generally is.” There was a dazed

Christian,” educated at a Pres-

altar

was

and

8

terms of ten weeks each. Fall term beginsAug. 26.
The courses of
study are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College

grace during the lust year of this

church and a large

gives a
obtained

houn-

smiles ‘‘we have found refuge from the
raging storms of the cold and heartless

glass of brandy—I am so hot.” Then
said the Quaker quietly from his corner,
‘* Bring me a glass of brandy because I
like it.”
He spoke the truth. Would
not the
great bulk of those who talk about
health,

dif-

he rose in his place and said: ¢ Your

upon the waves of life's conflict, and she
still clings to Christ. She has been, since
that time, the kind wife, as well as the
affectionate mother of five little boys.”
For ‘ some considerable number of months
thereafter "—that is, after her visit to

glass of brandy—I am so cold;” one
speedily followed who had beer. running
hard,

famil-

many trying scenes and been tossed

_ poisoning, inasmuch as alcohol is a brain
poison ; and at first sight it seems strange
that any one should wish, even ‘emporarily, to damage that thinking power which
is the sole distinction between the human
animal and the beasts which perish. But
there are some obvious explanations of
this apparent anomaly.
First of all, alcoholic drinks are to many very delicious
beverages. A Quaker was once sitting in
a public house, when a man came in blowing his

A certain lawyer

ogize to the court...

more for those she loves and clings more
lovingly to the mun she calls her husband.

a species

courses,

elors
of
letters. These degrees have
all been conferfed since 1866.
In street car—Lady in shabby dress to
animated tailor’s model standing in front
of her—*‘* Will you please ring the: bell,
sir 7” ¢“ Pawdon madame, I'm not the cenductaw—ah.” ** Indeed!
What are you?”
He gives itup.— Puck.
:

the sunshine smile upon her fair face and
expressive eyes when she was pardoned.”
She was a fine singer and a great help in
the progress of the meetings. ‘‘ We write
thus freely of this young lady, as we
deemed her, and still deem her the model
of all her sex.” That opinion of her has
never changed.
‘‘ She has gone through

DIFFICULTY.

Intoxication

a

saw her at the

Drink has always been a difficulty. In
all ages individuals have made great mistakes as to the quantity of intoxicating
liquor which it was beneficial for them to
consume.

Union

byterian college, and not likely to take
any special interest in the meetings. But
she did. ** In a few nights afterward we

,—...
, LAS

THE DRINK

Christian

that it was ¢‘ Miss Pet,” as she was

2

a

of The

Witness, in his series of personal reminiscences.
He is telling about the meeting he was conducting at Hickory, in the
Sangamon River bottoms, and the number who went to the altar for prayer,
when he turns aside to relate “one of the
most eventful circumstances” of his life.
“A young lady came into the audience,
toward whom our attention was at once
called by a strange fascination.” He inquired who she was, and was informed

The duy be-

life. * In this dispensation of God’s providence,

growth in

!

The Paris Gazette des Femmes
list of French women who have

A MODEL WIFE.

her,

RS

‘We suppose that all editors have the the academic degrees. There are tive docvery best wives in the world ; but they do tors of medicine, three licentiates of scinot all take the public into their confidence -ence, two bachelors of science and letters,
in the matter so freely as does Elder J. V. six bachelors of science, and twenty bach-

Christ.— Chambliss.

azine.

ocrat.

assisted

fore her
death,
when
very
weak,
she
looked up with a smile and said, ‘* Jesus can
muke a ying bed feel soft as downy pillows
are.”
There wus, in her case, a manifest

the husband is bereft of a fuithful

envel-

Childhood's happy hour is turned iuto
gall and wormwood by the paternal announcement Saturday morning: ‘ Well,
bub,, guess you had better let the fish
alone to-day, and go down cellar and
sprout those tuytoes.”—Rochester Dem-

0-0-0
+04

in the associations of the class room

from

opes, each spelling Canandaigua in a
ferent way, and not one of them right.

health to an in-door world.— Alliance.

in hs business, what the mother or daughter
wants at home, what the school-boy or school-

girl needs

of this

becomes an athlete.
Endurance is not
gainedby great physical exertion. Health
and “muscle” are not synonymous terms.
Moderate exercise in the great out-doors
with its pure air, an active mind and a
conscience void of offense, alone give

but he who makes the vice which he has no objection to show a stalking-horse to cover dark-

Canandai-

grace

rm

The deceased

was

born

She then

went

in Shelburn, N. IL., was bereft of her father
when but three years of age.

to live with an aunt, with whom
she has
spent nearly all her lite, und who still survives
to cheer and help the deeply afflicted and lonely husband and children. Sister W. was early
impressed with the importince of Christianity, but did not give herselt up to the Saviour
until nearly 20 years of age. Owing to the
want of a convenient opportunity, she did ‘not
publicly acknowledge Christ until about three
years later, when soon after her marriage she
was baptized by Rev. D. Allen, and joined the
¥. B. church at Bethel, or which she remained
member until 1876, when with her
a worthy
husband she joined the Turner church where
‘In the last ten years,
he was then laboring.
she has suffered very much, yet when, four
years ago, her husband decided to ohey u long
neglected conviction. of duty and enter the

|.
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Bluffs in Union Depot, with the Union Pacific R. R, and

Connecting at Cameron with Hannibal & 8t. Joseph R, R. and in Union Depot at Beverly with Kansas City, St. Joe & Council Bluffs R. R.; at
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the next generation, if’ the woman

taken

Fa

A first-class school.
Three 1 lete courses ol
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
|
1. W. SANBORN, Sec. & T'reas.,
;
Lyndonville, Vt.

cheer-

puny

who

but God's

gua Loan Exhibition was ascrap book containing 136 addresses

and

fulness, resigning herself to the will of the
Lord.
It was hard for her to leave her family,

ners Falls Reporter.

the

hus

8.
as.

Af -LJUIAIS

he

is not

conceals vice behind the semblance of virwe,

vere, but were born with patience

An agricultural paper advises the farmer
to count his sheep every day. If it comes
to that, we should advise the
farmer to
move into a better neighborhood.— TurAmong the curiosities at

Mnch aid

8 8TOC

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent
sistant. | Wiis
opin

been given him by her winging, prayers and
exhortation both in the fumily and in public.
Her sufferings in her last sickness were se-

delphia Chronicle Herald,

sunshine or

No Scituate. A. X,Y

sympathy

SIR) 9SIY)

s0 changing of studies a dull brain.—Long/el\
dow,
hypocrite

in

with hin in this undertaking.

in full

® WIM

As tarning the log will make a dull fire burn,

The consummate

winter,

Her «oul was

ion

|

known his godlike hours.— Wordsworth.

or

to his work.

The first straw hat of the season made
its appearance on the street yesterday.
The man who were it was hired by the
proprietor of an ice-cream saloon.—Phila-

rain, will bring light to the eye, color to
the cheek, and vigor to the frame. We
can even recommend a moonlight stroll,
with a pleasant companion, to the young
ladies
the world over.
But we say again, seriously, woe to

not

has

summer

necessarily came upon ber in consequence of
bis absence from home in study
preparatory

x

I.

eau)

ing,

Sidney Smith.

who

cago Journal.

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Séituate, R.
For particulars address the Princi pal. GE

L

RIK dappuy uv 40) sSud sp)

—Cotwper.
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Tel
ji
yourself.—
of
awe
in
dtand
Reverence and
.

lives

ministry, she cheerfully: endeavored to meet
‘the greatly.increased care und hurdships whieh

*u0J Jou oq

THINGS TO REMEMBER.

that

recommended for the development of mus-

oman will be turning to higsWay robbery next, and may be a policeman on
our beat, with a ten inch muscle and a
illy in her hand.
Br be it from us to decry the habit of
walking. A moderate tramp of a morn-

‘Who never felt the impatient throb?
‘The longing of & heart that pants,
And reaches after distant good?

There is not a man

will the boy of the future have

with the coming school-ma’am? Charm- cle. - Don’t let your wife do it, or she may
ing condition of society that will be! get the start of you in development.—Chi-

omy,

po

a SR
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We run Palace Sieeping Cars for Sleeping purposes
purposes.
Ex
and Dining and Restaurant Cars for Eating

chance
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It is in the papers that a servant girl has ap‘peared in Holyoke, Mass., in answer to advertisements, recommended
as follows: *‘ The
bearer has been in my house a year—minus 11

months.

hall,

engi-

ished.”
y
The Springfield Republican does not entertain # high notion of the sagacity of Senator

mart,

tele-

Thurman

has been

.and

The

many

governor

telegraphed

to

officials

of Sawara

for

bread,

and

measures are being taken in the neighboring villages to relieve the distress of the
sufferers.
The number,
however,
is so
great that it is feared that local resources
will fall far short of what is required.
No

riots or excesses occurred during the conflagration.
The Minister of the Interior
has sent $7,950 to aid the sufferers.
The
London AStandard’s Berlin correspondent

attributes the fire to

political

discontent,

and points out the fact that offenders are
frequently
banished
to Orenburg.
The

village of Gatchenko

on

the

also burned
.
A beld, but unsuccessful,

Volga

was

attempt to rob

the Workingmen’s savings banks

at

Alle-

ghany, Pa., was made one day last week.
Cashier George L. Walter was alone at
noon, when tivo men
entered the bank,
and one, advancing to the counter, asked
for silver for a dollar
bill.
When
the

cashier advanced with the change, he was
confronted with a cocked
revolver, and
told to make no noise or he would be shot.

Dropping the silver, Walter seized the
revolver and succeeded in wrenching it
from his

assailant,

who

then

clambered

inside and was reaching for the money on
the counter when Walter fired two shots
at him and also two at the other robber,
who had climbed over the front counter
and was advancing to the rear of the
room. The strangers then fled. It is
found, however, that they succeeded in
carrying off $2300, but in their flight
dropped a package containing $700, which
was picked up on the street and returned
to the hank.
The thieves got over to the:
Pittshurg side of the river, where the clew
of them was lost.
Dr. McCosh, of Princeton College, has a
word or two to say in regard to civil serv-

ice reform: ‘I am glad to see that a genuine reform is being instituted in the New
York
being
their
own
This

custom-house, and young men are
appointed to positions by reason of
merit,
and
not by reason of their
or their fathers’
political beliefs.
system of civil service appointments

has proved successful both in Germany
and England.
I had the honor of being on
the first committee “of examiners for the
highest offices, in the latter country, and I
have always watched the progress of the
plan since then with interest.
One drawback in this country
is party
There is a reluctance to give

jealousy.
credit to

those introducing reforms. They are too
often charged with insincerity. Let us
give them all honor for their attempts,
even if unsuccessful.”
:
The marble memorial tablets in honor of
the six pioneer professors of the Princeton
Theological Seminary, Princeton, N. J.,
which have been erected in the old chapel
hy the alumni association, were dedicated,
Tuesday.

The tablets have

been

erected

ernment,

Congressional.

In the Senate, Monday, Mr. Pendleton’s bill
giving seats on the floor of the Senate and
House to the heads of departments was brought
up, and Mr. Pendleton made an argument in
its support.
Mr. Morrill,of Vermout, opposed
the bill, which was finally laid over for the
present. The bill for the publication of the Revised Statutes was passed, and some discussion
was had on the bill to prevent the introduction
of contagious diseases in this country.
The
legislative appropriation bill was received from
the House and referred to the committee on appropriations.
The House was not in session.
——The death of Representative Clark, of Iowa,
was early announced in both houses of Congress, Tuesday,and adjournment shortly followed. The message of the President vetoing the
army appropriation bill was sent in to the
House, but its reading was deferred,——In Sen-

ate, Wednesday, the mileage bill was passed in

the condition in which it was taken up. ‘The
President’s veto message was reaa in the House
and consideration thereof was, by the passage
of a resolution, put over until Thursdwy.
Among the bills passed was one to meet the expense of the work going on on the Mississippi
Jetties,.—— Except the failure in the House to
pass the army appropriation bill over the President’s veto—the vote being 120 yeas to 110
nays—no business of importance was transacted in Congress, Thursday.——In the Senate a
resolution to inquire into the Spofiord-Kellogg
eleetion contest was reported.
The House adJjourned to Suturday.,——The session of the Senute wus short, and no business of special importance was transacted.
A bill was introduced,
amendatory of the Texas Pacific Railway act,
$0 as to take some of the lands granted it, and
vest them in the Southern Pacific Railway, and
providing for a junction of the two roads at El
Paso, ete. - There was no session of the House.
Latest

News.

‘The Democratic joint caucus committee at
Washington has at last agreed upon a bill intended to meet the President’s objections to the
vetoed army bill, and one with which most of
the Democrats are satisfied. The programme

was to report the bill Monday, refer it to the

judiciary committee, and pass it Tuesday without discussion.——Despstches from Calcutta
at the back of the pulpit.
The center one
<ontain alarming reports of the introduction of
bears the names of Archibald Alexander, «cholera
into India, and its rapid spread, by pilD. D., James Waddel Alexander; D. D.,
rims. Several cases have appeared among the
and Joseph Addison Alexander, D. D.;
uropean troops. Other distress is reported
that on the left, of Samuel Miller, D. D.,
through the failure of the crops, and natives
and John Breckinridge, D. D.; the one on
are said to be starving in some sections.——A
fire at the Mass. State prison on Saturday noon
the right, the single name of Cbarles
Hodge, D. D.
The addresses were de- destroyed a large part of one of the new workshops, causing a loss te the Waring Hat Manlivered by Rev. Drs. William M. Paxton,
ufacturing Compary of New York of about$45,S. Irenzus Prime, Henry A.
Boardman,
000, and to the State of about $7,000. It is beTheodore L. Cuyler,
William
C. Cattell
lieved that the fire was caused by a chemical
and J. J. Bullock.
torpedo placed in cotton waste by one of the
convicts.—=The
burning of the stables of
In New York, Tuesday, articles of in-.
James Calvin, in Newport, R. I., caused a loss
corporation were tiled of the Union Teleof about $25,000.
A hostler was burned to
graph Company, which is organized with death.
PAPE GPW.
4044
a capital of 10,100,000
shares
of $100 a
share. The incorporators are Jay Gould,
Iducational.
who subscribes for 50,000 shares;
David
Bates College.
H. Bates, 25,000 shares, and Charles
A.
The present editors of the Student are showTinker of Baltimore, 25,000 shares.
The
route, beginning at New York, will extend ing a zealous interest in the department of lothrough almost every State in the Union
cal college news and much improvement is al-

in a semi-hexagonal retreat five

feet deep,

and most of the Territories, also into
Canada.
The corporation is to begin on
the 1st day of May, 1879, and
for 100 years.

to

continue

Now, who can blame the English people
for wanting to have it explained . why

Sir

Robert Peel does not wear his hat straight
across his brow.
The London World satisfles their curiosity:
‘‘ Some journalists
appear to take umbrage at the fact that
Sir Bobert Peel does not wear his hat
straight across his brow. The fact is that
in the terrible shipwreck in the Mediterranean of the

steamer

passengers, on

Ercolano,

a nigh$

in

full

March,

of

1854,

when the vessel was
sinking, Sir Robert
received
a severe
blow on the forehead
from some spar or heavy piece of wreck,
which pearly killed
- him. The
blow in-

flicted produced an enlargement of the
hone on the forehead, which renders it
impossible for him to wear his hat in the
usual way.”
!
A banquet was given Thursday night,
at Delmonico’s, in New

York, by President

Cyrus W. Field,to about one huvdred capitalists and prominent citizens.
Theevent
was in commemoration of the fact that
the Elevated Railrodd paid its first divi«end that day; that all conflicting interests between the Metropolitan and New
York Elevated roads have been harmoniz<d, and that the

roads,

which

two

years

ago carried less than 9000 passengers
ly, are now

carrying

155,000

dai-

passengers

per diem.
Short speeches were made by
President Field, General Porter, Postmaster James, Professor Fuller, ex-Mayors
Wickham and Ely, and Collector Merritt.
The gloom and terror of the situation in
St. Petersburg daily increase.
The entire
population of the city is now placed under
the strictest surveillance, certificates even
being required for persons to go from one
place to another across the city. The

greatest discontent prevails, and it is fear-

ready visible. We learn from the April number that ’82 has a new member; that a public
meeting of the Polymnian Society will

proba-

bly be held sometime during the present term;
No. 40 Parker Hall, with a pack room

adjoin-

ing it, has been fitted up for a recitation room;
that Prof. Angell

is to build a residence the com-

ing summer, on his lot corner of College
Frye streets; that the

Juniors

have

and

voted

to

celebrate Ivy Day; that the Freshmen are dis-

’72. Married at Lewiston,

on

Wednesday,

April 2d, by Rev. Dr. Bowen, Mr. J. A. Jones
and Miss Addie Skinner, both of Lewiston,
74. F. B. Stanford, the originator and first
editor of the Student, has now a
permanent
position on the Independent, to which he has
been a contributor during the past four or five

years, Mr. Stanford is the author of the story,
entitled ** A Shadow of Doubt,” which, appearwas republished abroad in the London

are

wanting

in any

ran out of smoked corn while planting one
field, and used a small quantity of corn that
was not smoked.
On the portion where the
unsmoked corn was.he was compelled toreplant
the greater part.— Exchange.

.

ITEMS.

Steel rails cost $25 per ton in England.
At Marseilles, France, diphtheria exists in
fowls,
New Haven manufactures 3,000,000 corsets
annually.
Our coal can be delivered in Australia at a
good profit.
A New York dealer in birds imported last
year, 100,000 canaries.
" Minnesota flour is landed in Europe within
thirty days after it is ground.
The total lumber cut of last season is estimated at 4,334,216,000 feet.
The Massachusetts Horticultural Society has
900 members.
Eastport, Me., will probably have seven canning establishments this season.
Popular cooking schools at New York, Boston, Washington and other cities mark national progress.— Springfield Republican.
George M. Chase of Westminster, Vt., has
qeen feeding five bogs this winter on clover hay
twice a day, and slops from the house once a
day, and reports them as thriving finely.
It isestimated that the value of the straw hats

and bonnets manufactured in New England ev-

ery vear is from $15,000,000 to $20,000,000.
Nearly all of this business is done in Mass.,
the chief factories being in Foxboro, Middleboro, Westboro,
Franklin,
Medfield,
Med-

way, Upton and Mansfield.

icle. Mr. S., being very young when he graduated from College five years ago, has attained

a high position at an unusually
this rate of progress,

we may

early age.

At’

safely predict for

him a highly honorable literary career.

76. H. Woodbury has just entered the
doin Medical School.

Bow-

’76. D. J. Callaban has been re-elected as a

’78. F. D. George, of the Theological School,
taught, during thé past winter, in
Bath.

member of the Lewiston Board of Aldermen.

77. Mr. F. F. Phillips and Miss J. R. North,
last month, closed a very successful year as
Principal and First Assistant in the Rockland

78. J. Q. Adams, also

of the

the

same

Theological

School, taught the winter term iu Georgetown
Village.
*78. C. E. Hussey visited bis friends at the
College during the latter part of Murch,
He
still retains his position as Principal of the High
School at Milton Mills, N. H.
78.

A. M. Flagg is at his home in Auburn,

lots.

!

Young Again.

¢“ My Mother wus afflicted a long time with
neuralgia and a dull heavy
inactive
condition
of the whole system, headache, nervous prostration, and was almost helpless.
No physi-

cians or medicine did

her any good.

Three

months ago she began to use Hop Bitters, with
such good effect that she seems and feels young
again, although over 70 years old.
We think
here is no other medicine fit to use in the
amily.’ —A lady, in Providence, R. I.

Reader!

Send eleven cents to pay for mailing

the handsome book of * Choice Selections for Au.
tograph Albums, containing friendly, affectionate,
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are offering Ireely at 5 @ 6c¥ 1b,

and

Hall, Boston.
is too late.

Boston
Reported

BEANS. —Choice Peal

40a$! 45¢ bu.and $1 45 is

a topjprice for lots as they

arrive.

#1 35 is an extreme price. Yellow Eyes continne
in Jimited supply, and prices are steady at #1 70 @
$1 85 ¥ bu. Red Kidneys are Scarce and command
has been a

slow

irade

erchatits and

eggs,
Sine,
\

Western

England.
trees.

most

Lots

from

dealers’

is

pails are séllingat7

enti,

@

and sel's slowly at

8c

1b.

Acres

over £15.

coming

in

is

Poor and medium grades are

bE
0..M,

plentiful

Do
Do

§ 2

Also,

L

BROS

common to good....

you - retire
your cough

Do.
comm
Lambs.choice, # 1b
Lambs, common to good ¥ 11

children
them to sick

Spring Lamb. .

are

& old at last week,

prices

ing from 33; @ 6%c ¥ 1b as to q ality.
market

YARD

rang-

and

privilege of examination!

lots.

of the
sampype
The
The

original

and

only

CI

FOR

HOP

than mortal
parts. Send for Circular and terms.
Address P. W. ZIEGLER & Co., 100 Arch St.,

$111
2

luminated Chromos,

NASSAU

CARD

7

HUNDRED

YEARS.”

It

has

BEFORE

po

$125,

$135,

A

wards.
New Organs, $65,
sure to write me before buying
ware of Imitators.
Address,

and

, kidney

Washington,

N. J.

it!

V

ARIETY

173

3

about

nial

work.

them,

Pagerns fo both

hill Center, Vt.

Address

Mrs.

Jsefal

R.

It has saved hundreds.

B
o
£
OWN

Ninos...

St. Loniseseseanees
Southern, family...
Corn Meal, ¥ bbl...
Rye Flour....coeveee
Oat Meal, Western...
Oat Meal, fancy brands..
Buckwheat, ¥ 100 Ibs ..
CoRrN.—Mixed and yellow
lots of extra yellow 48%

BOSTON:

FR

post-paid, 1

D LOTHROP

2% Dwaer

NEW

EE

.

&

CO. PUBL

a4

@ 4vc # bu

influence

rece’pts and warmer weather,

of more

there

ISHERS

and Solentific cure for Nervous Debilit,

-

Steady

Employment and good pay for ener.

Applicants must be 25

ence required.

CI

Perfiimed,

[| FE

for
or

Name

Bouquet,

E. Wallingford,

year:

p

efi

m

gold

Lace,

Snowflake

& jet.

Ct.

G.

A.

CA

DS,

ARDS,

Bus

Lily,

Floral,

Snow

is an

liberal

easier

Soh

d0e, Kua Ra E

Flirtation Cards sent for tivo 3c
L00 \ Address, CARLTON R. Smith,
Fh
ville,'Conn.
416

ARNER ) BROS CORSETS
Received the Highest Medal at the recent
PARIS

EXPOSITION,

over all American competitors,

FLEXIBLE

HIP

Their

CORSET,

20 hones Sth With perlecs ease, andis
hips. Price by mall, $1.25,
hing

of 60 cents.
171 Duane

ROYAL BARING
Street, New York.

tenon
made ni Ban SORSET
issoftand flexible and contains no bones,
Trashy mall, $1.50.

row’
Most

cheap powders contain alum; dangerous to health :
avoid them,
especially when offered loge or in
bulk.

17

shows

by

men

fully sustaidthat preomt
and

always

represent

the

Ladies’ & Children’s Undergarments.
Superb assortment of fine French hand-made UNDER.
WEAR, comprising every requisite for a lady's wardrobe.
Also, children's suits for every age and size.

Our

Infants’

Furnishing

equipped.
Complete
goods in proportion.
more

Department

is

thoroughly

Wardrobes as low as $35;
Any article in the Wardrobe

than

Letter
at list

the howme-inade article,

and

sat.stactory.

Hosiery, Gloves, & Handkerchiefs.
_ The largest, rarest, and most unique French novelties
in the city. Also, the medium grades of hose for ladies
prices.

any dress

material.

Goods.

AND

SHOES.

fine

quality

slippers

from

£1.25

to

Broadway andTwentieth St.
Grand, Chrystie, and Forsyth, NY.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor,
FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

To its Natural Vitality

and Color;
Advancing

sickness,

vears,.

care,

disap-

pointment, and heredi.

Nursing Corsets,

For Sale by leading Merchants

ARNER

BRO’S,

351

TO

THE

PUBLIC.

J. PINKHAM,

"Broadway, N. Y.

No. 20 Atkinson

Street

is no longhk
Ma
Machines
The
nly
place that New Improved Singer
sewing
Machines can be obtained is
the coup A:
NY'S OFFICE, No. 4, P. O. BLOCKat
, Dover, N, II.

er Agent for

chines.

the. Singer

either of

them

incline

it lo shed prematurely.
A
AYER'S HAIR ViGOR, by long and exteng\sive use, has proved
NG that it stops the falling
A
\\ A
\
« ° of the hair immediately; often renews the growth; and always surely
restores its color, when faded or gray. It stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy activity, and
preserves

both

the

hair

and

its beauty.

Thus

brashy, weak or sickly hair becomes glossy, plia-

STOCK.

Byars
57 Aerr ander.
ALFRED COLE,
GENEVA, N.Y.

4116

on receipt
DER CO.

made

turn the hair gray, and

without Medicine, from whatever cause. “Mail
free. Blectro- Chemical Pad Co. P.0,b0x
3320,N.Y.

NURSERY

Absolutely pure—made from Grape Cream
Tartar, imported exclusively for this Powder hick
the Wine district of France.” Always uniform and
wholesome. Sold onlyin cans by all Grocers, A
pound can mailed to any address,
postage paid

and

& COSTUMES.

80 justly established,
styles and tashions

:

ger Sulereliable
getic,
Hablemen
men to
So. canvassass in
in NewNew England
E

POWDER

nence
latest

BOOKS

EMPLOYMENT.

orna-

U

SUITS

Our SITS and COSTUMES
|

cut

style and fit are guaranteed.

1000
1v24

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES FREE,SEND FOR ONE

hundred

and

are

tary predisposition, all
) DESIRABLE

On.

3

OATS. —361; @ 39¢ for No 1 and extra white; 351;

@ 36);c for No 2 white.
Burrer —Under the

CO0,,

St., N.Y.

Hapaford,

tailors, therefore

Sacques

Xr Our goods are all first-class. We ill all
ers exactly nnd to she Interest of pur.
chasers, guarantee all purchases to be sintise
factory to hhyars, and stand ready to rem dv
all errors.
e mvile orders, convinced that
a first trial will Insure us the regulur custom
hereafter.
All orders for Goods to be accompanied by
the money; or, where
parties wish,
Goods wil
be Sent by ex
C.0.D,
here the remit.
tance
is too
large, we always return the difference,

Insist upon it.

Terms.
P. W.
ZIEGLER
&
Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

34151
To any one send.

PATTERNS,

ing me 25 cts,, I will send

Doz, yariep

two

reenwich

and

shoes from $2 to $5;

our druggist keeps it,

T

Cloaks

$2.50; Misses’ best pebble goat, worked hutton holes, $2;
Children's hand made, spring heel, button boots, $1.68);
Infanis’ shoes, all colors. 1.25,
Boys’ and Youths’ French calf button boots, $2.75, and
a good, durable laced shoe, $1.85,

complaint,

4tl5eow

value free by mail.

M. YOUNG,

Buy it.

Our

ants, everybody: every business. Saves many
times cost. Selling fast. Send for Circular and

their address will re.
ceive something of great

left.

or urinary

This department maintains
its supremacy, and
the best productions trom the European centres

BOOTS

AGENTS
WANTED.
$50 to $125 a
Month. An Encyclo=
a aglaw and
For Business
“orms.
Men, Farmers, Mechanics, Property Owners, Ten.

Be
BeF.

0 ATs
BEATTY,

every

For spring and summer, for Ladies, Misses, and Children.
Cloth top, low button shoes, the novels of the
season, £3.50; genuine Kid walking boots, $3.75.
Low

BITTERS.

ited, try

HOW

up-

to $440.
elsewhere.
DANIEL

with

able prices. Quality, style, and fit the prominent features
of this departinént.

—Choicest in the world—Importer’s
prices. arpeet Company in America
—staple article—pleases ‘everybody—
Trade continually
increasing—Agents ‘wanted
everywhere—best inducements—don’t waste time
—send for circular.
ROB’I WELLS, 48 Versey St, N. Y.,, P. 0. Box
1287.
teow?

Do not fail to send for my latest 30.page Illustrated Newspaper with much valuable information
Pianos,

&c.,

Momie

Every Jossible requisite for a gentleman's outfit,
First.
class and medium grades of goods at our usual reason-

BITTERS.

OUR

ew

Cheviots,

Goods,

Gents > Furnishi
shing

A b, the peng Ih blood. Sonata
You will be cured if you take

Y

Free.

Percales,

the

Also, “Anderson's”

Dress

All the choice grades, containing every color and shade
known.
Fresh additons daily.

E AS

pro-

BUYING

take

a bed of sickness, take

may save your life,

Newark, N. J.

45" READER!

Cotelines,

cottor

or color.

HOP BITTERS.

Co.,

nounced to be “a political and historical gem.”
250 pages. 382 engravings. Price only $1.00, and
the
biggest commissions to Agents ever paid. It
sells at sight. Send for circulars giving full in.
formation. Address F. C. BLISS & CO., |
2t19

Cloths,

shades to match

BITTERS.

you d

“=~

4119

been

printed

A superior selection of plain hemmed linen, and all
linen hemstitched, and scolloned Handkerchiers.
Also,
embroidered Silk Handkerchiefs unsurpassed in beauty

If you are simply ailing, are weak and low spir-

GENTS WANTED.
F& our new and relia.
ble work.
“ OUR COUNTRY AND GOVERNMENT
FOR ONE

Zephyrs,

and children at very moderate

. HOP BITTERS.

Outfit

Iy19

10c.

Have

:

2t19,2tju

of our Prettiest Motto Chromo Cards, or 25 Il.

Nasgsaa, N.Y.

tion,
or dissipation,

. HOP

idly and rapidly that its record reads like a novel
with the hero moving as if endowed with more

O. VICKERY, Augusta,

Suitings, Debeiges, and

Ladies’, misses’; and children's kid, cloth, and Lisle
Thread Gloves of the best manutacture, in all the newest

. Whoever yon are, wherever you are, whenever you
, Teel that your system needs cleansing, toning
or stimulating, without inlozicating, take

of Pulpit Orators—his-powers ever a

Address P.

Beotch

much

Ir you are married or single, old or young, suffering from poor health or languishing on

source of wonder, his example always an inspiration. The incarnation of all
energy, the imper.
sonation of all enthusiasm, he made a life so viv.

Free.

GOODS.

in Cachemeres,

price; really cheaper

BITTERS.
, and suffering from any indis-

HOP

;

a

you are a man of business,
weakened by the
strain of your duties;avoid stimulants and take

Tetion

THE

A YEAR and expenses to agents.

correctness of these statments, send for
card-for yourself and children I!
3d Special Sale has closed.
4th Special Sale will be ready April 26.

HOP
If you are

genuine

Philadelphia, Pa.

with

yourself

night work, to restore brain and nerve waste, take

LIFE Whitefield
The Prince

convince

HOP'BITTERS.
If you are a man of letters, toiling over yourmid-

Silver Soap is known world-wide as the INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP, and ‘is the only
proper
thing to use for cleaning
Silver, Electro
Plated
Goods, Marble, Jewelry, Statuary, &c. Made only
by ROBINSON BROS. & CO., Boston.
12t11
WANTED

To

Oak
Bosand
child

C. W. SIMMONS
& SON,
BOSTON.
4116

Plaited

It may be used
even by inexperienced help with
entire safety, as it co!
8 nothing that can possibly injure the finest plate or jewelry.
Many of
our largest Manufacturers and Importers of Silver and Plated Ware have used
this Soap, and
have given it their unqualified approval.
The

DRESS
Novelties

standard cloths, in splendid variety.

In short, the material of the whole stock at
Hall can be examined st home as easily as in
ton. The system is original with Oak Hall,
everything is so clear and simple that any
can understand it.
* Garments ordered are in all cases sent

Ware, Window Glass, Mirrors, Marble, Paint, &c.
This is the most convenient and effective - prepara.
tion for these
purposes ever offered to the public’

AGENTS

Al

AND BLACK RIL DAMASSES, embracing
thie rarest gems of the Buropean or
American Markets.
In SUMMER SILKS and FOULARDS we have everything
that is new and beautiful.

Lozenges in

shown on sample cards, and the simplest rules for
self-measure accompany each.

INDEXICAL SILVER SOAP,
Silver

Elm

(The oldest and largest Clothing House in New
England,) can be obtained without expense,
All that is necessary is, to state if samples re.
uired are to represent Gentlemen's, Youth’s, or
oy’s garments.
Also, if to be made Jfrom measure,
or ready made.
i
.
Spring Overcoats from $3,935 and upwards are

£11 # bbl, and 1t would be hard to place a lot over
£10 75. Dost n clear is selli« faivly at $i2 @ 12 50;

CAUTION.

WARRANTED.

OAK HALL, BOSTON, SHAWLS, CLOAKS, AND WRAPS.

| and bakds at £13 & £1350 4 bbl.
BEEF.—There has been a fair demand, with sales
of Western mess extra mess at $858 a 811; and
extra plate at $11 3 $1150
¥Dbbl.
SMOKED
HAMS. —The market is steady, with
further sales of Boston and Western
at 8 a 8)¢
# 1b. Fancy ir bags command 9% @ 9c & Ib.
LARD.—The market is quiet at 635 a6! ctor West.

Polishing

for universal excels

grade to be iound in a first-class establishment.

is easier,

ern steam, and 6c & Ib for Boston, in large
Kettle rendered can not be sold. at over Te,

Slippery

FROM

Milel | ows

for rendered

but give them

SAMPLES

with a fair demand, ard sales at 6% @ 6c ¥ 1b.
Grease has been selling at d @ 5c & 1h.
PORK.—There is a quiet tone in the Pork mar
ket.
Prime is in light supply, and commands &9
25 @ #9 50 ¥ bbl. Mess has been selling at $1087

For Cleaning ana

enjoys a reputation

In COLORED SILKS our well-selected stock is offered
at prices that cannot be under

abundance. Large boxes,25
cents. Sent by mail,
postage paid, to any part of the U. 8., upon re.
ceipt of price. CASWELL & CO., Boston, Proprietors. For sale by all Druggists.
1y3

and Working Oxen remain quiet &t uvchanged
prices.
Fat Hogs sold at4s; a 1Xc ¥ Ib.

TaLLow.—The

SILK

brands of

Girard, and
other
The Lord & Taylor

Our American Cachemire INDESTRUCTIBLE BLACK
SILK justly claims earnest attention, being equal to the
best of foreign manufacture at half the cost. EVERY

they

Opiates,

Worcester county choice
Live STocK.—With large receipts and a slow
trade, prices of Beef Cattle have further declined.
The sales of good to choice Northern have been at
6 @ T%c ¥ Ib, dressed weight, with ‘premium bulJocks at 7%c # Ib. Good to choice
Westeru sold
at 414 @ 5%¢, and premium steers at 55 @ 53 ¥ 1H,
live weight. Veal Calves are dullat3 § 4c # Ib.

and

bv

FAMILY

COLORED

Common.....

Sheep and Lambs

SILKS contain the well-known

Bonnet, Ponson, Tapissier, Guinet,
equally prominent manufacturers.
lence that is unsurpassed.

Yalingtord, or

Ni

SILKS.
Our BLACK

fail

flake, etc., 10c. Game of A
ow
c.
HOM.
Smith, Clintonville, Ct.
Nthors, wg
i
h
g
Perfume
d, A Ocean Gems, y and Gilt
7
Edge
i;
ass ted
Cards, name in
gold, 10¢.
E
v
E

Cellar

Common eXtrassseeeesse..
WiBCODBIN.
ses naveenrsn
‘Minnesota, DAKeIB..coovvivrervannronesss
Minnesota and Wisconsin, fancy........6
WINTER WHEATS,
Patents, CholCe....ceetviveriieiniien
Patents, common to
seaes
ve
Ohi0ssesncesersecsarsnrvrnns
Michigan.....eeee
Indiana....c.eoee

don’t

Veals, choice # Ib...:
Fair to good.

at Oak

deflers be buiuar, cheese

WE CAN POSITIVELY ASSERT TITAT AT NO PERIOR
HAVE WE DISPLAYED AN ASSORTMENT OF DR%
ta ODI SO ADEQUATE TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF
THE PUBLIC OR AT PRICES SO ADAPTED TO THE.
NECESSITIES OF ECONOMICAL SHOVING.

Always have them by your bedside;
taken when

Mutton, extra.

Report.

superfine......... seesrerrenadl

in

Sine, La "

ond for illustrated pamphler, full of Facts.
BARNES,
Land Com., Lansing, Mich

to use them.
two or three

SATURDAY, May 3.
& CO., Commission

ns,
apples,
&c,
Market, Boston.
SPRING WHEATS.

i

ands

Shales.

the Church, Concert and Lecture room,

MARKETS.
Produce

Lands

and Lungs. Consumptives will find them sooth.
ing and healing; use them freely.
In traveling,

common to good
....
fore quarters, choic:

Do

Lord
& Taylor

Caswell’s Slippery Elm Lozenges.
For Coughs, Colds, and all affections of the Throat

enough. with sales ranging from $9 @ $14 4d ton as

Rye Straw readily commands
FRESH MEAT.
Beef, hind quarters, choice, ¥1b...

Farming

hole

200,000485r¢2.0%

woith

to quality.

Rich

of payment.

zal.

fax AND STRAW.—Demand for choice Hay is
still equal to the supply, and $15 ¥ $16 & ton can
be obtamed, but very little,

Sold everywhere at 25 cts. per bottle.

well located
in Michigan at from
82 to $8
per acre, on easy ters

Syiup

608 5c &

move yellowness from skin
and eyes. Warranted tocure,

Shrubs and Roses

: FORRK SA LE!

MAPLE SUGAR & SYrue.—There is a good demand for Sagar, with sales of choice small cakes
at9 @ 1! and large
cakes at 8 @ 0c #
Ib,

Tubs and

Small fruits, Evergreen,

& Baskets. In use 10 yrs.
Best and cheapest made.
Send for Free Circular.
N. D. BATTERSON,
614
Buffalo, N. Y.

50 4? bbl.

arrive.

BITTERS

will cure the disease and re-§

Cherry

BERRY CRATES
i
NEW
YORK.
WHOWANTS
A
FARM
UWHERE FARMING PAYS BEST
:
Opening Spring Display
NEW DRY GOODS,

The market closes with a light

demand and a good supply.
ONIONS.
—A cargo from Bermuda arrived early
in the week, from which sales were mauve at 81 60
¥ erate.
Nutives are quiet andgsteady at $4 a $1

a 225% bbl, as they
hands range higher.

Apple, Pear, Peach, Plum and

Grape vines.
Trees,
plants, shrubs and vines
grown in central New England are more certain
to thrive when transplanted, will produce fruit
earlier and of better flavor than those specimens
grown
furtdwr
South.
Descriptive Te
mailed free on application.
OLIVER DODGE,
Merrimac River Nursery,
Nashua, N. 11,

the demand.
Maine Central Rose have been selling at #110 @ $115 # bu, and $1 151s a top price
for
best
Houlton
stock.
Northern
Rose
have
been
celling
at
i056 @
#110
# bu:
Jacksons have settled ‘down to 9c @ 81 # bu
Prolifics and Davis Seedlings are fairly sold up at

bu.

DR. BAXTER'S MANDRAKE

a specialty. New and standard varieties of Straw.
berries, Raspberries
and Blackberries; hardy

of the week, with supplies of all kinds in excess of

$105 @ $110

iousness,and LiverComplaint.

NURSERY
STOCK.
Choicest and hardiest varieties grown in New

Fair to good

move off lowly at $130 4 $135 ¥ bu. Choice
Mediums will command $130 @ 135 # bu. but

$250 @ #28 ¥ bu.
POTATOES.~There

Area Sysipion of Jaundice,
Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Bil-

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists,

Perfumed Cards, Chromo,

by HILTON

TRIS
"

MEDICINE.

;
JAN. 1, 1878,
MR. H. R. STEVENS,
Dear Sir :—I take pleasure in saying, that I have
used the Vegetine in my family with
results,
and I have known of several cases of remarkable
cure effected by it. I regard it us a valuable family
medicine.
Yours truly,
REV. WM.MCDONALD.
The Rev. Wm. McDonald is well known through
the United States as a ministerof the M. E. Church,

grades can be easily bought at these figures.
Common runs down to 2 @ 4c 1b.
:
EGGS.—Eastern 12 @ 12)%c¢; Northern 12¢; and
Western 11 @ 11}¢ ¥ dozen.

Send for sample card now, before it

THE

FAMILY

serviceable

i

26th,

Sa

I Regard it as a Valuable

comin,

n is worth over 12+ ¥ lb, The market closes wit
a dull and unsettled tone, and still lower prices
are looked tor. Buyers are not disposed to opeiate
except for immediate
wants, and lots that are not
strictly choice are hard to sell at any reasonable
gure.
CHEESE.—The market hag ruled quiet and rather
weak. Holders of fine marks continue to ask iX¢
¥ 1b, but choice lots as they arrive are selling at.7
@ 7c, ¥ 1b, and 7);¢ is all that the trade are willing to pay for best lots to sell again. Fair to good

ma, Coughs, Colds, Bleeding of the Lungs, or Consumption, showing one-half as many testimonials
of genuine cures in the
same length of time as
Adamson’s Botanic Balsam. Price 35 cts,

The 4th Special Sale begins onthe

ane os

Kor

Maine.

Feels

Chron-

tist village, at Montreal, caused a loss
about
$125,000.
The
total
number

$50,000.

of these elements

soil, they must be reproduced by the application of fertilizers.— Minnesota Farmer.
LIMA BEANS WITHOUT STAKES.
Mr. MeAfee, Superintendent of the University of Wiscousin Experimental Farm, informs us that
for three years past he has grown Lima beans
without poles or stakes, by persistent pinching
back after they reach the desired hight—
about that of common ‘bunch beans.
He is
confident the crop is very perceptibly earlier
and thinks it is increased in quantity—the
plant being checked in its growth of vine, expending its energy in fruit production.
On the
farm we saw some so treated that
were
well loaded with fruit.— Fruit Recorder.
SMOKING SEED CORN.
An intelligent farmer, who is a very close observer and a_very
successful corn farmer, says that he always
smokes his seed corn. Afler selecting the seed,
he hangs itin his smoke-house and . smokes it
well. Sometimes the corn is quite black. The
result of this treatment is that the corn is not
liable to rot before it sproufs, and insects do
not disturb it. Where he uses smoked corn
thereis no necessity of replanting.
He has
tested the experiment for a number of years,
and has always been successful. . Last year he

ing in an issue of the Independent in September, 1877, attracted considerable attention and

High School. They will continue in
positions during the ensuing year.

stores and dwellings consumed was twenty-three.
The burned district embraces
an area of, about 200 square yards, extending from Clark street to St. Domin.
ique. and from Cherrier street down about
200 yards towards the city.
The insurance is estimated at ahout $40,000
or

HIS AND THAT.

FORMATION OF So1Ls.
The successful cultivation of the soil depends upon chemical
principles.
Our soil is composed of organic
and inorganic substances.
Red heat will destroy the organic part. which consists of two
groups of matter.
The one contains nitrogen;
the other is destitute of this element.
All
plants producing soils must contain a supply of
these substances.
The important inorganic
elements in the soil are potash, soda, magnesia, oxide of iron. sulphuric and phosphonic
acid. A healthy plant contains them all.
If

any

creamery

the best creameriés /19¢ ‘is a’ top
ce. Choice
dairies can vot now be quoted over 14 @ 16c, and
only finest Vermont dairy lots will command the
ountride figure. Fair to good dairy lots are slow at
12 @ 13¢, and it would be difficult to force much off
at 12¢. while inferior grades range down to lower
res. Choice Western gary packed might be

GREEN APPLES.—Receipts are falling off and
choice lots are fi mer. Sa'es hove been made at $2

EEE

cussing the advisability of purchasing class
premium to LEISURE HOURS, and we will send a
caps; that the base ball nine have made ar- month’s subscription to the Magazine free, It has
rangements for a series of games with the | more choice reading and better illustrations than
any other for the price. Please repay this gift by
Brunonians of Brown
University; that the
Sophomore prize debates occur this term, in showing all to friends. Catalogue of 1000 desirable
and curious articles to all. J.L. PATTEN & Co.
five divisions; that Prof, Stanton’s lectures on
47 Barclay st., N. Y.
<<
Ornithology to the Sophomore class are also attended by several * Upper Classmen;” that
The Supreme Court of the State of New York
has decided that J. C. Ayer & Co., of Lowell, have
Given, *79, has been employed to teach the high
the sole right to use the words CHERRY PECTOschool at Mechanic Falls: that during the clos
RAL for a medicine, and has issued an injunction
ing week of last term, Prof. Stanton gave the
against F. V. Rushton, of New York City, for sellFreshmen several interesting talks apon the
ing Rushton’s Cherry Pectoral or Cherry Pectoral
races and theaters of the ancients; und that
Lozenges,or any other use of the name to deceive
Rundlett, *77, in the late *‘ go-as-you-please”
the public. This decision of the high court inpedestrian contest at Dover, N. H., won the
cludes all dealers who sell any similar article.—
first prize of $50, and made the best time ever
Port Jefferson (L. 1.) Leader,
made in New England.
We also insert its list
$5,000 Gold is offered for any remedy for Asthof alumni notes:

ed that this may help the cause of the
revolutionists. Grenades are exploded in
the streets every day. The imperial troops
are held in readiness for immediate action.
A fire, Weduesday night, at St. Jean Bapof
of

Rf...

COO

ruins,

pavment,

B38

the

injured.

to raise to coventhe first

lay it strictlv aside and then go ahead.
*‘‘ But.”
said his friend, * vou must spend literally
nothing.
You must live off vour place.
You
must make a box and drop in it all the money you receive.” The young man and his wife
went bravely to work to follow his advice.
If
it was necessary to dine off a head of boiled
cabhage and silt. they did so and never grumnhled.
Every payment was promptly met,
The egg money, and the butter money, and the
corn and wheat money—all went into the payment-hox ‘and at the specified time the place
was theirs,” There was an invisible wealth
about such hard-earned possessions that common observers knew not of. On the day of the
last vavment,
the voung man presented himself before his friend with a smiling face and
with the money in his hand.
There were no
rags to be seen, but his clothing was well
covered with darns from head to foot.
¢ You
see I have followed your advice,” he said.casting a glance over himself, ** and my wife looks
worse than Tdo. But I have earned the farm
and now I know how to earn another.”—Clincinnati Times.

06066

in

were

he wished

CoOrraGrial

found

winter, which led to the extra session; he has
one more chance to blunder in the next caucus,
and he probably will.”
News of a terrible earthquake reached London last week. An official report to the Persian
Government of an earthquake at Mianch, 22d
March, says twenty-one villages were totally
destroyed, und 922 persons, 2,660 sheep, 1,125
oxen, 124 horses and 55 camels were killed.
Sure enough, the fools are not all dead yet.
An Illinois man sleeps every night on n spot of
ground left bare for the purpose in his hou-e,
and has an attendant shovel clean earth over
He behim to take the place of bed-clothes.
lieves that in this way he guards against disease.
The Boston Journal does not believe in the
infullibility of journalists, or even in their
shrewdness in some respects: *‘ We have very
little faith in presidential nominations made by
newspapers.
Journalists as a rule are more
competent to criticise a weak und ineflicient
Administration than they are to select candidates,”
This is one way. of putting it: Palestine is
mortgaged to Baron Rothschild as security for
a loan of 200,000,000 francs to the Turkish gov-

BUTREBE

court-house.
The public funds and the
greater part of the official archives were
saved.
The loss to the inhabitants is
enormous.
Three charred bodies were

¢ Thurman started

Tow

graph station, seminary for teachers, custom-house,
control
office and
military

as a politician:

the * Ohio idea,” which lost Ohio to the Democrats; he counseled the repealing clauses last

to

: 222K:

neer’s head-quarters, auction

went

ot

churches,

town

He

Nssgy

the

terms.

EE

barracks,

advantageous

confer with a friend of his.who was a banker,
about the matter. andto inquire
whether it
would
be prudent to borrow the requisite
sum and pay it in regalar installments.
He
thought
- he should he ahle te manage all but
the first installment.
He was advised to borrow from the bank a sum enough larger than

S- 4

artillery

on very

Paperee

the buildings destroyed are two

HOW THE FARM WAS BOUGHT.

Fr

Among

best part of the city in ashes.

1b lower on choice dairy and

A young man was very anxious to secure a
piece of property which was just then oor sale

882g3ygy

A great fire raged in Orenburg, Russia,
all day and night, Tuesday, laying the

During that time she has shown her-

self «iligent—at the house door; frugal—in
work; mindful--of herself; prompt—in excuses; friendly—toward men;
faithful—to her
lovers: and honest—when everything had van-

Leo:

CURRENT EVENTS.

A

tendency in the market, and prioes are ahount 2¢ ¥

Bural and Domestic,

88y:

Summary,

8

eos

L)

Improved

Beware of Second-Hand.

SINGER MAN'F'G CO,
J. D. PATTEE, Agt.

ble and strengthened ; lost hair regrows with live.
ly expression; falling hair is checked and stablished; thin hair thickens; and faded ‘or gray
hairs resume their original color. Its operation is
sure and harmless.

It cures

dandruff,

heals

all

humors, and keeps the scalp cool, clean and
soft—under which ¢ ditions diseases of the scalp
are impossible.
\

As a dressing for ladies’ hair, the

praised

for its grateful

and

agreeable

and valued for t .e soft luster and

it imparts.

PREPARED

VIGOR is

perfume,.

richness

of tone

BY

DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.
Practical
and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine, no. 3-28 ;
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STAR

TERMS:
vo
20 $2.50 per per y year:
Ar} or, if paid in ad o
Each subscriber will please notice the
dat
of
paymen
iow
the label
to t beon nid
, of his paper, andow
not
Lhe
Star is not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid unless persons request it; and it is discontinued when 'it has
been more than one year in arrears, after
due
notice and time shall bave been given.
REMITTANCES must be made in mon-

ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a.
re istered letter and at our risk and expense,
0 writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and:
give both the old and new addréss when they

order a change in the direction of their paper.

The Star
goes to press Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to be

here on Saturday previous,
Address,

Rev.

I. BD, STEWART,
DOVER,SN,

H,

